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IETF

I would like to express my personal thanks to SEI, PSC, CMU,Prepnet, and Bell of
Pennsylvania for hosting the May1990 IETF meeting, and for setting a new standard
in Internet connectivity. This is certainly a style to which we would like to become
accustomed!
This meeting was attended by almost 250 persons. Thirty-three Working Groups
(out of the total forty active IETF workinggroups) met in almost forty-five separate
sessions. These numbers ~epresented new high points for the IETF, and motivated
us to take a closer look at IETF growth, activity and progress.
CNRIis developing a database facility for tracking all online IETFinformation. When
completed, we will be able to provide the capability of querying for general information
on IETF (including logistics information for upcomingmeetings), and for specific
information about WorkingGroups (including Working Group objectives, projected
dates for accomplishing objectives, meeting minutes and Internet-Drafts).
Wewill use this locally to help us track IETFWorkingGroupactivity, but eventually
we would also like to make this facility available as an anonymousTELNET
service
as a convenient way for interested parties to obtain information about IETF. The
information below about IETF activities was derived using tools and data from the
database.
Thanks go to Greg Vaudreuil (CNRI)for developing the database tools. It is our goal
that most of the information nowavailable in the quarterly IETF Proceedings or in
the current online directories will eventually be available through the database tools
and reports.

IETF Growth since

January

1989

The ~ollowing information about IETF attendance and growth, is from the database.
Attendance for the last six IET:F meetings:
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th

IETF
IETF
IETF
IETF
IETF
IETF

Jan 1989
Apt 1989
Jul 1989
Oct 1989
Feb 1990
May 1990

Uniw~rsity of Texas
Kennedy Space Center
Stanford University
Uniw~rsityof :Hawaii
Florida State Univ.
PSC/SEI/CM~U

121
112
215
138
191
243

With the exception of the Stanford meeting (which mayhave been overly large because
of proximity to computer industry), the above figures show a steady growth from
around 100 to over 200 in the last year. Total attendance at these six meetings
represents attendance by 500 different persons from 166 different organizations.
Repeat attendance by individal participants reveals a dedicated core of key IETF
contributors. Twenty-three individuals have attended the past, 6 meetings. Twentyeight have attended 5 meetings, while another Forty-Six have attended at least 4.
Nearly 100 folks have attended at least 2/3 of the recent meetings, an impressive
statistic whenattendance was only just over 100 for 3 of the those meetings.
Whengrouped by categories, we; found that approximately 1/3 of the attendees were
from vendors, 1/3 from governrnent (DoDand civilian agencies), and more than 1/4
from universities and regional network operators.

IETF Activity

and Progress

since

January

1989

Perhaps a more important measure of IETF activity is t:he numberof active Working
Groups and the number of RFCsproduced over the sarne period. The following list
shows the total number of Working Groups and the number which actually met at
each meeting:
Date
- Jan 1989
- Apr 1989
- Jul 1989
- Oct 1989
- Feb 1990
- May 1990
- current (for

Location
University of Texas
Kennedy Space Center
Stanford University
University of Hawaii
Florida State Univ.
PSC/SEI/CMU
UBC)

Total WGs WG’s Met
1.2
12
19
1.7
1.8
20
19
1.8
32
38
40
33
45 (a:pprox)

Notice that the number of Working Groups has shown a sharp increase since the
creation of the IESGlast fall. Following the first IESGmeeting at the University of
Hawaii, the number of Working Groups doubled.
During this general period, there were over 80 RFCspublished relating to Internet
technical activities. Of those RFCs, around 30 pertained to Internet standards. The
IETF accounted for almost 30 percent of the total RFCspublished, and for 55 percent of all RFCspertaining to standards. The IABitself, together with the IRTF,
accounted for almost another 30 percent, meaning that the IAB as an organization
(i.e., including IETF and IRTF) accounted for almost 60 percent of all RFCspublished in this period.
A version of this information will be presented and discussed at the UBCIETF
meeting.

Wishing

a Speedy

Recove:ry

to Gene Hastings

I was very saddened to hear that Gene Hastings, the host for our Maymeeting at PSC,
suffered a very tragic event. Gene’s house burned in early June. It was essentially a
total loss. Gene, himself, suffered significant burns. Geneis the chair of the Network
Joil~t Monitoringworkinggroup, and :has been active ir~ IETFsince its earliest days..
During an FEPGmeeting on June 12th, we called Gene in the hospital to wish him.
well. I was impressed by the strength of his spirit in the face of such tragedy and
obvious pain. Genesaid he had manycontacts and offers of help from his friends and.
acquaintances from 15 years of working in the area of computer networking. That
emphasized to me the very htlman side of computer networking in a poignant way.
Please join me in wishing Gene a speedy recovery. Although it is not likely that he
will be at the August IETF meeting at UCB(and I will be very pleased if he proves
me wrong!), he assured me that he would be active in the I]~TF as soon as possible.
I knowhe was back on the ne.twork while st:ill in the hospital via dial-in SLIP. Gene,
we can’t wait to have you back!
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IETF Overview

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has grown into a large open community
of network designers,, operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with evolution
of the Internet protocol architecture and the smooth operation of the Internet. The
IETF began in January 1986 as a forum for technical coordination by contractors
working on the ARPANET,
DDN,and the Internet core gateway system.
The IETF mission includes:
¯ Specifying the short and mid-term Internet protocols and architecture for the
Internet,
¯ Making recommendations regarding Internet protocol standards for IAB
proval,
¯ Identifying and proposing solutions to pressing operational and technical problems in the Internet,
¯ Facilitating technology transfer from the Internet Research Task Force, and
¯ Providing a forum for the exchange of information within the Internet community between vendors, users, researchers, agency contractors, and network
managers.
Technical activity on any specific topic in the IETF is addressed within working
groups. All working groups are organized roughly by function into eight technical
areas. Each is led by an area director whohas primary responsibility for that one
area of IETF activity. These eight technical directors with the chair of the IETF
composethe Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).

CHAPTER 1.
The current areas and directors,

which composethe IE,~G, are:

Operations:
Security:

Phill Gross/NRI
Russ Hobby/UC-I)~,vis
Craig Partridge/BBN
Noel Chiappa/Consultant
Robert Hinden/BBIN
Dave Crocker/DEC
Rob Hagens/U-Wisc and
Ross Callon/DEC
Phill Gross/NRI (interim)
Steve Crocker/TIS

IESG Secretary:

Greg Vaudreuil/NRI

IETF and IESG Chair:
Applications:
9.g_Host and User Services:
Internet Services:
Routing:
~ .Network Management:
OSI Integration:

IETF OVERVIEW

The working groups conduct business during plenary meetings of the IETF, during
meetings outside of the IETF, and via electronic mail on mailing lists established
for each group. The IETF iholds quarterly plenary sessions composed of working
group sessions, technical presentations and network status briefings. The meeting are
currently three and one half ,:lays long and includes an open IESGmeeting.
Meeting reports, charters (which include the workinggroup mailing lists), and general
information on current IETF activities are available on-line for anonymousFTPfrom
several Internet hosts including nnsc.nsf.net.
Information and logistics about upcomingmeetings ot! the IETF are distributed on
the IETF mailing list. To join the list or for general inquiries about the IETF, send
a requestto ±et~-request~is±.edu.

1.1.

1.1

11

FUTURE IETF MEETING SITES

Future

IETF Meeting

Sites

Summer 1990
University of British Columbia
Host: John Demco
July 31- August 3, 1990

Fall/Winter

1990

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
The University of Colorado
Host: Don Morris and Carol Ward
December 4-7, 1990
Spring 1991
Washington University in St. Louis
Host: Guru Parulkar
March 11-14, 1991

12
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1.2

ON LINE IETF INFORMATION

On Line
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IETF Information

The Internet Engineering Task Force maintains up-to-date on-line information on all
its activities. There is a directory containing Internet-Draft documentsand a directory containing IETF working group information. All this information is available
for public access at several locations. (See section 1.2.3)
The "IETF" directory contains a general description of the IETF, summaries of ongoing working group activities and provides information on. past and upcomingmeetings. The directory generally reflects information contained in the most recent IETF
Proceedings and Working Group Reports.
The "Internet-Drafts" directory has been installed to makeavailable, for review and
comment,draft documents that will be submitted ultimately to the IAB and the RFC
Editor to be considered for publishing as an RFC. Commentsare welcomeand should
be addressed to the responsible person whosenameand email addresses are listed on
the first page of the respective draft.

CHAPTER 1.
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1.2.1

IETF

OVERVIEW

The IETF Directory

Belowis a list of the files available in the IETFdirectory and a short synopsis of what
each file contains.
Files prefixed with a 0 contain information about upcomingmeetings. Files prefixed
with a 1 contain general information .about the IETF, the working groups, and the
internet-drafts.
FILE

NAME

0mtg-agenda

the current agenda for the upcoming .quarterly IETF plenary,
which contains what Working Groups will be meeting and at
what times, and the technical presentations and network status
reports to be given.

0mtg-logistics

the announcement for the upcor~ing quarterly IETF plenary,
which contains specific information o:a the date/location of the
meeting, hotel/airline
arrangements, meeting site accommodations and travel directions.

0mtg-rsvp

standardized RSVPform to be used to notify the support staff
of your plans to attend the upcoming IETF meeting.

0mtg-schedule

current and future meeting dates and sites for IETF plenaries.

lid-abstracts

the internet drafts current on-line in. the internet-drafts directory.

lid-guidelines

instructions for authors of interne, t drafts.

lietf-overview

a short description of the IETF, the IESGand how to participate.

lwg-summary

a listing of all current WorkingGroups, the workinggroup chairmen and their email addresses, working group mailing list addresses, and, where applicable, documentation produced. This
file also contain:~ the standard acronymfor the working groups
by which the IETF and Internet-:Drafts directories are keyed.

Finally, WorkingGroupshave individual files dedicated to their particular activities
which contain their respective Charters and Meeting Reports. Each Working Group
file is namedin this fashion:

1.2.
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<standard wg abbreviation>-charter.txt
<standard wg abbreviation>-minutes-date.txt
The "dir" or "ls" commandwill permit you to review what Working Group files are
available and the specific namingschemeto use for a successful anonymousftp action.

1.2.2

The Internet-Drafts

Directory

The Internet-Drafts directory contains the current working documents of the IETF.
These documentsare indexed in the file lid-abstracts.txt
in the Internet-Drafts directory.
The documents are named according to the following conventions. If the document
was generated in an IETF working group, the filename is:
draft-ietf-<std

wg abrev>-<docname>-<rev>.txt, or .ps

where <std wg abrev> is the working group acronym, <docname>is a very short
name, and <rev> is the revision number.
If the documentwas submitted for commentby a non-ietf group or author, the filenameis:
draft- <org>- < author >- < docname>-<rev>.txt ~ or .ps
where <org> is the organization sponsoring the work and <author>. is the author’s
name.
For moreinformation on writing and installing an Internet..Draft,
guidelines, "Guidelines to Authors of Internet-Drafts".

see the file lid-

CHAPTER I.
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1.2.3

Directory

IETF OVERVIEW

Locations

The directories are maintained primarily at the NSF~aet Service Center (NNSC).
There are several "shadow" machine,s which contain the IETF and INTERNETDRAFTS
directories. These machines may be more convenient that nnsc.nsf.nsf.
To access these directories, use FTP.. After establishing a connection, Login with
username ANONYMOUS
and password GUEST. When logged in, change to the
directory of your choice with the following commands:
cd internet-drafts
cd ietf
Individual files can then be retrieved using the GETcommand:
get <remote filename> <local filen.ame>
e.g., get 00README readme.my..copy
NSF Network Service

Center Address: nnsc.nsf.net

The Defense Data Network NIC Address:

nic.ddn.mil

Internet-drafts are also available by mail server from this machine. For
more information mail a request:
To: service~nic.ddn.mil
Subject: Help
NIC staff are happy to assist users with any problems that they may
encounter in the process of obtaining files by FTP or "SERVICE".For
assistance, phone the NIChotline at :l-800-235-3155 between 6 am and 5
pm Pacific time.
Pacific Rim Address: munnari,.oz.au
The Internet-drafts

on this machine are stored in Unix compressed form

(.z).
Europe Address: nic.nordu.net

(192.36.148.17)

1.3.

1.3

GUIDELINES TO AUTHORS OF INTERNET DRAFTS

Guidelines

to Authors of Internet
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Drafts

The Internet Drafts Directory is available to provide authors with the ability to
distribute and solicit comments on documents they plan to submit as RFC’s. Submissions to the Directory should be sent to "internet-drafts@nri.reston.va.us".
Unrevised documents placed in the Internet Drafts Directory have a maximumlife of
six months. After that time, they will either be submitted to the RFCeditor or will
be deleted. After a document becomes an RFC, it will be replaced, in the Internet
Drafts Directory with an announcementto that effect for an additional six months.
Internet Drafts (I-D’s) are generally in the format of an RFC.This format is described
in RFC1111.
Following the practice of the RFCs, submissions are acceptable in postscript format,
but we strongly encourage a submission of a matching ascii version (even if figures
must be deleted) for readers without postscript printers and for online searches.
There are differences between the RFCand I-D format. The Internet :Drafts are not
RFC’s and are not a numbered document series. The words "INTERNET-DRAFT"
should appear in place of "RFCXXXX"
in the upper left hand corner. The document
should not refer to itself as a RFCor a Draft RFC.
The Internet Draft should not state nor imply that it is a proposed standard. To do
so conflicts with the role of the IAB, the RFCeditor and the IESG. The title of the
documentshould not infer a status. Avoid the use of the terms Standard, Proposed.,
Draft, Experimental, Historical, Required, Recommended,
Elective, or Restricted in
the title of the draft. These are commonwords in the "Status of the Memo"section
and maycause confusion if placed in the title.
The document should have an abstract section, containing a two-to-three paragraph
description suitable for referencing, archiving, and announcing the document. The
abstract should follow the Status of this Memosection. If the draft becomesan RFC,
the Status of the Memosection will be filled in by the RFCeditor with a status
assigned by the IAB. As an Internet Draft, that section should contain a statement
approximating one of the following statements:
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1. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCe.ditor as a standards document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to
2. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as an informational
document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to

If the draft is lengthy, please include on the second page a table of contents to make
the documenteasier to reference.
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Area)

Applications
Russ Hobby
rdhobbyOucdav±s. edu

Domain Name System (dns)
Chairman: Philip Almquist
pvm©±s±,edu
WGmail: namedroppers©n±c.ddn
Status: continuing

Network Database (netdata)
Chairman: Clifford Lynch
WGmail:
Status: new

lynch@postgres,

Network FAX (netfa×)
Chairman: Mark Needleman
WGmail: netfaxCstubbs.ucop,
Status: new

mhn@stubbs, ucop. edu
edu

berkeley, edu

1Network Printing Protocol (npp)
Chairman: Leo McLaughlin
ljm©twg, corn
WGmail: pr±nt-wg©pluto, dss. corn
Status: continuing

TELNET(telnet)
Chairman: Dave Borman
WGmail: telnet-ietf©cray,
Status: continuing

dab©cray, corn
corn

Internet Draft: "Telnet Environment Option", 04/01/1990, Dave Borman
draft- ietf-telnet-environment-00. t xt >

2O
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Internet Draft: "Telnet Authentication Option", 04/0]/1990, Dave Borman< draft-ietf-telnet-authentication-00.txt
>
Internet Draft: "Telnet Encryption Option", 04/01/1990, Dave Borman
draft- ietf- telnet-encryption-00. txt >
Internet Draft: "Telnet Linemode Option", 04/27/:1990, Dave Borman
< draft-ietf-t elnet-linemodeoption-01 .txt>
Internet Draft: "Telnet Data Compression Option", 04/30/1990, Dave
Borman< draft-ietf-telnet-compression-00-txt
>
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Host and User Services
Craig Partridge
craig~nns
c. nsf.net

Distributed File Systems (dfs)
Chairman: Peter Honeyman
honey~citi,
WG mail: dfs-wg©citi.umich,
edu
Status:continuing

umich, edu

Dynamic Host Configuration
(dhc)
Chairman:RalphDroms
droms0sol,bucknell~ edu
WG mail: host-conf@sol,bucknell,edu
Status:continuing

Internet Draft: "Dynamic Configuration of Internet :Hosts",
R~lph Droms <draft-ietf-dhc-problem-stmt-00.txt
and .ps>

Internet User Population (iup)
Chairman: Craig Partridge
craig~nnsc,
nsf. net
WGmail: ietfCvenera,
isi. edu
Status: continuing

Network Information
Services
Chairman: Dana Sitzler
WGmail: nisiCmerit.edu
Status: new

Infrastructure
(nisi)
rids©merit, edu

Special Host Requirements
(shr)
Chairman: Bob Stewart
WG mail: ietf-hosts@nnsc.nsf.net
Status: new

rlst

ewart©eng, xyplex, corn

11/01/1989,

CHAPTER
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User Connectivity
(ucp)
Chairman: Dan Long
WGmail: ucp~n±c, near.net
Status: new
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I ong¢~bbn,
corn

User Documents (userdoc)
roub:[cek@nnsc .nsf.
Chairmen: Karen Roubicek
Tracy LaQuey
WGmail: user-doc©nnsc.nsf.net
Status: continuing

net

Internet Draft: "Where to Start - A Bibliograplhy of General Internetworking Information", 07/05/19’90, K. Bowers, T. LaQuey,, J. Reynolds,
K. Roubicek,, M. Stahl, A. Yuan <draft-ietf-userdoc-bibliography-00>

User Services (uswg)
Chairman: Joyce Reynolds
WGmail: us-wgQnnsc.:as~.net
Status: continuing

j kreyCvenera,
i s i. edu
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Services

Noel Chiappa
j nc©ics,
mit.edu

Connection IP (cip)
Chairman: Claudio Topolcic
WGmail: c±pObbn.com
Status: continuing

topolc±c~bbn.com

IP MTUDiscovery (mtudisc)
Chairman: Jeff Mogul
mogul©decwrl,
dec.com
WGmail: mtudwg@decwrl, dec. com
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "Path MTUDiscovery", 07/05/1990, Jeff Mogul, S Deering <draft-ietf-mtudisc-pathmtu-01.txt >
IP over Appletalk (appleip)
Chairman: John Veizades
veizades©apple, com
WG mail: apple-ip~apple.com
Status: new

IP over FDDI (fddi)
Chairman: Dave Katz
WGmail: FDDI@merit. edu
Status: continuing

dkatz©merit, edu

Internet Draft: "A Proposed Standard for the Transn~ission of IP Datagrams over FDDI Networks", 05/05/1990, Dave Katz <draft-ietf-fddiip dat agrams-01 .txt >
IP over Switched Megabit Data Service (studs)
Chairmen: George Clapp
merit ec ! clapp@bellcore,
b ell core. com
Mike Fidler
ts0026©0hstvma, ircc. ohio-state, edu
WGmail: smds~nri, reston, va.us
Status: continuing
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Internet Draft" "A Proposed Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over SMDS", 07/18/1990, Joe Lawrence, Dave Piscitello
<draftietf-smds-ipdatagrams-00.txt>

Point-to-Point
Protocol l~.,xtentlon
(pppext)
Chairman: Stev Knowles
st ev(lftp, corn
WG mail: ietf-ppp~ucdavis.edu
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "The Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP)Initial Configuration
Options", 04/11/1990, Drew Perkins <draft-ietf-ppp-options-03.txt>

Router Discovery (rdisc)
deering@pe s cadero, st anford,
Chairman: Steve Deering
WG mail:gw-discovery~grego:rio,
s’tanford,
ed’Ll
Status:continuing

Router Requirements
(rreq)
f orst er@ci sco. corn
Chairmen: Jim Forster
almquist©j ess:ica, stanford,
Philip Almquist
WGmail: ietf-rreq@Jessica.Stanfordedu
Status: continuing

edu

edu
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AREA)

Management

Dave Crocker
dcrocker©nsl,
dec. com

Alert

Management (alertman)
Chairman: Louis Steinberg
WGmail: alert-man©merit.edu
Status: continuing

lou±ssO±bm, com.

Internet Draft: "Managing Asynchronously Generated Alerts",
Louis Steinberg <draft-ietf-alertman-asyncalertman-02.txt
>

Bridge MIB (bridge)
Chairman: Fred Baker
WGmail: bridge-mib@nsl,
Status: new

baker©vitalink,
dec. com

03/28/1990,

corn

DECnet Phase IV MIB (decnetiv)
Chairman: Jon Saperia
saperiaY, tcpj onOdecwrl, dec. corn
WG mail: phiv-mib©jove.pa.dec.com
Status: continuing

FDDI MIB (fddimib)
Chairman: Jeff Case
WG mail:
Status: new

case©utkuxl.utk.edu

Internet
Accounting (acct)
Chairman: Cyndi Mills
cmillsObbn, corn
WG mail: accounting-wg©bbn.com
Status: new
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LAN Manager (lanman)
j img~cnd,
hp.corn
Chairman: Jim Greuel
WGmail: lanmanwg©cnd.hp, com.
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "Manage, ment Information Base for LANManagerAlerts",
06/30/1990, Jim Greuel, Amatzi~BenArtzi < draft-ietf-lanman-alerts-00.txt

>

Internet Draft: " ManagementInformation Base tbr LANManager Management", 06/30/1990, Jim Greuel, Amatzia BenArzi <draft-ietf-lanmanmib-00.txt>

Management Services Interface
(msi)
newkerk~decwet,dec.. corn
Chairmen: Oscar Newkerk
SudhanshuVerma
verma~hpindbu,
hp. com
WG mail:msiwg~decwrl.dec,
corn
Status: continuing
In ternet Draft: "ManagementServices Interface",
erk <draft-ietf-msi-api-02.txt and .ps>

07/13/1990, Oscar Newk-

OSI Internet
Management (oim)
cel~mbunix,
mitre.. org
Chairmen: Lee LaBarre
Brian Handspicker
bd@vines, dec. com
WGmail: oim@mbunix.mitre, org
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "Tutorial on OSI Event Management, Alarm Reporting,
and Log Control for TCP/IP Networks", 02/01/1990, Lee LaBarre <draftietf-oim-eventmanagement-00.txt and .ps>
Internet Draft: "OSI Internet Management: ManagementInformation.
Base", 05 / 18 / 1990, Lee LaBarre< draft-ietf-oim-:mib 2-01 .txt >
Internet Draft: "The Common.Management Information Services and
Protocols for the Internet (CMOTand CMIP)", 05/30/1990, U. Warrier,
L. Besaw, B.D. Handspicker L. LaBarre <draft-ietf-oi:m-cmot-00.txt>
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Remote LAN Monitoring
(rlanmib)
Chairman: Mike Erlinger
mike©mt i.
WGmail: rlanm±b@decwrl, dec. com
Status: new

AREA)

com

Simple Network Management Protocol
(snmp)
Chairman: Marshall Rose
mrose©psi, corn
WG mail: snmp-wg©nisc.nyser.net
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "Experimental Definitions
of Managed Objects for the
tl-carrier
Interface Type", 04/23/1990, M. T. Rose, Fred Baker <draftietf-snmp-t lmib-00.txt>

Transmission
Mib (transmib)
Chairman: John Cook
WGmail: unknown
Status: continuing

cook©chipcom.com
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O SI Integration
Ross Callon
callon~erlang,dec. tom

Rob Hagens
hagens¢cs .wisc. edu

Assignment of OSI NSAPAddresses (osinsap)
Chairman: Richard Colella
colella©osi3, ncsl.nist.gov
WGmail: ietf-osi-nsap©osi3.ncsl.nist
.gov
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "OSI NSAPAddress Format For Use In The Internet",
07/10/1990, R Colella, R Callon <draft-ietf-osinsap-format-00>

OSI General (osigen)
Chairmen: Rob Hagens
Ross Callon
WGmail: ietf-osi©cs.wisc,
Status: continuing

OSI-X.400 (osix400)
Chairman: Rob Hagens
WGmail: ietf-osi©cs.wisc,
Status: continuing

hagens©cs .wisc. edll
callon©erlang,
de(:.,

edu

hagens©cs, wisc. edu
edu

tom
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Operations
Phill Gross (Interim)
pgross~nri,
reston,
va. us

Benchmarking Methodology (bmwg)
Chairman: Scott Bradner
sob~harvard, harvard, edu
WGmail: bmwg©haxvisr.harvard.edu
Status: continuing
Internet Draft: "BenchmarkingTerminology", 07/13/1990, Scott Bradner
raft-ietf-bmwg-terms-00.txt>

Network Joint Management (njm)
Chairman: Gene Hastings
hast ings©psc, edu
WGmail: njm©merit.edu
Status: continuing

Topology Engineering (tewg)
Chairman: Scott Brim
swb©devvax,tn. cornell,
WGmail: tewgCdevvax, tn. cornell, edu
Status: continuing

edu
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Routing
Bob Hinden
h±nden@bbn,
corn

ISIS for IP Internets (isis)
Chairman: Ross Callon
WGmail: is±s~mer±t.edu
Status: continuing

callonCerlang,
dec:.corn

Internet Draft: "Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments", 01/01 / 1990, Ross .Callon <draft-ieff-isis-.spec-00opS>

Interconnectivity
(iwg)
Chairman: Guy Alines
WGmail: iwgOrice,
edu
Status: continuing

alines@rice,
ed~l

Internet Draft: "Experimental Definitions of ManagedObjects for the
Border GatewayProtocol (Version 2)", 07/17/1990, Steven Willis, John
Burruss <draft-ietf-iwg-bgp-mib-00.txt >

Multicast Extentions to OSPF (mospf)
Chairman: Steve Deering
deering©pescadero,
WGmail: mospfcdevw~x.tn, cornel]., edu
Status: continuing

Open Systems Routing (orwg)
Chairman: Martha Steenstrup msteenst©bbn,
WGmail: open-rout-:interest~bbn.com
Status: continuing

stanford,

edu

corn

Internet Draft: "An Architecture for Inter-Domain Policy Routing", 02/20/t990,
Marianne Lepp, Martha Steenstrup <draft-ietf-orwg-architecture-01.ps>
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Private Data Network Routing (pdnrout)
Chairman: CH Rokitansky
roki©isi,
WGmail: pdn-wg~bbn,
corn
Status: continuing

AREA)

edu

Internet Draft: "Assignment/Reservation of Internet Network Numbers
for the PDN-Cluster", 06/01/1989, Carl-Herbert Rokitansky <draft-ietfpdn-pdnclust ernet assignm-00. txt >
Internet Draft: "Application of the Cluster Addressing Schemeto X.25
Public Data Networks", 08/01/1989, Carl-Herbert Rokitansky <draftietf-p d n-p dncluster-00.txt >
Internet Draft: "Internet Cluster Addressing Scheme", 11/01/1.989, CarlHerbert Rokitansky <draft-ietf-pdn-clusterscheme-00.txt>
Internet Draft: "X.121 Address Resolution for IP Datagram Transmission
Over X.25 Networks", 04/23/1990, Carl-Herbert Rokitansky <draft-ietfpdn-xarp-00.txt-00.txt >
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Security
Steve Crocker
cro cker@tis. com

IP Authentication (ipauth)
Chairman:Jeff Schiller
WGmail: awg0b±tsy,mit,
Status: continuing

is@athena.mit.ed.u.

edu

Internet Security Policy (spwg)
rdp©sei, cmu. edu
Chairman: Richard Pethia
WGmail: spwg0nr±, reston, va. us
Status: continuing

SNMPAuthentication
(snmpauth)
Chairman:Jeff Schiller
WGm~il: a~g©bitsy.mit, edu
Status: continuing

j i s@athena,mit. edu

Internet Draft: "Administration of SNMPCommunities", 07/05/1990~
James Davin, James Galvin, Keith McCloghrie <draft-ietf-snmpauthcommunities-01.txt >
Internet Draft: "Authentication and Privacy in the SNMP",07/05/1990,
James Galvin, Keith McCloghrie, James Davin <draft-ietf-snmpauthauthsnmp-02.txt>
Internet Draft: "Experimental Definitions of ManagedObjects for Administration of SNMPCommunities’,07/05/1990, Keith McCloghrie, James
Davin, James Galvin <draft-ietf-snmpauth-manageobject-02.txt>
Site Security Policy Handbook (ssphwg)
Chairmen: Paul Holbrook
Joyce Reynolds
j krey@venera.. :isi.edu
WGmail: ssphwgOcert, sei. cmu. edu
Status: new
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Drafts

This summarysheet provides a short synopsis of each Internet Draft available within
the "Internet-Drafts" Directory at the NIC and NNSC.
"Privacy Enhancement for Internet Electronic Mail: Part IV- Certificate
Requests and Related Forms", B. Kaliski,
04/01/1990
< draft-rsadsi-kaliski-privacymailpartiv-00.txt
>
This RFCdocuments the procedures for interacting with RSAData Security Inc. (RSADSI)as a certifying authority for Internet privacy-enhanced
mail. These procedures include registering organizations, registering organizational notaries, requesting signatures on certificates, and requesting signatures on certificate revocation lists (CRLs). The documentalso
publishes the top-level distinguished name and public key in RSADSI’s
hierarchy.
Weintend this document, with the exception of Appendix A, to be a
reference for implementorsof ancillary privacy-enhanced mail software; it
is not at the appropriate level for users of that software. However,the
contracts and forms in AppendixA are intended for users.
"An Interim Approach to use of Network Addresses",
< draft- u cl- kille- networkaddres ses- 00.ps >

S.E. Kille,

01/31/1990

The OSI Directory specifies an encoding of Presentation Address, Which
utilizes 0SI NetworkAddresses as defined in the OSI NetworkLayer Standards. The OSI Directory, and any OSI application utilizing the OSI Directory must be able to deal with these Network Addresses. Currently,
most environments cannot cope with them. It is not reasonable or desirable for groups wishing to investigate and use OSI Applications in conjunction with with the OSI Directory to have to w~it for the lower layers
to sort out. This note is a proposal for mechanismsto utilize; Network
Addresses.
This documentspecifies an addressing convention to be used in conjunction with other protocols.
"A String Encoding of Presentation
Address",
<draft-ucl-kille-presentationaddress_00.ps>

S.E. Kille,

01/31/1990

There are a number of Environments where a simple string encoding of
Presentation address is desirable. This specification defines such a representation.
"X,500 and Domains", SoE. Kille, 01/31/1990
< draft- u cl- kille-x500domains_00.p s >
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This document considers X.500 in relation to Internet/UK Domains. A
basic modelof X.500providing a higher level and. more.descriptive naming
structure is proposed, which gives a range of new managementand user
facilities over and abovethose currently available..
"Working Implementation
Agreements
On Network Management
tions, Services and Protocols",
Robert Aronoff, 05/?.4/1990
<draft_nist_nmsig-implagreements-00-txt
>

Func--

This is the Working Documentof the Network ManagementSpecial Interest Group (NMSIG)of the OSI Implementors Workshop (OIW). The
Internet Management (OIM) Working Group agreements on CMIS/CMIP
reference this document.
"Managing Asynchronously Generated Alerts",
<draft-ietf-alertman-asyncalertman-02"txt>

Louis Steinberg,

03/28/1990

This draft defines mechanismsto prevent a remotely managedentity from
burdening a manager or network with an unexpected amount of network
managementinformation, and to ensure delivery of "’important ~ information. The focus is on controlling the flow of asynchronously generated
information, and not ihow the ~nformation is generated. Mechanismsfor
generating and controlling the generation of asynchronous information
mayinvolve protocol specific issues.
There are two understood mechanisms for transferring network management information from a managed entity to a manager; request-response
driven polling~ and the unsolicited sending of "alerts". Alerts are defined
as any managementinformation delivered to a manager that is not the
result of a specific query.. Advantagesand disadvantages exist within each
method. This draft discusses these in detail.
"The Authentication
of Internet Data.grams"~ Jeff
< draft_ietf-auth-ipauthoption-00.txt>

Schiller,

08/01/1989

This draft RFCdescribes a protocol, and IP option to allow two communicating Internet hosts to authenticate datagrams that travel from one to
the other. This authentication is limited to source, destination IP address
pair. It is up to host-based mechanismsto provide authentication between
separate processes running on the same IP host. The protocol will provide
for "authentication" ,of the datagram, not conceal:ment from third party
observers. By authentication, I mean that an IP host receiving a datagram claiming to be from some other IP host will be able (if both hosts
are set up to authenticate datagrams between each other) to determine if
in fact the datagram is from the host claimed, and that it has not been
altered in transit.
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"Benchmarking Terminology", Scott
< draft-iet f- bmwg-terms-00.txt >

35
Bradner,

07/13/1990

This memodiscusses and defines a number of terms that are used in
describing performance benchmarkingtests and the results of su.ch tests.
The terms defined in this memowill be used in additional memosto
define specific benchm~rkingtests and the suggested format to be used in
reporting the results of each of the tests.
"Dynamic Configuration
of Internet
<draft-ietf-dhc-problem-stmt-00.txt

Hosts", Ralph Droms, 11/01/1989
and .ps>

This is a working document written by the Dynamic Host Configuration Working Group of the IETF. This document will be submitted as
an RFCon February 12. Please respond with comments, to the hostconf@rutgers.edu mailing list before that date or at the February, 1990
IETF meeting.
"A Proposed Standard for the Transmission
Networks", Dave Katz, 05/05/1990
< draft-let f- fd di-ip dat agrams-01 .txt >

of lIP Datagrams

over FDDI

The goal of this specification is to allow compatible and interoperable
implementations for transmitting IP datagrams and ARPrequests and
replies over FDDInetworks.
"Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing
Callon, 01/01/1990
< draft-iet f- isis-sp ec-00, ps >

in TCP/IP and Dual Environments",

Ross

This internet draft specifies an integrated routing protocol, based on the
OSI Intra-Domain IS-IS Routing Protocol, which may be used as an interior gateway protocol (IGP) to support TCP/IP as well as OSI. This
allows a single routing protocol to be used to support pure I:P environments, pure OSI environments and dual environments. This specification
was developed by the IS-IS working group of the Internet Engineering
Task Force. Commentsshould be sent to "is-ismerit.edu’.
"Experimental
Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Border
Protocol (Version 2)", Steven Willis, John Burruss, 07/17/1990
< d r aft -iet f- iw g-bgp-mib-00,txt >

Gateway

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with the Border Gateway Protocol [9,10]
TCP/IP-based internets.
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"Management Services In.terface ’~, Oscar Newkerk~ C,7/13/1990
<draft-ietf-msi-api-02.txt
and .ps:>
The ManagementServices API defines Application Programming Interfaces which provide a set of services for the managementof the objects in
a heterogeneous, multiwendor distributed computing environment.
The ManagementServices API is designed to allow for ~;he development of
portable managementapplications. The Man~ge~aen~.Services API insulate managementapplication developers from the de~ails of the management protocol and from. the transport services used to route the management directives to the managedobjects. It provides f~cilities to manage
both local and remote objects in a seamless fashion.
"Path MTUDiscovery’~ :left Mogul, S Deering~
<draft-ietf-mtudisc-pathmtu-01.txt>
This memodescribes a technique for dynamically diiscovering the maximumtransmission
unit (MTU) of an arbitrary
internet
p~th. It specifies
a small change to the way routers generate one type of ICMPmessage.
For a path that passes through a router that has not be.~n so changed, this
technique might not discover the correct Path MTU,but it will always
choose a Path MTUas accurate as, and in many c~ses more accurate
than, the Path MTUthat would be chosen by current practice.
"The Knowbot Information
<draft-nri-droms-kis-00.txt

Service"~ Ralph Droms,.
and ops>

12/01/1989

Within the metanetwork of networks that exchange electronic mail, there
are manydirectory services that provide partial coverage of network users;
that is, directories with information about somesubset of a particular network’s user population. Searching the collection of aw~ilable directories is
time-consumingand requires knowledgeof each directory’s user interface.
Although X.500 is currently under study as a basis t~r an Internet-wide
directory service, it is unlikely that a universal user registry will be in
place in the near future. The KnowbotInformation Service provides a
uniform interface to heterogeneous directory services that simplifies the
task of locating users i~a the combinednetwork.
"IP Routing Between U.S. Government Agency Backbones
works", Scott Brim, 01/01/1990
< draft- fric c-brim- B ackb oneRouting-01, txt

and Other Net-

This is an overview of howthe agency backbones route IP (Internet Protocol) packets at this time, with. any generalizations that can be madeand
statements of their differences. Also included are recommendationsfrom
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the agency backbones about how other networks that connect to them
can best set up their inter-administration routing.

"OSI Connectionless
Transport Services on top of t:he
C. Shue, W. Haggerty, K. Dobbins, 11/01/1989
<draft-osf-shue-osiudp-00.txt
>

UDP: Version 1"

This draft proposes a methodfor offering the OSI connection.less transport service (CLTS) in TCP/IP-based Internets by defining a mapping
of the CLTSonto the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). If this draft becomes a standard, hosts on the Internet that choose to implement 0SI
connectionless transport services on top of the UDPwould be expected
to adopt and implement the methods spedfied in this draft. UDPport
102 is reserved for hosts which implementthis draft. Distribution of this
memois unlimited.
"Implementation

Agreements for Transport

Service

Bridges",

M.T. Rose,

0,/0~/~s90
<draft-ietf-rose-tsbridge-00.txt>
This draft reports implementation experience when building transport
service bridges for OSI applications.
"Tutorial
on OSI Event Management,
for TCP/IP Networks", Lee LaBarre,
<draft-ietf-oim-eventmanagement-00.txt

Alarm Reporting,
02/01/1990
and .ps>

and Log Control

This draft provides a tutorial on OSI mechanismsfor event management,
alarm reporting, and log control in TCP/IP networks. The mechanisms
are based on ISO Draft Proposals and are expected to align with agreements developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) and the Network ManagementForum (NMF). Also included
mechanismfor incorporating event flow control as defined in the Internet.
It is proposed that systems implementing OSI managementprotocols for
TCP/IP networks [1] should include the mechanisms described in this
draft.
"OSI Internet
Management: Management Information
05/18/1990
< draft-iet f- oim-mib2-01.txt >

Base",

Lee LaBarre,

This draft defines the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) h)r use with
the 0SI network management protocol in TCP/IP based internets.
It
formats the ManagementInformation Base (MIB-II) in 0SI templates
and adds variables necessary for use with the OSI management]protocol.
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"The Common Management Infi)rmation
Services
and Protocols
for the
Internet
(CMOTand CMIP)", U. Warrier,
L. Besaw, B.I).
Handspicker
L. LaBarre, 05/30/1990
<draft-ietf-oim-cmot-00.txt>
This memois the output of the OSI Internet Manageln.ent working group.
As directed by the IAB in RFC1052, it addresses the need for a longterm network management system based, on ISO CMIS/CMIP.This memo
contains a set of protocol agreements for implementing a network management system based on these ISO M.anagement standards. Nowthat
CMIS/CMIP
has been voted an International Standard (IS), it has becomea stable basis for product development. This p:rofile specifies how
to apply CMIPto man~gementof bot:h IP-based and OSI-based Internet
networks. Network manageme~.tt using ISO CMIP to manage IP-based
networks will be refered to as "CMIP Over TCP/IP" (CMOT).Network
managementusing IS0 CMIPto manage OSI-based networks will be refered to as "CMIP".This memospecifies the protocol agreements necessary
to implement CMIPand accompanying ISO protocol~,~ over OSI, TCPand.
UDPtransport protocols.
"An Architecture
for Inter-Domain Policy
Steenstrup,
02/20/1990
<draft-ietf-orwg-archit
ecture-01.ps >

Routing",

Marianne Lepp, Martha

Wepresent an architecture for policy routing amongadministrative domains within the Internet. The objective of inter-domain policy routing is
to synthesize and maintain routes between source and destination administrative domains,prov.iding user traff.tc with the :requested service within
the constraints stipulated by the administrative domains transited. The
architecture is designed to accommodatean Internet with tens of thousands of administrative domains.
"OSI NSAP Address Format For Use In The Internet",
lon, 07/10/1990
< draft-let f-o sinsap- fo rmat- 00 >

R Colella~

R Cal-

This document provides alignment with U.S. GOSIPVersion 2. GOSIP
Version 2 has undergone the required public review and commentperiod
prior to becoming a Federal In~:brmation Processing Standard (FIPS).
will be published as a I?IPS by the end. of calendar ye.ar 1990.
"Gateway Congestion Control Policies",
nan, 07/06/1990
< d raft-let f- p cc- gwcc-01.txt >

A.,].

~VIa]a:kin,

K.K. Ramakrish-
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The growth of network intensive Internet applications has made gateway
congestion control a high priority. The IETF Performance and
Congestion Control Working Group surveyed and reviewed gateway congestion control and avoidance approaches in a series of meetings during
1988 and 1989. The purpose of this paper is to present our review of the
congestion control approaches, as a way of encouraging new discussion
and experimentation. Included in the survey are Source Quench., Random
Drop, Congestion Indication (DECBit), and Fair Queueing. The task
remains for Internet implementors to determine and agree on the most
effective mechanismsfor controlling gateway congestion..
"Assignment/Reservation
of Internet
Network
Cluster",
Carl-Herbert
Rokitansky, 06/01/1989
<draft-ietf-pdn-pdnclusternetassignm-00.txt
>

Numbers for

the

PDN-

This documentcontains a proposal for the reservation of Internet network
numbers for the PDN-cluster and the assignment of these PDN-cluster
networks to all national X.25 public data networks (DNICs), which are
worldwide already in operation.
"Application
of the Cluster Addressing Scheme to X.25 Public
works", Carl-Herbert
Rokitansky~ 08/01/1989
<draft-ietf-pdn-pdncluster-00.txt>

Data Net-.

In this document,the application of the Internet cluster addressing scheme
to the international system of X.25 Public Data Networks is discussed
and a new concept of hierarchical VAN-gatewayalgorithms for worldwide
network teachability information exchange is proposed.
"Internet
Cluster Addressing Scheme", Carl-Herbert
<draft-ietfopdn-clusterscheme-00.txt
>

Rokitansl~y,

11/01/1989

In this document, the new concept of an addressing scheme, similar, but
inverse to the subnetting scheme, is proposed, in which a set of Internet
networks is associated to an Internet cluster. This "Cluster Addressing
Scheme"is of interest especially for wide-area networks, whosestructure
should be visible to the outside world for (global) routing decisions.
addition, the use of an address-mask (called "Cluster-Mask") for routing
decisions within the cluster is discussed.
"X.121 Address Resolution for IP Datagram Transmission
works", Carl-Herbert
Rokitansky,
04/23/1990
< draft-let f-p dn-xarp- 00 .txt-00.txt >

Over X.25 Net-

"The Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP): A Proposed Standard
mission of Multi-Protocol
Datagrams Over Point-to-Point

for the TransLinks", Drew
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Perkins,
0Z/01/1990
< draft-let f-ppp_ m.ult idat agrams-02.txt >
The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) provides a method for transmitting
datagrams over serial point-to-point links. PPP is ,composed of three
parts:
1. A methodfor encapsulating datagrams over seri[al links.
2. An extensible Link Control Protocol (LCP).
3. A family of Network Control Protocols (NCP) fi~r establishing
configuring different network-layer protocols.

and

This document defines the encapsulation scheme, the basic LCP, and an
NCPfor establishing and configuring the Internet Protocol (IP) (called
the IP Control Protocol, IPCP).
The options and facilities
used by the LCPand the IPCP are defined in
separate documents.Control protocols for config~ring: and utilizing other
network-layer
protocols
besides IP (e.g., DECNET,
0SI) are expected to
be developed as needed.
"The Point-to-Point
Prot;ocol (PPP) Initial
Perkins,
04/11/1990
< draft-ietf-ppp-options-03.txt
>
"A Proposed Standard for the Transrnission
Joe Lawrence, Dave Piscitello,
07/18/1990
< dr aft -let f- smds-ipd at agrams-00.txt >

Configuration

Options",

of IP Datagrarns

Drew

over SMDS",

This memodescribes an initial use of IP and ARPin an SMDSenvironment configured as a logical IP subnet, LIS (described below). The
encapsulation methodused is described, as well as various service-specific
issues. This memodoes not preclude subsequent treatment of SMDSin
configurations other than LIS; specifically, public or inter-company, interenterprise configurations maybe treated differently a,nd will be described
in future documents.
"Experimental Definitions of Managed Objects for the tl-carrier
2,ype", M. 2’. Rose, Fred Baker’, 04/23/1990
< draft-let f- snmp-t 1 rnib-00.txt >
"Administration
of SNMPColmmunities’,
:lames
Keith McCloghrie, 07/05/1990
< draft-Jeff- snmpaut h- co rnrnunit ies- 01.txt >

Davin,

.lames

Interface

Galvin,

Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP)specification
allows for
the ~uthentication o:f managementoperations by a variety of authentication algorithms. This merno defines two strategies for administering
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SNMPcommunities based upon either the SNMPauthentication
algorithm or the SNMPauthentication and privacy algorithm. Insofar as the
administration of SNMPcommunities based upon the trivial authentication algorithm maybe realized by straightforward application of familiar
network managementtechniques, administration of such COlIlmunities is
not directly addressed in this memo.
"Authentication
and Privacy in the SNMP", James Galvin,
Cloghrie, James Davin, 07/05/1990
< draft-iet f- sn mpaut h- aut hsnmp-02.txt >

Keith

Mc-

The Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP)specifica- ~ion allows
for the authentication of network managementoperations by a variety of
authentication algorithms. This memospecifies alter~aatives to the trivial
authentication algo- rithm. It also describes an abstract Authentication
Service Interface (ASI) by which SNMP-basedmanagement applications
or agents may-in a convenient and uniform way-benefit from. the algorithms described here and a wide range of others. The terms of the ASI
are used to describe three distinct algorithms, including one with support
for privacy.
"Experimental Definitions
of Managed Objects for Administration
MPCommunities", Keith McCloghrie, James Davin~ James Galvin,
<draft-ietf-snmpauth-manageobject-02.txt>

of SN07/05/1990

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it describes a representation of the authentication communities defined in the companion meino: Authen.tication
and Privacy in the SNMPas objects in the Internet Standard MIB. These
definitions are consistent with the administrative strategies set forth in
the companion memo: Administration of SNMPCommunities.
"Telnet Linemode Option", Dave Borman, 04/27/1990
< draft-let f-t eln et-lin emodeoption-01 .txt >
LinemodeTelnet is a way of doing terminal character processing on the
client side of a Telnet connection. While in Linemodewith editing enabled
for the local side, network traffic is reduced to a couple of packets per
commandline, rather than a couple of packets per character typed. This
is very useful for long delay networks, because the user has local[ response
time while typing the commandline, and only incurs the network delays
after the command
is typed. It is also useful to reduce costs on networks
that charge on a per packet basis.
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"Telnet Environment Opti[on",
environment-00.txt>

Dave Borman, 04/01/1990

IETF

OVERVIEW

<draft-ietf-telnet-

"Telnet Authentication
Option", Dave Borman~ 04/01/1990
<draft_ietf-telnet-authentication-00.txt:>
"Telnet Encryption Option", Dave ]3orman,
<draft-ietf-telnet-encryption-00"txt>
"Telnet Data Compression Option",
< draft-ietf-telnet.-compression-00.txt

04/01/1990

Dave Borrnan,
>

04/30/1990

"Where to Start - A Bibliography
of General Internetworking
Information", K. Bowers, T. LaQuey,, J. Reynolds, K.. Roubicek,, M. Stahl, A.
Yuan, 07/05/1990
<draft_ietf-userdoc-bibliography.-00>
The intent of this bibliography is to offer a represen~tative collection of
resources of information that will help the rea, der becomefamiliar with
the concepts of internetworking. It is meant to be i~ starting place for
further research. There are references ~o other sources of information for
those users wishing to pursue, in greater depth, the issues and complexities
of the current networking environment.
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May 4th Meeting

The Internet Engineering Steering Group met during the open plenary on Thursday
May4th. The topics discussed were a status report on the evolving IAB standards
process, and a report on IABstandards actions, and the ANSIinitiative to standardize
TCP/IP. Steve Crocker led a discussion on the important topic of network security.

2.1.1

The

IAB Standards

Process

The IABis soliciting suggestions for replacing the practice of simply labeling standards RFC’swith a one word "Requiredness Level". This system does not give enough
information to be useful: and often leads to confusion.
The plenary had several views of using a requirement level. It was accepted that
the "Requirement Level" does not have fine enough granularity. This view was well
illustrated. Whatis necessary for a router is not necessary for a terminal server, and
what is reasonable for a large multitasking system maynot be for a PC.
The authority of the IABis limited. Ultimately the decisions on which protocols are
implemented and deployed in the internet is a result of user needs and the market.
While the IABmay recommenda protocol, it is the users whomust demandproducts,
and vendors who must supply products. The recommendations may be useful to users
in specifying products.
Manyfelt that the concept of a recommendationfor use was very helpful. There are
many persons

and corporations

who buy internet

products

who may not

have

the

background or experience to specify specific protocols, but whoappreciate general
guidelines. This need is a motivating factor behind the Host Requirements document
and the current Router Requirements effort.
While some argued that individuals whodo not understand the protocols should not
be writing requests for proposals, other argued that even for those whounderstand
the technology, there is great utility in being able to justify purchasing requirement
decisions by relying on the experience and authority of the IAB.
The accuracy of the requirements documents was an issue. The Host Requirements
RFC’s were an attempt at creating a complete guide to host usage of tcp-ip. It was
a profile and an implementation guide in one document. By linking the two concepts
into one document, the changing recommendations in the implementation guide are
causing the documentto be out of date, even as the protocol profiles re:main relevant.
It is nowturning up to have shortfalls in specifying requirement for specialized hosts.
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Vint Cerf, chair of the IAB, participated irt these discussions. He, and the other IAB
memberspresent will relay the IETF discussion to the IAB.
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2.1.2

IAB Standards

Actions

Grandfathered Protocols
Document
Protocol Name
IESG recommendations
IAB Action
RFC 407
Historical

RJE- Remote Job Entry
HISTORICAL

RFC 569
Historical

NETED-Network Standard Text Editor
HISTORICAL

RFC 734
Draft Standard

SUPDUP
Pending: Note (1)

RFC 742
Draft Standard

Finger
Pending: Note (1)

RFC 818
Historical

RTELNET- Remote Telnet
HISTORICAL

RFC 887
Historical

RLP- Resource Location Protocol
Pending: Note (2)

RFC 913
Historical

SFTP- Simple File Transfer Protocol
Pending: Note (2)

RFC 937
Historical

POP2- Post Office Protocol, V. 2
HISTORICAL

RFC 953
Historical

Hostname
Pending: Note (1)

RFC 954
Draft Standard

NICNAME- Whols
DRAFT STANDARD

RFC-977
Proposed Standard

NNTP- Network News Transfer Protocol
PROPOSED STANDARD

RFC 996
Historical

STATSRVStatistics
HISTORICAL

Server
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RFC987, 1026
Experimental

Mapping Between X.400 and RFC 822 mail
]Pending: Note (3)

RFC1037
NFILE
(No IESG recommendation) (Awaiting reconmaendation)
VMTP
EXP ERIMENTAL

RFC 1045
Experimental

RFC 1056
PCMAIL
(No IESG recommendation) (Awaiting recommendation)
RFC 1057
Proposed Standard

Sun Remote Procedure Call
Information Only- Cerf will discuss with Sun

I~FC 1058
Proposed Standard

Routing Information Protocol
DRAFT STANDARD

RFC1081,

POP3

1082

(No IESGrecommendation) (No IAB action required)
RFC 1090
Experimental

SMTPover X.25
(No IABaction required)

RFC 1094
Proposed Standard

Sun Network File System
Information Only- Cerf will discuss with Sun

Other Protocols:
RFC 1006
Draft Standard

ISO Transport on. TCP
DRAFT STANDARD

RFC 1098
Standard

SNMP- Simple Network Management Protocol
STANDARD,Note (4)

RFC 1065
Standard

SMI - Structure for ManagedInformation
STANDARD,Note (4)

RFC 1066
Standard

MIB1 - Manage:ment Information Base
STANDARD,Note (4)
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RFC 1131
Proposed Standard

OSPF
PROPOSED STANDARD

RFC-1134
Draft Standard

PPP - Point-to-Point Protocol
Pending: Note (5)

Internet Draft
Proposed Standard

PPP Initial Configuration Options
Pending

Internet Draft
Proposed Standard

MIB 2
PROPOSED STANDARD

Internet Draft
Experimental

SNMP OSI MIB
(No IAB action required)

Internet Draft
Experimental

SNMPover OSI
(No IABaction required)

Internet Draft
Proposed Standard

An Interim Approach to Network Addresses [Kille]
Pending: Note (6)

Internet Draft
Proposed Standard

A String Encoding of Presentation Address [Kille]
Pending: Note (6)
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Internet Draft
BGP- Border Gateway Protocol
(No IESG recommendation) (Awaiting recommendation)

Note 1: It has been suggested this remain a Proposed Standard, pending further
review by IESG. This has been given low priority for IABdiscussion, so no further
action has taken place yet.
Note 2: It has been has suggested this becomeExperimental rather than Historical.
This has been given low priority for IABdiscussion, so no further action has taken
place yet.
Note 3: This was only recently taken up by the IAB. One person has questioned
whether moving it back to Experimental is desirable or appropriate. [The IESG
recommendations later proved a miscommunication, and the status of the RFCwas
left unchanged]
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Note 4: The lAB has agreed on the following Requirement Level and applicability
statement for these protocols:
The SMI, MIBI, and SNMPare to be shown as Recomrnended in the IAB Official
Protocol Standards documen%with the additional note:
The Internet Activities Board recommendsthat all IP and TCPimple-.
mentations be network manageable. ’:[’his implies ing~lementation of the
Internet MIB(RFC-1066) and at least one of the two recommendedmanagement protocols
SNMP (RFC-109S)
or CMOT It should
be noted that SNMPis a full Internet standard while CMOT
is a draft
standard at this time.
See also the Host and Router Requirements RFCsfor more specific information on the applicability of this standard.
Note 5: The relationship

to OSI for multiprotocol

Note 6." These are still

under review by the IAB.

touters

has been questioned.

There was significant discussion on the issue of standardizing vendor proprietary protocols. There is precedent for the standardization of commercialprotocols. Control of
the Ethernet specification was given to IEEEby Xerox. In most cases, the standards
organization has required change control over the protocol. Without change control,
the standardization process can be manipulated by marketing concerns. Acceptance
of protocols from other public, open organizations is less of a problemfor this reason,
because they are less likely to be manipulated by a single vendor.
For the Internet community, the standards issue becomes a bit complicated. There
are internet protocols based on proprietary protocols. For example, the Paladium
printing protocol is based on Sun Microsystems RPC. Manyefforts in the IETF are
closely coupledwith vendorprotocols, especially in the area of distributed file systems.
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ANSI Initiative

on Standardizing

Internet

:Protocols

Vint Cerf presented an overview of the effort underway in ANSIto standardize the
core TCP/IPprotocols. (See the following slides) This process would enter the TCPIP protocols into a suite of American National Standards. Further action on this
matter now rests with ANSIX3S3.3. The IAB is interested on only in forwarding
stable protocols for ANSIconsideration. There are some protocols, such as the dual
IS-IS where joint developmentis appropriate.

~
(,HAPT.~
R
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The following is a proposed standards process to be implemented by the IESG.

2.2.1

Internet-DrafTts

Internet Drafts are posted at the request of the author with l~he foliowing restrictions.
1. The Internet-Draft must conform to t:he Guidelines for Authors of InternetDrafts". This includes strict enforcement of the Status of the MemoSection,
and a one paragraph abstract.
2. The Internet-Draft will be announced, to the IETF mailing list with an a~.nouncementderived from the abstract. In effect, the abstract is an announcement. The announcement should be one to two pa,r~graphs, of preferably no
morethan 15 lines of text.
’~ section should
3. If the draft is a protocol specification~ I~he "Status oi! the Memo
have the following words:
This documentis not an internet standard. This draft document will
be submitted to the RFCeditor as a protocol specification. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send commentsto ..........
or if the draft is an informational document:
This draft documentwill be submitted to the R]?C editor as an informational Document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please
sendcomments
to ............................
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l=tFC’s

Documents

1. The document author submits the Internet-Draft
to the IESG by mailing a
request to the IESG-Secretary@nri.reston.va.us.
2. T.he IESGSecretary announces the pending consideration of the Internet-Draft~
as a standard to the IAB, IESG, and IETF. This notice will include:
¯ Timeframefor consideration, including the date of the plenary session it
will be considered at.
¯ Originating Working Group,
¯ A brief abstract extracted from the Internet-Draft,
3. The authors of the documentmaybe invited to give a technical presentation to
the IETF plenary to describe the protocol and answer any questions that may
arise.
4. The IESG may review the draft in open session at the next IETF plenary
session. Items to be considered are:
¯ Does this documentmeet the standards for a well defined specification?
¯ Is this document considered implementable? A Proposed Internet Standard is preferred to have at least one implementation.
5. If there are significant concernsexpressed, either technical or political, the IESG
mayat it’s discretion:
¯ Accept the draft,
¯ Remandthe draft back to the Working Group for further work,
¯ Or submit the document for an independent technical review.
6. After all questions are resolved, the IESGformulates a recominendation to the
IAB.
¯ The document will be submitted by the IESG-secretary to the IABvia the
RFCEditor CC’ed to the IETF list.
¯ The submission will include a recommended"Status of the Memo"Section.

Informational

Documents

¯ The document author submits the internet-draft
to the IE~G by mailing a
request to the IESG-Secretary@nri.reston.va.us.
¯ The IESG-Secretary will consult with the IESGArea Director, CC’ing the IESG
Mailing List, and if there are no objections, send the document to the RFC
Editor.
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1. The document author submits the edited[ and updated Proposed Standard to the
IESGby mailing a request to the IESG-Secretary~.nri.reston.va.us. It would be
useful for this documentto include a section detailing changes from the Proposed
Standard document, and any significant information useful to implementors.
2. The IESGSecretary will announce the consideration of the RFCfor elevation
to Draft Standard to the IAB, IESG, and IETF. This notice will include:
¯ Timeframefor consideration, including the date of the plenary session it
will be considered at.
¯ A generic "Status of the MemoSection"
¯ A brief abstract extracted from the RFC
¯ A Pointer to the revised documentin the Internet-Draft.,~ directory if the
documenthas been significantly revised.
¯ And, send the revised document to the IAB.
3. The IESGreviews the ]?~FC in open session at the next IETF plenary session.
Items to discuss ~re:
¯ Has the protocol been a Proposed Standard for at least 6 months?
¯ Does this protocol meet the requirements as an independently implementable
specification? This is evidenced by multiple independent interoperable implementations of the Proposed Standard as refin.e,d in the submitted Draft
Standard RFC.
¯ Is this protocol considered operationally stable? A Draft Standard is preferred to have significant operational experience.
¯ If there are significant concernsexpressed, either l:echnical or political, the
IESGmayat it’s discretion submit the documentfor an ir~dependent tech-.
nical review, or remand the document to the Working Group for further
work.

4. After all questions are resolved, the ¯ r~ota formulates ~ recormnendation.
¯ The document will be submitted by the IESG-secretary to the IAB Via
the RFCEditor CC’ed to the IETF list.
¯ The submission will include a recon~nended"Status of the Memo"Section.
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Standard

1. The document author submits the edited Draft Standard to the IESGby mailing a request to the IESG-Secretary@nri.reston.va.us. It is recommendedthat
this document include a section detailing any changes from the Draft Internet Standard document. This should include information necessary for opera,tionally usage in the Internet. Implementation and operational experience may
conveyed in a companion document.
2. The IESGSecretary will announce the consideration, of the RFCfor elevation
to Full Standard to the IAB, IESG, and IETF. This notice will include:
¯ Timeframefor consideration, including the date of the plenary session it
will be considered at.
¯ A brief abstract extracted from the RFC
3. The IESGwill review the RFCin open session at the next IETF plenary session.
Items to discuss are:
¯ Has the protocol been a Draft Internet Standard for at least 6 months?
¯ Does this protocol meet the requirements as an completely defined specification with multiple independent interoperable implementations of the
Draft Standard RFC?
¯ Does this protocol meet the requirement as an operationally stable Protocol as evidenced by widespread deployment and operational experience.
¯ If there are significant concernsexpressed, either technical or political, the
IESGmayat it’s discretion submit the documentfor an independent technical review, or remand the document to the Working Group for further
work.
4. After all questions are resolved, the IESGformulates a recomrrmndation.
¯ The document will be submitted by the IESG-secretary to the IAB Via
the RFCEditor CC’ed to the IETF list.
¯ The submission will include a recommended"Status of the Memo"Section..
¯ Included in the recommendation to the IAB should be a short statement
on status and consequences, an "Environmental Impact Rreport", on the
cost and benefit of deploying the protocol.
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Applications
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Area

Director:

Russ Hobby/UC Davis

WORKING

GROUPS

ACTIVE

AT PITTSBURGH

DomainNameSystem - This Working Group has a new chair, Phillip Almquist, who
will determine if there are any areas on which the group needs to work. Anyonewho
thinks there are problem areas in the DomainNameSystem should contact Phillip.
Network FAX-There was a short meeting to define the direction of this Working
Group. MarkNeedlemanwill write a requirements documentto reflect this discussion.
Network Printing Protocol - This group has produced a, documen.t defining LPR.
Their main work was looking at Palladium, the printing protocol used in Project
Athena at MIT. This protocol maymeet the needs for an Internet printing protocol.
TELNET- the Working Group has produced two documents. The Linemode docu:
merit is ready to be submitted to be a proposed standard as it has had implementations and the RFChas had a few minor changes. The Working Group has also
produced a document for the Environment Option and is ready to summit it to be
a proposed standard. Progress was made on new options defining authentication,
encryption, and Tn3270.
WORK][NG

GROUPS

NOT MEETING

AT PITTSBURGH

NetworkSQL- This is a new WorkingGroup and will define a standard for the use’,
of SQL databases

over TCP/IP networks.

It is viewed,

that

the work that

has been.

done to define SQLover OSI can be mappedinto TCP/IP. The chair of this Working
Group is Clifford Lynch (lynch~postgres.berkeley.edu) and those interested should
contact him for information and to be added to the mail .fist.
APPLICATIONS

ON THE INTERNET

We, as the engineers of the Internet, have had a tendency to look at the network from
the bottom of the protocol stack looking up. Wehave :mainly focused on howwe get;
the bits across the network and not so muchhowthey are used. Wehave nowcreated
a large network with manyusers. It is time for some of us to look at it from their
point of view.
To begin, we need to answer a few questions. What do the users want to do with
the network? What resources are available on the network today? ]Do they meet the
needs and expectations of the users? If not, Whatdo we do next?
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Let’s look at the network fro:m the users viev¢ point. There are at least three, and
probably more, types of applications. First t:here are applications for the searching,
retrieval, and distribution of information. Next there are applications for personal
communicationsand. finally there are operational applications for use in the general
computing environment.
INFORMATION

APPLICATIONS

There is already a vast amountof information on the Inte:rnet, but it is not easy to
find or access. Weneed applications to help us search for and retrieve information,
plus standard formats for that information so that we can do something with it after
we get it. There are manytypes of information that can be accessed by computer,
but let’s look at some that we have today but need to provide better access.
Oneinformation service is for information on people. There are whois servers on the
Internet and new projects using X.500. Through X.500 and[ ~he White Pages Project
the Internet has a good start of providing information of the Internet population and
beyond. Wejust need to help the implementation of X.500 on the Internet.
Another use is library type functions. Currently rnany facilities have there card
catalogs and other bibliographic information on line, but ,are are seeing more of the
actual information itself on line. The biggest problemis howto find it on the network
and once you do how do you get and use it.
Software sharing and distribution is a popular information sharing function. Manyof
use have seen the advantage of "anonymousFTP", but again, finding the software in
the first place is not easy. For commercialproducers of software, licensing of network
distributed software (and other information as well) needs to be considered.
PERSONAL

COMMUNICATIONS

Three types of personal
person, person-to-group,
tions to one person or a
electronic mail, talk/chat,

APPLICATIONS

communications that people seem to want are person-toand calendar/scheduling. Person-to-person is communicasmall knowgroup of people and include functions such as
video conference and, of course, the telephone.

Person-to-group are broadcast type of communications where you are communicating
with a large unknowngroup. This includes services such as forums and bulletin.
boards. USENET
is probably the most popular type of this se, rvice currently available.
For the third type, imagine that you could maintain your personal calendar on your
own computer. Nowimagine that your calendar can talk t.o all other calendars on.
computers all over the Internet and schedule people, rooms, and other resources. This
is the type of functionality that people want of network calendar/scheduling.
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APPLICATIONS

There are network functions that are associated more with. distributed computing
rather than communications. These generally have to do with resource sharing of
devices such as printers, disks, backup storage and to some extent, CPUs. Back in
the "old days" of computers and mainframes, users had to knowwhere each peripheral
was and how to access it. Operating systems have now made that invisible to the
user on individual computers.
Whenit comes to network resources, however, we have jumped back twenty years.
Youstill need to knowwhere each resource is on the network and howto access it.
Weneed to use what we have learned in operating systems and apply it to networks.
Think of the network as a computer buss with lots of CPUsand peripherals hung
on it. THE NETWORK
IS THE COMPUTER.Now we just need. to write a user
friendly operating system for this computer.
The real problem, of course, is that with single computers, it has been just one vendor
that has had to coordinate within itself. With networks, we are operating in a multivendor environment and coordination means that we need standards.
TOOLS TO BUILD

APPLICATIONS

So nowwe have all these nice applications that we want to write, or makethe old ones
better. Manyof them have lower level functions in cornmon, such as authentication,
remote procedure calls, remote file operations, and remote data bases. They also
need to agree on formats for information, such as character sets, graphics format,
file structures and commandsyntax. Most of these tools and formats do not have a
standard definition for the Internet.
What do we do now? The current Working Groups are basing their work on the.
assumption that these tools will be there. The primary tools that seemto be needed.
now for these WorkingGroups are authentication and remote procedure calls, but
the otlhers will soon be needed too. Onefactor that adds to the confusion is the fact.
that other bodies are also trying to decide on standard tools and formats and failing
to cometo agreement. For the Internet, where interoperability has been the key to
success we need to agree on a commondirection. So, yes, what do we do now?

VIEW OF APPLICATIONS

¯ WHATDO USERS WANTTO DO?

iNFORMATION APPLICATIONS
INFORMATION
SEARCH
RETRIEVAL
DISTRIBUTION

¯ WHAT RESOURCES DO WE HAVE TODAY?

¯ DO THEY MEET THE NEEDS?

¯ WHATDO WE DO NEXT?

PERSONALCOMMUNICATIONS
¯ PERSONTO PERSON
ELECTRONICMAIL
TALK / CHAT
VIDEO CONFERENCE
TELEHPONE
¯ GROUPS
FORUMS
BULLETIN BOARDS
¯ CALENDAR/ SCHEDULING

¯ INFOPJ~IATION TYPES
PEOPLE
N~ETWORK RESOURCES
SOFTWARE
DOCUMENT/ BIBLIOGRAPHY
MAPS
REAL TIME DATA

OPERATIC)NAL APPLICATIONS

BACKUP / ARCHIVES

¯ PRINTING

GENERAL COMPUTING POWER

¯ ALL "I~’PES

OF RESOURCEDEVICES

TOOLSTO CREATEAPPLICATIONS
¯ DEVICESHARING
¯ FILE TRANSFER
¯ REMOTE
LOGIN
¯ DATABASEACCESS
¯ IMAGEREPRESENTATION
¯ SEARCH
¯ MESSAGE
TRANSFER
¯ AUTHENTICATION
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Network FAX (netfax)

Charter
Chairperson:
Mark Needleman, nthn@stubbs .ucop. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: netfax@stubbs.ucop, edu
To Subscribe: netfax-request©stubbs.ucop,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Network Fax Workinggroup is chartered to explore issues involved
with the transmission and receipt of facsimile across TCP/IP networks
and to develop recommendedstandards for facsimile transmission across
the Internet. The group is also intended to serve as a coordinating forum
for people doing experimentation in this area to attempt to maximisethe
possibity for interoperability amongnetwork fax projects.
Amongthe issues that need to be resolved are what actual protocol or
protocols will be used to do the actual data transmission between hosts,
architectural modelsfor the integration of fax machines into the existing
internet, what types of data encoding should be supported, howIP host
address to phone numberconversion should be done and associated issues
of routing, and cleveleopment of a gatewaysystem that will allow existing
Group 3 and Group 4 fax machines to operate in a network enviornment.
It is expected that the output of the working group will be one or more
RFC’s documenting recommendedsolutions to the above questions and
possibly also describing some actual implementations. The life of the
working group is expected to be 18-24 months.
It is also hoped th at some fax vendors, as well as the networking community and fax gateway developers, will be brought into the effort.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

Review and approve charter making any changes deemed necessary.
Refine definition of scope of workto be accomplishedand intial sell
of RFC’sto be developed. Begin working on frameworkfor solution.
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Mar 1991

Continue work on definition of issues arid. protocols. Workto be
conducted on mailing list.

Aug 1991

First draft of RFCto be completed. To be discussed at IETF meeting and revised as necessary.

Dec 1991

Continue revisions based on commentsreceived and if ok give to
IESGfor publication as RFC.

Mar 1992

Overlapping with activities listed above may be implementations
based on ideas and work done by the working group. If so revise
RFCto include knowledge gained from such implementations.
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Network Printing

3.1.2

Protocol

(npp)

Charter
Chairperson:
Leo McLaughlin, ljm©twg.com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: pr±at-wg©pluto, dss. corn
To Subscribe: print-wg-requestOpluto.dss,
corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Network Printing Working Group has the goal of pursuing those
issues which will facilitate the use of printers in an internetworking environment. In pursuit of this goal it is expected that we will present one
or more printing protocols to be considered as standards in the Internet
community.
This workinggroup has a numberof specific objectives. To provide a draft
RFCwhich will describe the LPRprotocol. To describe printing specific
issues on topics currently under discussion within other worldng groups
(e.g., security and dynamic host configuration), to present our concerns
to those working groups, and to examineprinting protocols which exist or
are currently under developmentand assess their applicability to Internetwide use, suggesting changes if necessary.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter, making any changes deemed necessary. Reviewthe problems of printing in the Internet.

Apt 1990

Write draft LPRspecification.

May1.990

Discuss and review the draft LPRspecification. Discuss long-range
printing issues in the Internet. Reviewstatus of Palladium prinl;
system at Project Athena.

May 1990

Submit final LPRspecification including changes suggested at the
MayIETF. Discuss document on mailing list.

Jun 1990

Submit LPRspecification

as an RFCand standard.
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Jul 1990

Write description of the Palladium printing protocol (2.0) in RFC
format.

Aug 1990

Discuss and review the drafe Palladium RFC.
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REPORT

by Leo McLaughlin/Wollongong

Minutes
Twoprimary tasks were accomplished at the May IETF.
One, the specification for LPRwill be modified to support cacheless clients and servers
by allowing the control file to be submitted before the data file and by allowing
graceful end of connection instead of a field length to showend of file. In addition,
control file lines beginning with ’A’ and ’a’ will be reserved for possible future use
with Palladium.
Two, that use of Palladium, the Project Athena printing protocol, was seen as a
good, long term, goal for printing in the Internet. As part of the Palladium 2.0
efforts currently under way, the Project Athena implementation (likely to be the
future reference implementation) will be modified to support LPRclients. An RFC
describing the printing protocol specific portions of Palladium is forthcoming.
Administrative

Details

The mailing list of this working group is print-wg©pluto .dss. com, requests should
be sent to print-wg-requestCpluto, dss. com. Wewill be meeting i~ British Columbia.
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ATTENDEES
Fred Bohle
Dave Borman
David Burdelski
Andrew Cherenson
Bruce Crabill
Peter Dicamillo
Roger Fajman
Brian Handspicker
Richard Hart
Greg Hollingsworth
Tom Holodnik
Josh Littlefield
John Loverso
Matthew Nocih~re
Michael Petty
Richard Smith
John Veizades
Aileen Yuan

lab@saturn,ace. tom
dab¢cray,corn
daveb©f~;p,
corn
arc@sgi, com
bruce~umdd,umd. edu
cmsmain~,Cbrown~n~.brown,edu
raf@cu, nih. gov
bd@vines,dec. corn
h~@decvax, dec. corn
gregh@mailer,j huapl, edu
tj h@~drew, cmu. edu
j osh@ca~, corn
loverso@xylo~ics,corn
matthew@cupr,ocs. drexel, ed~z
pe~ry~%r~t or. umd. edu
smiddy@dds, com
veizades@apple, com
aileen@gateway. mitre, org
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TELNET (telnet)

3.1.3
Charter

Chairperson:
Dave Borman, dab©cray, corn

Mailing Lists:
~
General Discussion: telnet-ietf@cray.com
To Subscribe: telnet-ietf-request©cray.com

Description

of Working Group:

The TELNETWorking Group is to look at RFC 854, "Telnet Protocol
Specification", in light of the last 6 years of technical advancements,and
determine if it is still accurate with how the TELNET
protocol is being used today. This group will also look at all the numerous. TELNET
options, and decide which of them are still germaneto current day implementations of the TELNET
protocol.
¯ Re-issue RFC854 to reflect current knowledgeand usage of the TELNETprotocol.
¯ Create RFCsfor new TELNET
options to clarify or fill in any missing
voids in the current option set. Specifically:
- Environment variable passing
-- Authentication
- Encryption
- Compression
¯ Act as a clearing-house for all proposed RFC,,~ that deal with the
TELNETprotocol.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an environment option

Dec 1990

Write an authentication

Dec 1990

Write an encryption option

Mar 1991

Rewrite RFC854

option
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REPORT

by David A. Borman/ Cray Research,

Inc.

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Linemode Option
Environment Option
Authentication Option
Encryption Option
Compression Option
TN3270 Option

The TN3270option was not discussed. A discussion of TN3270over Telnet was held.
over supper Wednesdayevening by the interested partiies, the minutes of that meeting
are attached to the end of this report.
MINUTES
The COMPRESSION
option, was only briefly mentioned. Whendoing both encryp-tion and compression, it is important that the sender apply the compression option
before the encryption option, and that the receiver decrypt and then decompress.
Both the ENCRYPTION
and COMPRESSION
documents will be modified to reflect
this.
The LINEMODE
option is currently a "proposed standard", RFC1116. Wediscussed
some additions to the option, two new modebits and eig:ht new special character
definitions. After a brief explanation and minimal discussion, the two new modebits
(SOFT_TABand LIT_ECHO) were accepted.

SOFT_TAB

Whenset, the client side should expand the Horizontal Tab (HT)
code, USASCII9, into the appropriate numberof spaces to movethe
printer to the next horizontal tab stop. Whenunset, the client side
should allow the Hor-izontal Tab code to pass through un-modified.

LIT_ECHO

Whenset, if the client side is echoing a non-printable character
that the user has typed to the users sc~:e,~n, the character should
be echoed as the literal character. If the LIT_ECHO
bit is not
set, then the client side may echo the character in any manner
that it desires. (Manysystems echo unprintable characters as two
character sequences, for example, they will echo "^A" for an ASCII
1 value.)
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Several newspecial characters, for systems that support in-line display editing of the
commandline, were proposed.
SLC_MCL

Movecursor one character left. Whenvisual editing is supported,
this is the character which, whentyped, will movethe cursor one
character to the left in the display.

SLC.MCR

Movecursor one character right. Whenvisual editing is supported,
this is the character that, when typed, will movethe cursor one
character to the right in the display.

SLC_MCWL

Movecursor one word left. Whenvisual editing is supported, this
is the character that, whentyped, will movethe cursor one wordto
the left in the display.

SLC_MCWR

Movecursor one wordright. Whenvisual editing is supported, this
is the character that, whentyped, will movethe cursor one wordto
the right in the display.

SLCAVICBOL

Movecursor to the beginning of the line. Whenvisual editing is
supported, this is the character that, when typed, will movethe
cursor to the beginning of the line that is being edited.

SLC_MCEOL

Movecursor to the end of the line. Whenvisual editing is supported, this is the character that, whentyped, will movethe cursor
to the end of the line that is being edited.

SLC_INSRT

Toggel insert versus overstrike mode. Whenvisual editing is supported, this is the character that, whentyped, will toggle whether
normal characters should be inserted into the displ~y~ or should
overwrite characters the current display.

SLC_EWR

Erase wordto the right. Whenvisual editing is sup- ported, this is
the character that, whentyped, will erase one word to the right of
the cursor.
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It was decided SLC_INSRT
would be split into two values:
SLC_INSRT

Enter character insert mode.. Whenvisua]l editing is supported, this
is the character that, when. typed, indicates that normal characters
should be inserted into the display art the current cursor position.

SLC_OVER

Enter character overstrike mode. Whenvisual editing is supported,
this is the character that, whentyped, will indicate that normal
characters s:hould overwrite characters currently displayed.
If the SLC_][NSRT
and SLC..OVER
values are set to the same value,
than that value is to act as a toggle between insert and overstrike
mode.

Three other special characters were added to round out the set:
SLC_ECR

Erase one character to the right.

SLC_EBOL

Erase from the current cursor position to t.he beginning of the line..

SLC_EEOL

Erase from the current cursor position to the end of the line.

Also, in the current document, the SLC_EW
description states what a "word" is:
"... a wordis defined to be (optionally) whitespace (tab or space characters), and a string of characters up to, but not including, whitespace or
line delimiters."
With the addition of SLC_EWR,SLC_MCWL
and SLC..MCWR,
it was felt that this
definition of "word" was no longer accurate. Rather than try to define what a "word"
is, it was decided that we would remove this definition from the document, and put
in some commentson why a "word" is not defined (to allow dissimilar systems to
interoperate).
With these changes, it was recommended by the group that the LINEMODE
option
be re-issued as a "Draft Standard".
The ENVIRON
option was discussed. A proposal was put forward to have the ENV.IRONoption issued as an RFC, as a "proposed standard". Section 6, "Well Known
Variables" was discussed at length. People disagreed what the user account namevariable should be, USERor USERNAME
(some systems use LOGNAME).The group
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could not agree on what would be the best names for well knownnames, whether they
should have a consistent format, (e.g., a commonprefix) or whether t:here should
a commonprefix for user-defined variables. Because resolution was not reached, it
was decided that we would strike Section 6 from the document, but leave the variable
names in the example section. Weagreed that well known names could be added
later if consensus was reached on the naming scheme.
Other changes: Explicitly state that the default set of variables is implementation
dependent. Reword the motivation section to not be so "environment variabable"
biased, since this option is used to pass arbitrary information, w:hich happens to
include environment variables. A "Security Considerations" section will be added,
Jeff Schiller has agreed to write this.
The ENCRYPT
option was briefly discussed. Comments that Steve Bellovin had
made were touched upon. It was agreed that when encryption is being done, telnet
options will be inserted BEFORE
encryption is begun. Wealso need to add some
commentsabout key management, and provide sub-options to allow for any initial
negotiation required in a particular encryption scheme.
The rest of the meeting focused on the AUTHENTICATION
option. There was some
major re-structuring
of how the option works. Previously, DO/WILLAUTHENTICATION
was sent in each direction for each direction that authentication was desired.
Unfortunately, this breaks downif the authentication schemehas a third method; mutual authentication.
It was decided that enabling the AUTHENTICATION
option in
either direction enables authentication. A definition of "server" and "client" will be
added ("server" is the side that did the "passive" TCPopen, and client is the side
that did the "active" TCPopen).
The "server" sends the "IAC SB AUTHENTICATION
SEND... IAC SE" command,
and the client sends the "... IS ..." command.The server my optionally respond
to the IS with a REPLY,and the client may optionally respond to a REPLYwith
another IS. This way, the client and server maydo as manyexchanges of information
as necessary for the particular authentication schemebeing used.
The "authentication-type" sent in SEND,IS and REPLYcommandsis now a triplet,
<type><authenticator/authenticatee><one-way/mutual>.
Several things needed
to be determined: i.e., whowill initiate the authentication, whois being authenticated, and in whichdirection (server authenticates client, client authenticates server,
client and server authenticate each other). Wedecided that the server side always initiates the authentication procedure (only the server can send a SENDcommand). The other two parts indicate how the authentication is being done. Authenticator/authenticatee indicates whether the server is authenticating the client, or
the client is authenticating the server. One-way/mutualis whether the authentica-
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tion is only happening on one side, or whether both sides authenticate each other.
(Authenticator-mutual and authenticatee-mutual allow the authentication scheme to
distinguish whoinitiates authentication.)
The list of authentication-types
sent with the SENDcommandMUSTbe an ordered
list of preferences of the server, so that the client can reliab][y knowwhich authentication schemeis preferred.
There was also some discussion about what to do with normal data that comes across
the telnet data stream before the authenticati[on is completed. Whathappens to the
data will be implementation dependent. Telnet options received during authentication must be processed in the normal manner, but an implementation might choose
to refuse or delay the effect of certain options until the authentication has been completed.
It was also decided to add a generic LOGIN
authentication t:ype, which is the normal
login:/password: prompting.
Asecurity consideration section will be added. It will state: that successfully authentication does not imply that the entire session, is secure; the; connectionmight still be
taken over after the authentication is done.
There is a reference to the "Assigned Numbers"RFCthat will be removed.
For action items, Dave Bormanwill integrate these changes into the Option drafts,
and send them off to the internet-drafts directory; Russ Hobbywill be notified when
the LINEMODE
and ENVIRON
options are :ready, so that t.hey can be pushed on to
being issued as RFCs.
Minutes of Dinner Meeting
Minutes of the special interest group/dinner that met at the, Holiday Inn at 7:00 PM
on 5/2/90.
The group discussed the current mechanismfor specifying the use of and problems
with 3270 data-streams within a TELNETsession. After some discussion, it was
decided to write a new RFCfor specifying 3270 mode. Features of this RFCwould
include:
¯ Single option :for negotiating 3270 mode.
¯ Information about terminal characteristics (size, color support, etc.) defined
within the 3270 Data-Stream using the Write Structured Field Query Reply
facility negates the need for the use of the TEI~MINA.L-TYPE
option.
¯ Newoption implies TRANSMIT-BINARY,
which does not need to be separately
negotiated.
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Uses a TLVtype structure to encapsulate the 3270 Data-Stream. This allows
optional items to be sent and received. Examplesof t:his include an indicator
that the following data has a READcommandchained to it, and for for 3270
type printers to be able to send their completion status back to the server. This
mechanismalso allows for future extensions.
Within a given TLV(Type, Length, Value) structure, the data is not IAC
stuffed. TELNETcommandsand options may occur between individual TLV
structures.
The new option is negotiated only by the server. Since 3270 Data Streams
require both directions to be in the mode, it didn’t seem necessary to require
it to be negotiated in both directions. This will simplify server and client
implementations.
Allow the 3270 Data Stream to be unnegotiated and renegotiated as needed by
the server.
Require clients to support SNAand non-SNAcomrnands.
No longer requires the EORoption or the use of the EOFTELNETcommand.
Spent significant time discussing printing issues. Decided to write a seperate
RFCon this issue since there appear to be several ideas on howthis could be
solved.
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ATTENDEES
Fred Bohle
David Borman
Bruce Crabill
Peter DiCamillo
Roger Fajman
James Galvin
Mike Horowitz
Phil Karn
John LoVerso
Louis Mamakos
Greg Minshall
Gerard Newman
Michael Perry
Jeffrey Schiller
Frank Solensky
Ted Soo-Hoo
Peter Vinsel

lab@saturn, a.cc. com
dab@cray, com
bruce@umdd,umd. edu
cmsmaint@brownvmo brown, edu
r~f@cu,nih. ~ov
galvin@tis, com
m~@shiva, corn
Ke~rn@T:humper.Bellcore.Com
Ioverso@xylogics.corn
Iouie@tr~tor. umd. edu
minshallCkinet
i c s. kinet ics. com
~m@sds. sdsc. edu
petry~tr~tor, nmd. edu
j is@athena,mit. edu
solensky¢interl~, interl~, com
soo-hoo@dg_rtp,dg. com
farcomp~ pcv~apple,co:m

Participants of the dinner meeting were:
Fred Bohle
David Borman
Bruce Crabill
Peter DiCamillo
Roger Fajman
Yakov Rekhter

lab@saturn, acc. com
dab@cray, com
bruce@umdd, umd. edu
cmsmaint @brownvm. brown, edu
raf@cu, nih. gov

yackov~}J,
bm.corn
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Host and User Services

Director:

Area

Craig Partridge/BBN

Host Services
Three WG’sin the host area met: User Connectivity Problems, DynamicHost Configuration and Distributed File Systems.
Because Dan Long couldn’t make the meeting, Kent England chaired the User Connectivity Problems WGmeeting (thanks to Kent for helping out!). The WGconsidered slightly different models for user connectivity proposed by Elise Gerich, Karen
Bowers and Craig Partridge. The group discussed various issues raised by the proposals. Onekey decision was that a coordinated trouble ticket system seems essential
to all three schemes and Matt Mathis volunteered to write up some discussion of
the issues (which he has done). Another point was that we need to understand the
"boundary"of the system- i.e., whois inside (and responsible for fixing things) and
whois outside (needing repairs to be made).
DynamicHost Configuration made good progress on trying to come to closure on key
issues so that an RFCcan be issued this year. In particular, the WGdecided on the
parameters necessary to configure the client’s network layer and decided to base its
protocol on BOOTP.The WGis currently looking at address assignment mechanisms
in servers.
The Distributed File Systems WGspent the meeting devoted to a lengthy examination
of the NFSprotocols, and generated a variety of recommendationsa~ad issues related
to running NFSover TCP/IP.
User Services:
Reported by Joyce Reynolds
User-Doc

WG- Coming to a close

Chaired by Tracy LaQuey and Karen Roubicek.
The User-DocBibliography is ready for the Internet Draft Process. Final changes or
amendmentsto the Bibliography have a deadline date of May15th.
After the Internet-Draft process, to the RFCpublication,
terminate, and go back into the USWG.

the User-Doc WGwill

Weare pleased that in just a 12 month time period the User-Doc WGproduced their
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NISI- Reinstated.
Chaired by Dana Sitzler
This IETFis NISI’s (NetworkInformation Services Infrastructure)
its reinstatement after the last IETFat Tall.ahassee.

first meeting since

NISI focused ’on discussion of the old NIS][ charter and a survey of "where we are
now" (i.e., a survey of existing informational types, retrieval mechanismsand current
NICspecialties and relationships), specifically, howto get information to people.
draft will be sent to the NISI mailing list.
SSPHWG-Security

Area/User

Services

Area combined efforts

Chaired by J. Paul t-Iolbrook and Joyce K. Reynolds
The SSPHWG
(Site Security Policy HandbookWG)held ills first meeting in Pittsburgh. It had a great turnout of thirty people, with a good[ mixture of USWG
members and Security Area members. Primary meeting time focused on development of
an outline for a Handbook.Twenty-twobullets were develolped in a scratch outline.
Volunteers will take on the task of developing a draft outline to be presented at the
next SSPHWG
meeting. Wehave a very ambitious schedule, as this WGwould like
to have a completed Handbookavailable for distribution by the end of this year.
This WGis the first to combinethe efforts of two separate IETF Areas. The response
to this had been successful. Steve Crocker thinks it’s a "n.eat" idea. It IS okay to
"cross the streams" between the IETF Areas. Other Areas e,.nd WGsare encouraged
to follow suit, if they feel the need.
The next meeting of the SSPHWG
will be held at USC/Information Sciences Institute
in Marina del Rey on Tuesday, June 12th.
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USWG- Running

at its

peak

Chaired by Joyce K. Reynolds
USWGAnnouncements:
¯ FYI RFCsub-series start-up
¯ NOCTOOLS
publication
(RFCl147, FYI2)
¯ NOCTOOLS
was historically
an offspring of the USWG.
Agenda items included:
¯ Distribution and Announcement Handbook
¯ Question and Answer Mailing List
¯ Intro Packages
- what exists
- what is needed
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File Systems (dfs)

Charter
Chairperson:
Peter Honeyman, honey©cit±, um±ch, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: dfs-wg@citi.umich,
edu
To Subscribe: df s-wg-request©c±t i. um±ch, edu

Description

of Working Group:

Trans- and inter-continental distributed file systems are upon us. The consequences to the Internet of distributed file system protocol design and
implementation decisions are sufficiently dire that we need to investigate
whether the protocols being deployed are really suitable for .use on the
Internet. There’s some evidence that the opposite is true, e.g., some DFS
protocols don’t checksum their data, don~t use reasonable MTUs,don’t
offer credible authentication or authorization services, don’t attempt to
avoid congestion, etc. Accordingly, a working group on DFShas been
formed by the IETF. The WGwill attempt to define guidelines for ways
that distributed file systems should makeuse of the network, and to consider whether any existing distributed file systems are appropriate candidates for Internet standardization. The WGwill also take a look at the
various file system protocols to see whether they makedata more vulnerable. This is a problemthat is especially severe for Internet users, and a
place where the IETF maywish to exert some influence, both on vendor
offerings and user expectations.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

generate an RFCwith guidelines that define appropriate behavior
of distributed file systems in an internet environment.
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REPORT

Honeyman/ University

of Michigan

Minutes
At this meeting, attention was focused on. NFS. The consensus was that it will be
most useful in the near term to draft a "survivM guide" for NFS. The audience for
this guide will be vendors and system administrators.
Suggested recommendations were discussed. Items that can be addressed only by
implementors are noted. Someitems suggest coordination with the N OCtools,.
¯ Avoid packet retransmission
- Soft mounts vs. hard mounts
- Adjust timeout parameters to meet local conditions
- Transaction ID caching (implementation)
- Adaptive retransmission strategy (implementation)
¯ AvoidIP fragr.nentatiort : Adjust read and write size,,; to meet local conditions
¯ Ensure reliable data transfer: Use UDIPchecksumfor ]long-haul
¯ Privacy issues
- Reserved socket myth
- Mutual distrust amongclient and server (implementationL)
- Periodic FSIRAND(NOC tools)
- Setuid handling
- IP address verification at mounttime
- IP address verification at access time (implementation)
- Root and anonymous mapping
- Generalized mapping (implementation)
¯ System management
- NFSSTATand NFSWATCH
(NO(? tools)
- SNMPfor NFS (implementation)
- Export controls
- Cache timeout management
Since Ethernet checksum can obviate UDPchecksum, a suggestion was made that
UDPchecksumbe a mountoption. This may:not be practical, since most NFSservers
are running on an operating system for which UDPchecksumis either always enabled
or always disabled. The consensus seems to be that correctness is more important
than performance, i.e., UDPchecksum should always be enabled. It was reported[
that in some vendors’ operating systems, it is impossible to turn on UDPchecksum.
There
was further discussion of the protocol :for Kerberos integration with NFS.
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Dynamic Host Configuration

3.2.2

(dhc)

Charter
Chairperson:
RalphDroms,droms@sol.bucknell,
edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: host-conf©sol.bucknell,
edu
To Subscribe: host-conf-request@sol.buck.nell,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The purpose of this workinggroup is the investigation of network configuration and reconfiguration management.Wewill determine those configuration functions that can be automated, such as Internet address assignment, gateway discovery and resource location, and those which cannot ne
automated (i.e., those that must be managedby network administrators).
Goals and Milestones:
Jun 1990

Wewill identify (in the spirit of the Gateway Requirements and
Host Requirements RFCs) the information required for hosts and
gateways to: Exchange Internet packets with other hosts, Obtain
packet routing information, Access the DomainNameSystem, and
Access other local and remote services.

Jun 1990

Wewill summarize those mechanismsalready in place for managing
the information identified by objective 1.

Jan 1991

Wewill suggest new mechanisms to Inanage the information identified by objective 1.

Jan 1991

Having established what information and mechanisms are required
for host operation, we will examine specific scenarios of dynamic
host configuration and reconfiguration, and show howthose scenarios can be resolved using existing or proposed managementmechanisms.
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by Ralph Droms/ Bucknell

This meeting of the DHCWGconcentrated on the details of the proposed DHC
protocol. Specifically, the WGconcentrated, on the DHCp:cotocol as used to initially
configure the client’s network layer. The WGagreed that the foliowing parameters
should be configured:
¯
¯
¯
¯

IP address
Subnet mask
Broadcast address
(Non-default or unusual) MTU.- which maybe required by some kinds of net-.
work hardware

The WGhas further agreed to base the DHCprotocol on the BOOTPprotocol, as
extended by R. L. Morgan. The agenda items for this me¢~ting, th.en~ included the
definition of the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Client behavior within the protocol
Server behavior
Router or other forwarding agent behavior
Protocol message formats

There are two primary problemsto be solved by the client: first, the client must decide
which of possibly several sources of configuration information to use and second, the
client must decide which IP address to use if given a range of addresses to choose
from. The client mayget configuration information from a local cache or from a DHC
protocol server. If no configuration information is available (the "genesis state"), the
client should use a default configuration that allows interoperation with other clients
on the samelocal net.
Greg Minshall presented an algorithm (included with this report) that was discussed
at the meeting. The genesis state was discussed at some,, :length. The WGagreed
that a client in the genesis state should use a distinguished network number, defined
so that routers will never forward packets with the distinguished network number.
This distinguished network number will allow interoperation between hosts on an
isolated network, with no danger of genesis state packets leaking onto the internet
if the isolated network becomes attached to an internet at some later time. The
WGalso discussed problems with the transition from the genesis state to a normally
configured state. If an isolated net becomesattached while; hosts are in genesis state,
the hosts will either have to restart to obtain correct co~.~iiguration parameters, or
must be able to support interoperation with. two logical ~ets on the same interface
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(both the genesis state network and the "real" network).
The WGbriefly discussed router behavior. Weneed to find out from :router vendors
about the details of existing BOOTPimplementations so the WGcan assess the
impact of changes to the BOOTP
protocol on existing implementations and determine
if a formal description of BOOTP
forwarding agent behavior needs to be written.
The final point of discussion sparked somereal controversy. Before this meeting, the
WGhad discussed the IP assignment mechanism as an extension of the MIT and
Morgan/BOOTP
mechanisms, in which a client is provided a range of IP addresses
from which it can choose a preferred IP address. At this meeting, an alternative
proposal was presented, in which BOOTP
servers were presumed to have sufficient
knowledgeof the network configuration so as to be able to determine and allocate a
single IP address to a client. The presumption was that such a dynamic allocation
mechanismwould make the client code muchsimpler (in fact, existing BOOTP
client
code would work unchanged) at an acceptable cost in server complexity. The dissenting opinion was that the increased server complexity was not worth the simplification
in the client code.
As neither side had anything in writing, the WGhad some difficulty in arguing the
relative merits of the two mechanisms. The WGchair has scheduled, a meeting for
June 8 in which several of the participants in the WGdiscussion will present written
descriptions of the two mechanismsfor discussion.
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University

Introduction
John Veizades, Jeff Mogul, Greg Minshall, Bob Morgan, Leo McLaughlin and l~lph
Dromsattended a "mid-term" meeting of the Dynamic Host Configuration working
group. Jeff Mogul was kind enough to host the meeting at, DEC’sWestern Research
Lab. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the mechanismfor network address
allocation proposed at the Pittsburgh IETF plenary. The participants were chosen
to represent the two mechanismsas presented at the Pittsburgh meeting. The time
and location were chosen for the convenience of the participants.
The allocation mechanism under discussion at this meeting describes the way in
which DHCservers allocate and transmit network addresses to DHCclients. This
new mechanism was first proposed by Leo and Jeff at the Pittsburgh meeting. In
this mechanism, the DHCservers allocate and return a single network address to a
requesting client.
Discussion
The DHCWGgenerally agrees that the new DHCprotocol should be based on the
existing BOOTPprotocol. The primary motivations behind this decision are the
desire to capture BOOTP
forwarding agent code in existing routers and the desire to
avoid inventing a new protocol when an existing protocol can be used.
The WGfurther agrees that the new protocol should be first defined to carry network
layer configuration parameters to the client: network address, subnet mask, broadcas.t
address and local network MTU.The question arises: how shall the DHCserver
select a network address to return to the client? There are several points on which
one can compare the two network address allocation mechanisms discussed in the
introduction:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Relative complexity of client and server code
Accuracy/correctness of allocated addresses
Compatibility with existing BOOTP
clients
Ability to maintain coherent distributed information about allocated addresses.

The explicit allocation mechanismhas appeal because it captures existing BOOTP
clients and because it can make the client code muchsimpler. However, at the,,
Pittsburgh meeting there was muchdiscussion about whether the central allocation.
mechanismcould be madeto work; would it be too complex and would it be possible,,
to maintain the global database required for distributed allocation of addresses?
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New Mechanism
At the June meeting, we developed an outline of the specific address mechanism,
which we present for commenthere. From the client’s :point of view, the new DHC
protocol works the same as the existing BOOTPmecha~ai.sm. In fact, we expect
existing BOOTP
clients to interoperate with DHCservers without requiring any
change to initialization
software. There are some new, optional transactions that
optimize the interaction between DHCclients and servers:
. Client sends DHCrequest for network parameters
. Server sends response with network parameters and. ,explicit network address
(Note: This assumesthe client receives at least one reply. If no replies arrive,
the client may, at the discretion of local administration, enter "genesis state"
[see belowfor details].)
. (Opt.) Client updates local network A.I~LP caches with an ARPbroadcast reply
¯ (Opt.) Client releases unused addresses from duplicate server responses
¯ (Opt.) Client :releases selected address during orderly close
Problem Areas with Explicit

Allocation

The first problem area encountered by a server whenexpl.icitly allocating a specific
network address rather than a range of addresses is determining which addresses
are already in use and which maybe allocated or reallocated. Because the server
may not be on the same subnet as the client, the server must use an ICMPecho
messageto probe for hosts already using a specific address. ’~’hus all participants using
network addresses in the dynamic allocation range (whether statically or dynamically
allocated) must implement ICMPecho message processing.
Somehosts, while implementing ICMPecho processing, ~nay go into a state where
ICMPecho requests are ignored for extended periods. The client request protocol
includes two newextensions to help the server handle such .clients:
¯ "brain damage" - indicating that the client may ignore ICMPrequests
¯ "reserve forever" - requesting permanent allocation of a network address
To meet the goal of reissuing the same network address to a host whenever possi-ble, while allowing more hosts on a subnet than addresses available for allocation
(obviously, not all hosts can be active simultaneously), t]he server must be able
timeout the allocation of an address to a host, and reuse; addresses in LRUorder.
The optional "release address" message frorn the client to the server also helps the
server determine whena network address maybe reallocat, ed
The second problern area, which was discussed at some length in Pittsburgh, is the
mechanismthrough which multiple servers can coordinate the allocation of addresses.
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Webelieve this is not a difficult problem. First, note that the problem only arises
whenmultiple servers share responsibility for allocation of addresses on a single subnet. Second, the servers need not interact dynamically, after every network address is
allocated. Rather, the address space for the target subnet can be partitioned among
the servers, which each only allocate addresses from its ownpartition. Periodically,
the servers exchangeallocation information, possibly repartitioning the currently unallocated addresses to reflect client request load.
Genesis State
In the absence of any servers, clients maychoose to enter "genesis state". This state is
intended for use in small networks in which resources for support of DHCservers may
not be available (the "dentist’s office" network). In genesis state, the client picks
IP address, probes for any current use of that address and then defends the selected
address using ARP. The genesis state mechanismlooks muchlike the Athena N][P
address allocation mech.anism.
Conclusion
The problem areas in a protocol where network addresses are explicitly selected by
a possibly remote server seem to be identifiable and can be surmounted by careful
design of the protocol and server behavior. The advantages of explicit network address
allocation appear to outweigh the disadvantages, and I recommend the DHCWG
further investigate the new address allocation mechanism.
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User Population
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(iup)

Charter
Chairperson:
Craig Partridge,

craig@nnsc.nsf,
neZ

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
ietf~venera,
isi.
To Subscribe:
ietf-request@venera.isi,

Description

edu
edu

of Working Group:

To devise and carry out an experiment to estimate the size of the Internet
user population.
Goals and Milestones:
Sep 1990

Write a description of the experimental procedure.

Jan 1991

Write an RFCthat gives the results of the experiment.

TBD

Prepare an article for publication in a networking magazine.
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3.2.4

Network Information

Services

Infrastructure

(nisi)

Charter
Chairperson:
Dana Sitzler,

dds@mer±t.edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: nisi~merit.edu
To Subscribe: nisi-request©merit,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The NISI WGwill explore the requirements for common,shared Internetwide network information services. The goal is to develop an understanding for what is required to implementan information services "infrastructure" for the Internet. This effort will be a sub-groupof the User Services
WGand will coordinate closely with other efforts in the networking community.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

First IETF meeting; review and approve charter. Begin information gathering process to write a short white paper to serve as a
starting point for discussions on an Internet-wide information services infrastructure. This paper will. documentcurrent available
information and existing information :retrieval tools.

Aug 1990

Reviewdraft for phase 1 and begin discussions for completing the
second phase which is to define a basic set of ’cooperative agreements’ which will allow NICs to work together more effectively to
serve users.

Jul 1990

Complete draft for phase 2 suggesting cooperative agreements for
NICs.
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Minutes:
The meeting began with some general guidelines as a fralnework for thinking about
creating a network information services infrastructure. These ’guidelines’ are listed.
below:
¯ Think future: Try not to limit our thinking to the current operations; think
toward the NREN
¯ Information Services=User Services: Terminology doesn’t matter; how are we
going to provide the information and services that network users need
¯ Not just backboneNICs: Our discussion, s must account for any center providing
support to users. This itncludes organiz~tional N][Cs (campus)
¯ Users: Novice to Expert: Wemust accommodatea large variance in user knowledge, experience and comfort with networking
¯ Be Aware:Manyon-going activities are related to t~.Lis effort such as
- User Connectivity WG
- Distributed File Systems
- NRENactivity
- Directory Services
- Database Services
The meeting proceeded with a review of the draft charter. The objectives of the
charter basically address three phases: Where are we; Howdo we work together
to help users; Howdo we do it electronically. The charter of the working group is
provided below:
Once the charter was approved, the group started brainstoic[ning information to complete the first objective. The first objective deals with the current state of information
services and will serve as abase on which to build. The topics of discussion were:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

what information is available now
how is information accessed
what information formats are available
what kinds of services are NICsoffering
who are NICs serving

The group then discussed other projects on-going in the !internet communityabout
which moreinformation is needed. These projects include diirectory services projects,
library activity, workin distributed file systems, etc. A,,ss’,ignments were madefor
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Action Items:

Draft ’where are we’ paper
Send FARNET
info gathering survey to group
Investigate NYSERNet
Directory Services Pilot
Investigate AndrewProject
Investigate NFS
Investigate Mercury Project
Investigate PSI Z39.50 Pilot
Investigate ISODE
Investigate Database systems (info servers)
Investigate Remote access DBsystems

People investigating

other

projects

will

attempt

Sitzler
Roubicek
Sturtevant
Moore
Sturtevant
Roubicek
Hallgren
Sturtevant
Stahl
Carpenter

to get an overview of how the system

works, howit’s used, what material it will handle, mechanismsfor access, what the
user interface is like, and how’exploitable’ it is.
ATTENDEES
Glee Cady
Jeffrey Carpenter
Martyne Hallgren
Ole Jacobsen
Tracy Laquey
Marilyn Martin
Berlin Moore
Marc-Andre Pepin
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek
Pat Smith
Mary Stahl
Allen Sturtevant
John Wobus
Aileen Yuan

ghc~me:rit,
edu
jj c~unix,
cis.pitt.edu
martyne@t
cgould,
tn. cornell,
edu
ol e~csl:i. st anford,edu
t racy@elax,
ut exas.edu
mart in@ cdnnet,ca
prepnet@andrew,
cmu ,, edu
pepin@crim, ca
j krey@venera,
isi. e(kL
roubicek@nnsc.:nsf. net
psmith@merit, edu
stahl@nisc,sri. com
sturt evant@ccc,nmfecc, gov
jmwobus@suvm,acs. syr. edu
aileen@gateway. mitre, org
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Special

3.2.5

Host Requirements

(shr)

Charter
Chairperson:
Bob Stewart, rlstewart©eng, xyplex, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±etf-hosts©nnsc.nsf.net
To Subscribe:
±et~-hosts-request~nnsc.ns~.net

Description

of Working Group:

The Special-purpose Host Requirements working group is chartered to
clarify application of the Host Requirements RFCs (1122 and 1123)
systems that are technically hosts but are not intended to support general
network applications. These special-purpose hosts include, for example,
terminal servers (a "Telnet host"), or file servers (an "FTP host" or
"NFShost").
The Host Requirements RFCsaddress the typical, general-purpose system with a variety of applications and an open development environment,
and. give only passing consideration to special-purpose hosts. As a result,
suppliers of special-purpose hosts must bend the truth or makeexcuses
whenusers evaluate their products against the Requirements RFCs. Users
must then decide whether such a product is in fact deficient or the requirements truely do not apply. This process creates work and confusion, and
undermines the value of the RFCs. The commercial success of the Internet protocols and their use in increasingly unsophisticated environments
exacerbates the problem.
The working group must define principles and examples for proper functional subsets of the general-purpose host and specifically state howsuch
subsets affect the requirements. The working group must determine the
balance between an exhaustive list of specific special-purpose ]hosts and
philosphy that remains subject to debate. For the rnost part, it should
be possible to base decisions on existing experience and implementations.
The special-purpose requirements will be stated as differences from the
existing RFCs, not replacements, and will refer rather than staud alone.
Since they define strict subsets of the Host Requirements RFCs, the
Special-purpose Host Requirements appear to be an easier job and can
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be developed and stabilized within 8-12 months. Most of the group’s
business can be conducted over the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Jun 1990

Mailing list discussion of charter and col][ection of concerns.

Aug 1990

First IETFMeeting: discu.,~sion and finaJ approval of charter; dis-cussion and agreement on approach, includ’.ing models, format, level
and type of detail. Makewriting assignments.

Oct 1990

First draft document.

Nov 1990

Second IETF Meeting: review first draft document, determine nec-es~,~ary revisions. Followup discussion on mailing list.

Jan 1990

Revised document.

Feb 1990

Third IETF Meeting: make document an Internet Draft. Continue
revisions based on commentsreceived at meeting and over e-mail.

Apt 1991

Final draft document.

May 1991

Fourth IETF meeting: review final draft ~~nd if OK, give to IESG
for publication as RFC.
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(ucp)

Charter
Chairperson:
Dan Long, long~bbn.com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ucp@n±c.near.net
To Subscribe: ucp-request@n±c.near.net

Description

of Working Group:

The User Connectivity working group will study the problem of how to
solve network users’ end-to-end connectivity prob][ems.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Define the issues that must be considered in establis:hing a reliable
service to users of the Internet whoare experiencing connectivity
problems.

TBD

Write a document, addressing the above issues, which describes a
workable mechanismfor solving User Connectivity Problems. Address the above issues. Submit this documentinto the RFCpipeline
as appropriate.
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University

and Karen Roubicek/BBN

Tool Demonstrations

Metin Feridun made a brief announcemengof demonstrations of the ’~Connectivity
Tool" that he has been working on. The CTis designed to present a network detective
of modestskills witlh a suite of analysis tools and built-in technique to simplify the
process of tracking downinternet connectivity.
Last Meeting
At the last (first) meeting of UCP-WG,
Craig Partrid.ge~ :Elise Gerich, and Karen
Bowerseach madepresentations of a point of view on modeling the operations of the
Internet. Unfortunately, none of these worthy thinkers was able to attend the IETF
this time, so the host had to makedue with nnworthy re-presentations of these ideas
and copious reference to notes from postin.gs that these thinkers had madeto the
UCPlist, prior to this meeting. Perhaps the original ideas cameacross anyway.
Craig Partridge’s

Model

Craig Partridge’s model was reviewed. Karen Roubicek coined the term "UCPCentral" to denote the national "center" with an 800 number, and this term was extended
to include the following four elements of an architecture:
¯
¯
¯
¯
Elise

UCPCentral (the 800 number service)
Site Entity
A User (of this system under study)
A Regional Entity (tentatively put forth for study)
Gerich’s

Model

Elise identified some structure within the "UCPCentral Entity" [note that terminology is deliberately vague, in order to avoid excessive connotative baggage-kwe]
In addition to recognizing Site and User Entities, like Craig’s model, Elise put some
structure to the UCPCentral Entity, by postulating:
¯ National Center (we called it UCPCentral)
¯ (Six) Regional Centers
and corresponding structure.
Karen Bowers’

Model
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Unfortunately for us, Karen has left the Internet communityand was unable to write
up a description of her model. The host was inadequate to the task of recalling
her model, but membersof the audience who had been impressed by her words last
time recalled that Karen had allowed a richer connectivity from Site to Site or from
Regional to Regional in her model.
Synthesis
Some commonpoints arise from these models and beg some questions:
Wemust define a User Entity and consider howthese Users, whomaybe end-users or
maybe lower level representatives of end-users, such as campusNOCniks,enter this
system, howthey interact with this system we are defining, and howtheir problems
are staged and addressed. Assumptionsof available tools and skills depends on who
we assume the User to be.
Wehave to consider c6ntralized (UCPCentral) versus decentralized (Site/Regional
Entity) issues, and clearly delineate responsibilities and interactions. Wemust consider the authority of the UCPCentral and howit is derived.
Wemust consider the nature of the Site and Regional Entities; are they Network
Operations Centers, or Network Information Centers, or both, or neither? Let us
call these entities Network Service Centers (NSCs) for the moment, and withhold
evaluation of what they really are.
General Discussion
Whois it that ownsthese facilities? Whoare the players; t:he campuses,the regionals,
the backbones, the commercialservice providers, etc?
Howwill these entities;

these Users and NSCs; be coordinated?

Howdo we resolve problems that the participants in this model can:not solve, such.
as host interoperability problems? Are there others that must get involved to solve
these sorts of problems?
Weneed a meansof filtering out chronic problems, ones that have been identified,,
but are not yet solved, or are unsolvable by our system.
Trouble

Ticket

Systems

Trouble ticket systems came up as something that seems to be an integral part of the
solution of UCPs.
Matt Mathis commentedthat we need a protocol for managing ownership of trouble
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tickets, that we need some centralization for dealing with problems (UCPCentral),
but we must have filters so that UCPCentral does not have to deal with too many
routine problems. Vc’e also need to makesure, that tickets don’t "evaporate" and we
could use a meta-UCPprotocol for evaluating howwell individual UCPswere handled.
by the system. Wealso need to discriminate equipment failures from infrastructure
or engineering problems, which this system maynot be able to handle. Wealso have
to consider howthe User is notified of progress on his Ticket.
Further Synthesis
Whatcan we glean :from what everyone has said so far?
1. Weneed to put a boundary around, the problem.; around the system we are
trying to define.
2. "Users" are outside this system boundary. "NetworkService Centers" are entities that are within the boundary of our system and our model.
3. Users need a "protocol" or procedure for howthey !interact with this system.
Let us call this the Pl :protocol; User-to-NSC.
4. NSCsneed a ’"protocol" or procedure :for howthey interact amongthemselves.
Let us call this the P2 protocol; NSC-to-NSC.
5. At a minimum,~ we need to define a "User", an "NSC", and. the P1 and P2
protocols. Workin this direction will undoubtedly lead to further modeling
requirements.
Weneed to consider at least these steps in the process:
¯
¯
¯
¯

diagnosis of the problem
the resolution process
closure
connectivity versus interoperability

problems

Someonedescribed the AT&Ttrouble ticket model, and noted that the person in the
system that was "closest" to the end-user was responsible for updating the user on.
progress and for closure, but that the ticket database was centralized and centrally
managed.
There was discussion of the P2 protocol and howit related to lines of authority
and contractual relationships. There was a feeling that an instatiation of a P2 link
between two NSCswas an agreement to work together in a certain way on UCPs.
The handling of a ticket between NSCsis bi-lateral.
Should NSCsbe certified to
generate tickets? Should they be certified to accept tickets? Wouldone level of NSC
be a "generate only" NSCwhile other NSCscould be "accept/generate" NSCs?
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Every contact from a User (via the P1 protocol) must be logged and tracked by this
system. The system must be conservative, it must not lose track of any calls (tickets)
and it must reach closure on each ticket. Whatconstitutes closure? All closures must
be reported back to the User (via P 1) and the User must be able to get status reports
as the User requires (again via P1).
What are the minimumcapabilities
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

of an NSC?They should include.’:

contact points (phone numbers, e-mail addresses, ...)
hours of operation (when can the NSCbe activated?)
what do they do (ie, level of functionality)
referrals (where do they refer UCPsvia P2?)
closure (they must be able to close open tickets via P1)

What is the role of UCPCentral on routine UCPs?Should UCPCentral get copies
of all tickets from all NSCs?Should UCPCentral be primarily mail based, as far as
tracking tickets?
Whatis the nature of a ticket? The ticket must be structured such. that it leads to
a proper analysis of the problem. This implies a certain minimumof information.
Can tickets be structured to include fields, as in a database? Guy Almes madethe
point that in talking about a distributed trouble ticket system, we are essentially
trying to create a distributed database system. Perhaps we can glean some insig:ht
on howto structure P2 and create a coherent distributed trouble ticket system from
distributed database design? Can we create a trouble ticket grammar? Should the
trouble tickets be textual, so that they can be movedvia mail, not requiring a database
query language or other special protocol?
Educating

End Users

Martyne Halgren of Cornell contributed a memoto the ucp list prio:c to this meeting, addressing issues regarding educating end-users, and described NETHELP
and
NETLEARN
tools to accomplish the education process. Unfortunately, the entire’.
session needed to be devoted to a discussion of the larger picture, and there was no.
time to delve into the end-user part of the model. Martyne’s contribution was held.
for follow-up discussion at a later time.
Session Closure
The host outlined a minimumof three things that need work:
¯ NSC Requirements
¯ the P1 protocol
¯ the P2 protocol
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The host twisted arms:
Matt Mathis agreed to work on NSCrequirements, the P1, and the P2 protocols.
Guy Almes agreed to work with Matt on the P2 issue. Dan Jordt also indicated
willingness to contribute.
Follow-updiscussion and postings of workin progress will be to the ucp list ucp [-request]

@nic.

near. :
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Guy Almes
Glee Cady
Tom Easterday
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Metin Feridun
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mart in@cdnnet,ca
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map@Ics, mit. edu
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’
paul-pomes@uiuc, edu
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j sherida@ibm,com
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louiss@ibm, com
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emv@math,isa. umicI~,edu
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(userdoc)

Charter
Chairperson:
Karen Roubicek, roubicek¢nnsc,
nsf.net
Tracy LaQuey,

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: user-doc0nnsc.nsf.net
To Subscribe:
user-doc-request~nnsc.nsf.net

Description

of Working Group:

The USER-DOC
Working Group will prepare a bibliography of on-line
and hard copy documents/reference materials/training
tools addressing
general networking information and "how to use the Internet". (Target
audience: those individuals who provide services to end users and end
users themselves.)
Identify and categorize useful documents/reference materials/training
tools.
Publish both an on-line and hard copy of this bibliography.
Develop and implement procedures to maintain and update; the bibliography. Identify the organization or individual(s) whowill accept
responsibility for this effort.
As a part of the update process, identify newmaterials for inclusion
into the active bibliography.
Set up procedures for periodic review of the bibliograhy by USWG.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Formatfor the bibliography will be decided as well as identification
of "sources of information"(e.g., individuals, mailing lists, bulletins,
etc.)

Done

Draft bibliography will be prepared

Mar 1990

Draft to be reviewed and installed in the Internet-Draffs Directory

May 1990

Bibliography submitted as a FYI RFC
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by Tracy LaQuey/Ur~iversity

of Texas

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reviewcurrent version of bibliography
Discuss maintenance of bibliography, update procedures
Set deadline for corrections and submissions
Discuss Internet Draft procedure

MINUTES
The draft bibliography, which Aileen Yuan has been updating, was reviewed at the
beginning of the meeting and some suggestions and corrections were made. Because
of its length, the current version of the bibliography was madeavailable electronically
before the MayIETF meeting. Copies of it "were available for review, but were not
distributed at this meeting. The following was discussed:
¯ There will be two versions generated from a single source (the refer database
format) - a PostScript version and a plain text version. The refer format will
also be madeavailable so users can customize the bibliography for their needs.
¯ Because there has not been muchresponse to the solicitations for material,
we have not decided on a method for updating the bibliography. Five minute
status reports will be given at future User Services WorkingGroup meetings
and decisions on whether or not we should update the bibliography will be made
then. Wewill also report on any feedback or comments.
¯ It was decided that we should submit it as an Internet ]Draft as soon as possible..
Therewill probablystill be somemissing pieces, and ~;hose will be filled in while
it’s in Internet Draft form. The Internet Draft shoul.d be available around the
beginning of June.
¯ The draft will also be available on host nnsc.nsf.net.
¯ The RFCand FYI numbering scheme was discussed. The bibliography will be
both an RFCand an FYI. It will be assigned a per~n.anent FYI number. The
RFCnumberwill change if there are new versions.
¯ May15 was set as the deadline for submissions and corrections to be sent to
the USER-DOC
mailing list. The USER-DOC
list will be dissolved. Future
messages regarding the bibliography slhould be sent to the USWG
list.
¯ The USWG
Distribution and Annour~cement Group (DAWG)will take care
advertising and distributing the bibliography.
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Revised Publication

AREA

Schedule

May 7 - 15

Working Group will tie up loose ends

May 15

Last day for submitting entries

June 1

Submit as an Internet

Draft

ATTENDEES
Martyne Hallgren
Tracy LaQuey
Berlin Moore
Donald Morris
Lee Oattes
Marc-Andre Pepin
Joyce Reynolds
Mike Roberts
Karen Roubicek
Tim Seaver
Dana Sitzler
Mary Stahl
Allen Sturtevant
Aileen Yuan

martyne~tcgould,
tn. cornello edu
t racyCemx,
ut exas.edu
prepnet~andrew,
cmu. edu
morris©ucar,edu
oattes~utcs.ut oronto. ca
pepin¢crim,ca
j krey©venera,
isi.edu
robertsCeducom,edu
roubicekCnnsc,
nsf. net
t as©mcnc,
org
dds~merit,edu
stahl~nisc,
sri. com
sturtevant©ccc,
nm~ecc,gov
aileen~gat
eway.mitre,org
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AREA

(uswg)

Charter
Chairperson:
J.oyce Reynolds, jkrey©velxera.

±s±. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
us-wg©nnsc.nsf.net
To Subscribe:
us-wg-request©Imsc.nsf.net

Description

of Working Group:

The User Services Working Group provides
interested in user services to identify and
improve the quality of information available
(Note that the actual projects themselves
groups, such as IETF WGscreated to perform
organizations
such as SIGUCCS.

a regular forum for people
initiate projects designed to
to end-users of the Internet.
will be handled by separate
certain projects., or outside

® Meet on a regular basis to consider projects designed to imp:cove
services to end-users. In general, projects should
- clearly address user assistance needs;
- produce an end-result (e.g. a document~ a program plan, etc);
- have a reasonably clear approach to achieving the end-result
(with an estimated time for completion);
- and not duplicate existing or previous efforts.
o Create WGsor other focus groups to carry out projects deemed worthy of pursuing.
¯ Provide a forum in which user services providers can discuss and
identify commonconcerns.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

This is an oversight group with continuing responsibilities.
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by Joyce Reynolds/I$I

and Glee Cady/ 1VIerit

Announcements:
¯ New WG- SSPHWG-Site Security Policy Handbook
¯ SSPHWG’snext meeting, Tuesday, June 12th, at USC/Information Sciences
Institute
¯ Premier of the RFCFYI Series (RFC1150, FYI1)
¯ NOCtools Catalog Published (RFCl147, FYI2)
¯ Karen Bowersresignation from NRIas of April 30th
¯ The User Services Area report will be presented by Joyce Reynolds, need input
from User-Doc, NISI Chairs.
Reports

from User-Doc

and NISI

Tracy LaQueyannounced that the User-Doc Bibliography is ready for the Internet
Draft Process. Final changes or amendments to the Bibliography have a deadline
date of May15th. After the Internet-Draft process then the RFCFYI publication,
the User-Doc WGwill terminate and go back. into the USWG.
Dana Sitzler updated the USWG
on NISI activities. :NISI’s first meeting focused on
discussion of the old NISI charter and a survey of "where we are now" (i.e., a survey
of existing informational types, retrieval mec:hanisms,and current NICspecialties and
relationships). Specifically, howto get information to people. A draft will be sent to
the NISI mailing list.
Distribution

and .Announcement Handbook

Bob Enger presented

the DAWG
document to the USWG.

¯ The immediate role of the IETF in broadly distributiing information to the Internet communityis to make use of communications avenues already developed
by other organizations.
¯ The purpose of this handbookis to: 1) identify and provide specifics on various
existing distribution resources, and to 2) consider possible long-term distribution methods.
¯ The intent is for this to be a handbookthat can be used by all the IETF Working
Groupsto announceand/or distribute their documentsas their charters dictate.
¯ There had been some question at the Tallahassee rneeting whether DAWG
should be in the USWG
or NISI realm. It was decided that this handbook
will stay with the USWG.
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A suggested format of the DAWG
template was drawn up:
To: (Audience)
From: (Provider)
Howto obtain
Internet community
Other Audience

Discussion shifted to queries about, "Do we need to make this handbook an RFC??"
The general concensus is that the D AWG
handbook will be an IETF internal document only, specifically to help the IETF Area Directors and IETF WGChairs "get
the word out", beyond the normal distribution via RFCmemos.
Quail Report
Gary Malkin was unable to attend, so Joyce Reynolds :presented his report.
¯ Concern was expressed about authoritative answers.
¯ Questions shoud be generalized, so should answers.
¯ If answers are not definitve, the answer should not be given. Weshould bring
the asker up to speed and then point him/her in the right direction for further
information.
¯ There should be an update plan. Gary has planned to do so, at each IETF
plenary.
¯ The Q/A draft document needs to be restructured.
The input from this discussion will be reported to Gary...further discussion will ~ake
place on the Quail mailing list.
"Intro

Packages" - a new user electronic

application.

Continued discussion from last USWG
meeting on what the information is going to
be, what already exists, and what needs to be defined.
Additional research is needed. Martyne Hallgren, Karen Roubicek, and. Joyce Reynolds
will do further research and report at the next USWG
session.
Next USWG
meeting will be at UBC,where the USWG
will continue discussion a:ad
research on:
¯ DAWG
¯ QUAIL
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¯ Intro Packages
ATTENDEES
Alison Brown
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Area

Noel Chiappa

Area Summary
Reported by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI
The Internet Area currently has 8 active working groups. Of these groups, the Connection Oriented IP, MTUDiscovery, IP and Appletalk, IP over Switched Megabit
Data Service, Point-to-Point Protocol Extensions, Router Discovery, and Router Requirements working groups met.
Both the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) documents have been submitted to the IAB
for publication. The initial protocol document (RFC 1134) has been resubmitted
to IAB for elevation to Draft Standard and the PPP Options has been submitted
to the IAB for consideration as a Proposed Standard. The PPP Options document
completes the specification and will be advanced with the initial documentas a set.
Language has been added to take into consideration the use of PPP ow~r Frame Relay
systems and to clarify security concerns.
The IP over Switched Megabit Data Service (SMDS)working group has posted
initial documentto the Internet Drafts directory. The Connection IP working group
presented the latest version of the ST protocol at this IETF plenary. A copy of
the slides and a summaryof the presentation are included later in this proceedings.
They will release a specification shortly. The Performance and Congestion Control
working group has risen from the dead to issue a new version of the Performance..
Internet-Draft.
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IP over Appletalk (appleip)

3.3.1
Charter

Chairperson:
John Veizades, ve±zades©apple, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: apple-±p©apple.com
To Subscribe: apple-ip-request©apple.com

Description

of Working Group:

The Macintosh working group is chartered to facilitate the connection of
Apple Macintoshesto IP internets and to address the issues of distributing
AppleTalkservices in an IP internet.
Goals and Milestones:
Feb 1991

Describe, in an RFC,the current set of protocols used to connect
Macintoshes to IP internets.

Feb 1991

Define a MIBfor the management of DDP/IP gateways.
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by John Veizades/Apple

Minutes:
There was quite a bit of lively debate over t:he priorities of the working group, but
all priorities involve the effective support of Macintosh computers on the Internet.
AppleTalk over IP discussion:
The issues involving AppleTalk encapsulation, over IP networks are these:
1. There’s no standard for the existing state of IPTalk.
2. There are several areas where the cur:rent state of IPTalk might be improved.
The problems with IPTalk derive from the m]s:match in pairing the IP/UDPlayer with
the AppleTalk DDPlayer; a better match might be at the level of IP and DDP(i.e.
encapsulate AppleTalk DDP.packets just above the IP layer.., beside UDP). However,
this would come at the expense of making changes for every IP implementation in.
existence, which isn’t feasible. There are also problems with the number of UDP
ports a MacTCPmachine can open, and the number of UDPports the IPTalk server’
is required to maintain; an IPTalk machine (such as a UNIXmachine running CAP)
is required to listen on 256 UDPports which are mapped to 256 AppleTalk DDP
ports, while a MacTCPhost can only maintain 64 UDPports. Therefore, MacTCP
machines can’t fully interoperate with IPTalk machines.
AppleTalkmight scale better over large networks if IP is nsed effectively as a transport.
Simplicity versus scale-ability. To what extent does support for large networks require
extensive configuration from the maintainer? AppleTalk has always been constructed
to be "plug-and-play," but that has introduced some problems with support over
larger networks.
Howwell will AppleTalk Phase 2 be supported by IPTalk, if at all? IPTalk routing
isn’t documentedanywhereexcept within the.. KIP code itsei[f.
Documentsdescribing Ed Moy’s work (at UCB)were distributed. Since not everyone
attending was familiar with the work, it was agreed to examineit, and follow up with
it as a base for further work, as it seems to show considerable promise. Ed Moy’s
work not only attempts to documentthe existing state, but l~o propose a new IPTalk
standard.
Ed Moy’sreport can be used as a starting point to address the issue where there is no
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documentation for the current state of IPTalk networking. ]:t might also be used to
address the problems with the current level of IPTalk networking. IP over AppleTalk
Networks:
John Veizades (veizades@apple.com) presented an out].ine for a document to standardize the methods by which the IP is conducted over an AppleTalk network. The
outline was generally accepted, and several areas were discussed.
An optional feature of the IP implementation on each Macintosh might be to send a
packet to the IP address assignment agent to shutdown IP service. Whena Macintosh
completes a session and no longer requires an IP address., it maysend a request to
the gateway to free that address. If the feature is not implementedthe address w.ill
age out of the assigning agents table of assigned addresses.
In discussion of the operation of higher layer protocols, two regimes were addressed:
whenthe locally attached DDP-IPgateway is acting as a:a IP router, and whenit’s
serving as an IP forwarding agent. If the DDP-IPgateway is serving as a router, it
should comply with RFC-1009, the Router Requirements Specification. T:his would
also require that the IP implementaion on all Macintoshes handle ICMPpackets (of
all varieties).
If the locally attached DDP-IPgateway is only forwarding IP packets, then "no:nintuitive" things mayoccur when two IP-forwarders are connected to the same LocalTalk network, and connected to the same IP (sub)network. Proxy-ARPin this
case leads to someconfusion.
It was recommendedthat there should be no mention of DDP-AITPin the standards
document.
The AppleTalk

MIB:

The only reservations r~ised about the proposed MIBfor AppleTalk were that t:he
KIP section of the MIBhad to refer to documented standard protocols (i.e. we
need to document the KIP routing protocol), and that the buffer section had some
FastPath-specific sections that might be better addressed in a vendor-specific MIB.
In particular, the buffer section of the MIBmight be geared more toward a FastPath
than to any other product. Leaving information about buffer coun.ts was agreed to.
be better left to a vendor-specific MIB.
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Conclusions:
Several

documents need to be drafted.:

1. A specification for IP over AppleTalk(based on Johr., Veizades’ outline)
2. A specification for AppleTalk over IP (based on Ed Moy’sreport)
3. A further revision of the AppleTalk M][B(Steve Waldbusser’s, with modifica-.
tions)
ATTENDEES
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Rob Chandhok
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Peter DiCamillo
Karen Frisa
Kanchei Loa
Tom Holodnik
Jonathan Wenocur
Mike Horowitz
Frank Slaughter
Josh Littlefield
Brad Parker
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Peter Vinsel
Terry Braun
Matthew Nocifore
Milo Medin
David Kaufamn
Steven Willis
Greg Satz
Zaw-Sing Su
John Veizades
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chandok+@cs. cmu. ed~L
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,, mot.corn
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IP (cip)

Charter
Chairperson:
Claudio Topolcic,

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: c±p©bbn.com
To Subscribe: ¢±p-requestCbbn.

Description

of Working Group:

This workinggroup is looking at issues involved in connection-oriented (or
stream- or flow-oriented) internet level protocols. Thelong term intent is
to identify the issues involved, to understand them, to identify algorithms
that address them, and to produce a specification for a protocol, that incorporates what the working group has learned. To achieve this goal, the
group is defining a two year collaborative research effort based on a commonhardware and software base. This will include implementing different
algorithms that address the issues involved and performing experiments
to comparethem. Ona shorter time-line, ST is a stream-oriented protocol
that is currently in use in the Internet. A short-term goal of this working
group is to define a newspecification for ST, called ST-2, inviting participation by any interested people. MCHIPand the Flow Protocol have
also been discussed because they include relevant ideas.
Goals and Milestones:
Apr 1990

Produce a new specification of ST.

May 1990

Define commonhardware and software platform.

Oct 1990

Implement hardware and software platform.

May 1991

Implement experimental modules and perform experiments.

May 1992

Produce a specification
protocol.

of a next generation connection oriented
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BBN

The CO-IP Working Group met at the May 1-4 IETF Meeting at Carnegie-Mellon
University. During the Tuesdaysessions we tried to pick up where we had left off in
Florida State. We heard updates on DARTNetand the TWBNet. Tony Mazraani
gave a progress report on the COIPkernel and a presentation on Washington Uni-.
versity’s work on Resource Managementin Broadcast Lans. Work toward defining
experiments for the D ARTNetwas hiadered since not all the key people were present..
Wespent the balance of the sessions discussing the current draft of t:he ST-2protocol[
specification.
Charlie Lynn had previously edited and distributed the current draft of the ST-2
protocol specification. He had also written up a numberof issues t:hat needed more
thinking. The group discussed these issues and a few others that came up during the
meetings.
A numberof editorial commentsto the draft; were discussed. These included some minor restructuring to minimize repetition and increase clarity. Moreforward and back-.
ward pointers were suggested, as well as more examples. Numerousediting changes
were suggested.
Wediscussed the relation between ST and IP. Wedecided to allow two forms of
the ST header. The short form is as had previously been specified. A long form is
structured like an IP header so that it can be processed by IP-only agents, and takes
the place of the concept of IP encapsulation. The long form mayalso be used when
IP security is required or to reduce either deliberate or accidental denial of service
problems.
The issue of use of multicast lead to a lot of discussion. Ideally, we wouldlike to be;
able for an ST agent to request that the local network dynamically create a multicast
group for use by a stream, as its use could reduce the network bandwidth required
to support the stream. Unfortunately, there does not seem. to be muchsupport for
dynamic managementof multicast addresses (how does a "user" dynamically request
a multicast address at a given protocol layer, what agent(s) on a network robustly
assign multicast addresses, how are the assigned addresses mappedinto addresses
for use above the network layer, e.g., IP multicast addresses, howare the assigned.
addresses reliably released/garbage collected, etc.).
It was felt that trying to create such a service was a challenging problem tangential
~o the work of the WorkingGroup and should be delegated to some other group. The
result was either to use replication instead of multicast, or to use static multicast
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The problem with the former is wasted bandwidth, that with the latter is
- what were formerly separable problems (solvable by each stream indepennow become problems which must be solved in common by all streams on
HID negotiation is one example.

We discussed mechanisms by which changes could be made to established
streams.
For example, it may be desirable to allow a request to change a stream’s bandwidtlh
to allow a range of possible bandwidths. If the new target can only be added witlh
decreased bandwidth, it would be desirable to decrease that stream’s bandwidth, if
that is allowed by the stream, when a new targe is added, to the stream. These
features causes some difficulties
in coordinating the changes amongthe ST agents, as
well as the applications, while maintaining the uninterrupted flow of data packets.
Other specific issues discussed included the following:
1. A Target cannot be an IP multicast group.
2. The ACCEPTmessage should be delayed until the H][D negotiation
has been
completed.
3. Weare not addressing the issues of spoofing (beyond the security features to be
provided for IP by SDNS), intentional denim of service, or unintentional denial
of service resulting from broken routes.
4. The structure of the "Group of Streams" specification.
5. Whether source routes would be strict, loose, strict in. ST and loose in IP, or
something else. This issue was not resolved.
ATTENDEES
Fred Bohle
Terry Braun
Stephen Casner
Danny Cohen
Richard Fox
Jonathan Goldick
Jack Hahn
Charles Lynn
Tony Mazraani
Zaw-Sing Su
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IP MTUDiscovery

3.3.3

(mtudisc)

Charter
Chairperson:
Jeff Mogul, mogul@decwrl,
dec. com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mtudwg@decwrl.dec,corn
To Subscribe: mtudwg-request@decwrl, dec. corn

Description

of Working Group:

The MTUDiscovery Working Group is chartered to produce an RFC
defining an official standard for an IP MTUDiscovery Option. "MTU
Discovery" is a process whereby an end-host discovers the smMlest MTU
along a path over which it is sending datagrams, with the aim of avoiding
fragmentation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Decideif the proposal in RFC1063is sufficient, or :if there are flaws
to be corrected, or possible improvementsto be made. Or, decide
that it is unwiseto create an official standard.

May 1990

Unless the proposal in t~FC 1063 is acceptable, write a newtt, FC
describing a different approach.

Ongoing

Encourage the participation of gateway implementors, since the
MTUdiscovery process affects the design and performance of IP
gateways.

Done

Encourage sample implementations of end-host and gateway portions of MTUDiscovery for popular software (BSD-derived kernels,
primarily). (Encourage rapid implementation by major gateway
vendors, since this option is relatively useless witlhout widespread
support.
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AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.

Report on current draft (Mogul/Deering)
Obtain consensus on approach
Focus on details
Schedule for standardization

MINUTES
This was the third meeting of the MTUDiscovery Working Group.
Jeff Mogulstarted with a review of where we had been in the :past 5 months, including
all the failed approaches. He then presented the current proposal, originated by Steve
Deering. Summary:send all packets with the DF bit set. Rou.ters that cannot forward
these packets return a slightly modified ICMPmessage that indicates the appropriate
MTU.(Current touters return "0" in the field meant for this purpose.) The sending
host revises its estimate of the Path MTU,and retransmits the dropped datagram.
There was no objection to the basic design. So:mediscussion ensued concerning details
of the implementation and the relation between Path MTUdiscovery and transport
protocol actions.
This design solves manyproblems with the :previous designs, especially because it is
compatible with existing hosts and routers, and is quite simple to implement.
ACTION

ITEMS

1. Jeff Moguland Steve Deering will change some details in the current draft and
submit it as an Internet Draft.
2. The Router Requirements Working Group should be notified that we no longer
care howfragmentation, is done, since we do not rely on the size of fragments.
Wewill also recommendthat support for MTUDiscovery be a requirement.
SCHEDULE
Weexpect never to meet again. Progress towards standardization will go as fast as
possible, unless serious objections are raised.
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3.3.4

IP over FDDI (fddi)

Charter
Chairperson:
Dave Katz, dkatz~merit,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: FDDICmerit.edu
To Subscribe: FDDI-request~merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IP over FDDIWorking Group is chartered to create Internet Standards for the use of the Internet Protocol and related protocols on the
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) medium. This protocol will
provide support for the wide variety of FDDIconfigurations (e.g., dual
MAC
stations) in such a way as to not constrain their application, while
maintaining the architectural philosophy of the ][nternet protocol suite.
The group will maintain liason with other interested parties (e.g., ANSI
ASCX3T9.5) to ensure technical alignment with other standards. This
group is specifically not chartered to provide solutions to mixed media
bridging problems.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Write a document specifying the use of IP on a single MACFDDI
station.

Aug 1990

Write a document specifying
stations.

the use of IP on dual MACFDDI
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3.3.5

IP over Switched

Megabit Data Service

(s~nds)

Charter
Chairperson:
George Clapp, meritec
! clapp©bellcore,
bellco:re
o corn
MikeFid]er,
t sOO26~ohstvma,
ircc.ohio-state,
edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: smds©nri, reston, va. us
To Subscribe: smds-requestCnr± .reston. va.us

Description

of Working Group:

The SMDSWorkingGroup is chartered to investigate and to specify the
manner in which the Internet and the newly defined public network service, Switched Multi-megabit Data Service, will interact. The group will
discuss topics such as addressing, address resolution, network :management, and routing.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Specify clearly an efficient
SMDS.

interworking between the Internet and
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The IP over SMDSWorking Group met for three half-day sessions. During the first
session, George Clapp presented a detailed tutorial on. SMDS,the IEEE 802.6 MAN,
and Broadcast ISDN.Copies of the slides are included in the Proceedings.
The second session was devoted to discussion of howARPwill be supported by SMDS,
in which the IP address is the protocol address and the SMD,.~address is the hardware
address. Discussion made it clear that there were a number of possible extensions
which might be made to the network model, of SMDS.These extensions increased
the flexibility of the model but appeared to complicate the support of ARP.In the
interest of simplifying the problemand generating an RFCquickly, a constrained set;
of conditions were listed.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Everyonein a closed group is in the salne IP network/subnet.
Everyoneelse is accessed via a router.
The IP network/subnet will be bound to a single SMDSGroup Address.
The broadcast MACaddress is the SMDSgroup address. (This must be con.figured for each individual station in the closed group,.)

Anadditional assumption for the baseline set of conditions was that IP would not be
broken.
George Clapp volunteered to write a first draft of an RFCusing the model which may
be labeled the Virtual Private Network (VPN)model.
Analternative model is a "global" one in which it is assumed that any SMDSdevice
maytalk directly with any other SMDS
device. Consistency with IP requires that all
SMDSdevices must belong to the same IP network/subnet.
ARPwould be supported in the small VPNby multicasting the ARPpackets to each
member of the VPN. ARPwould be supporged in the global model by multicasting
the ARPpackets to a set of servers.
An additional parameter of the SMDSmodel was the type of devices which would be
attached to the network, either all hosts, all routers, or a mixture of the two. It was
pointed out that a network consisting of all. hosts wouldbe an isolated IP subnet.
A number of comments were made by the group during discussion:
Would it be possible to use an algorithm to derive the SDMSgroup address
from the IP network address?
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Howwould reverse ARPwork?
The MTUfor SMDSis 9188 octets.
Howwould bridging work across an SMDSnetwork?
The WGshould look to the RFCdescribing IP over FI:)DI for guidance.
A device with a single SMDS
interface maybelong to multiple IP networks/subnets.

Network Management Discussion.
A number of questions were raised during discussion of network management. It
was suggested that the protocol would probably be SNMP,but tha’~ the order of
business for the group should be to list, categorize, and prioritize issues to build the
managementmodel and then pick a protocol. The following issues were listed:
¯ Performanceof the physical layer. It was pointed out that there was a separate
WorkingGroupon this topic and that the group should refer the task of building
a physical MIBto them. The T1 MIBcould be used as a reference. Some of
the group (Bellcore folks?) indicated they would coordinate this.
¯ Maintenance of statistics,
such as byte counts, packet counts, and CRCerror
counts. The question arose whether a device which kept these statistics would
query the SMDS
network for similar statistics for comparison.
¯ The cost structure would have an important impact on determining which statistics should be maintained.
¯ Provisioning and the "subscriber service profile". The managementof the SMDS
group addresses arose in t~e category. Presently, the SMDS
group addresses are
statically defined but the ability to dynamicMlyadd or delete group membersis
desirable. Anotheraspect of the service profile is access class. Statistics should
be maintained of the number of packets dropped due to exceeding the access
class bandwidth.
At the end of the last session, the following items were noted for further action:
¯ DavePiscitello offered to publish a list of candidate objects for network management. He asked the WGto respond by email as to the importance of each
object.
¯ George Clapp will write a first draft of an RFCdefining the operation of ARP
over an SMDSVPN.
¯ The group will initiate contact with the Transmission MIBWGconcerning t:he
definition of the physical layer MIB.(Whois doing this? - mlf)
The group then adjourned until the next IETF meeting at ~he University of British
Columbia, Canada.
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- Physical Layer ConvergenceProtocol
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Broadband Services
Conversational Services
Video Telephony
BroadbandTeleconference
VideoSurveillance
High-SpeedTelefax
LANInterconnect
Host-to-Host
Real TimeControl
Distribution Services
Existing Quality "IV
Extended Quality TV
High Definition TV
Pay TV
Multi-Lingual TV
AudioDistribution

What is
Switched Multi-megabit Data Service
(SMDS)?

Messaging
Video Marl
DocumentMail
Retrieval Services
Broadband.Videotex
RemoteEducation
Entertainment
DocumentRetrieval
HighRes ImageRetrieval
"Mixed" Documents
Electronic Newspapers
Telesoftware
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Technical Advisory (TA-TSY-4300772)
released
Bell Communications
Research(Bellcore).
High-,,~.~ed,connecfionless,public, packet
switchingservice wlhich will extend LAN-like
perforrmmcebeyondthe subscriber’s premises.
Transmissionrates are DS3(44.736 Mblsline
signaling rate with 44.209Mb/spayload) and DS
(1.544 Mblsline signaling rate with 1.536 Mb/s
payload).
Issue 1 wasreleased in Februaryof 1988; Issue 2 ha
Marchof 1989.

Full ChannelVideotex

George
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Whatis BroadbandISDN?

Whatis an IEEE802.6 MAN?
Standardization of the Distn’b~¢edQueueDualBus
(DQDB)MediumAccess Control (MAC)
algorithm, whichresolves contentionto a shared
medium,broadcast network.
Extensionof a Local Area Networkin speed,
distance, and numberof users.
Integrated transport of high speed data, voice, and
compressedvideo.

¯ Extensionof ISDN.in speeds and services
¯ Integrated transport of high speeddata, voice, and
video.
¯ Motivatedby...
- F~ber
optic teclmology.

>_50kin. in diameter.
Primaryservice is high speed cormectionlessdata
transport andswitching.
Initial transmissionline signalingrate will DS3(45
Mb/s) with extension to SONET
(Synchronous
Optical NETwork)
rates (155.52 Mb/s).

- Vehiclefor high speed data transport, and
switching.
Tentative line signaling rates of 155.520Mb/sand
622.080 Mb/s.
Standardization workbeganin Januaryof 1985.

-

¯
¯

Vehiclefor the distribution of entertainment
video.

Public Network.
Standardization workbegan in April of 1981.
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MANArchitecture
Stand-alone 802.6 Subnetwork

]insufficient Capacity

Standards Activities
Broadband ISDN

International Telecommunication
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CCITT
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BroadB~mdTask Group (BBTG)
USNational Committee
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MANArchitecture
MANsBuilt as a Hierarchy of LANs

Limitations
Capacity
Performance
Maintenance
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MANArchitecture
Introduction of a Central Switch
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Target Broadband Data Architecture

"Centrex"

DQDB

SUBNETWORK
SUBNETWORKS

INETWORKiiiiii:?
SMDSStyle

Access*

DQDB

* Per Current Bcllcore TA-772
? ATMSwitches can i.idally
be DQDBBridges
~_
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Switched Multi-megabit Data Service
(SMDS)

Dma
Comamrfic~tioas
Network

Broadband ISDN Interface:
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
~ pi I

~.~
¯ . ~,.~.

Broadband ISDN
Interface.
-150 Mb/s
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Characteristics:
¯ Common
packet-likecapability, capableof supportingall services.
¯ Consistsof a streamsof"cells" withfixed-lengthheadersand
information
fields°
¯ Individualconversations
identifiedbya virtual channelidentifier in
the headersandnotby the locationof the cell in a frame.
~ Thetarget architecture of Broadband
ISDNwill be, based on ATM.

GeorgeH. Clapp

Why ATM?
Flexibility

for the End User:

- Ability to realize arbitrary size circuits.
- Allows any corabinadon of synchronous and
asynchronous Waffle including multimedia services.
¯ Provides dynamic allocation of bandwidth on demand.
Flexibility

for the Network Operator:

* Ability to mix different traffic types in the same
network.
- Facilitates switching/transmission integratiom
¯ Adapts to changing customer bandwidth requirements.
¯ Cottld allow operation without synchronous clock
¯ Simplified network architectures.
¯ Easy add/drop of bandwidth.
¯ Efficient use of bandwidth.

GeorgeH. Clapp

IEEEProject 802

Services
of the
IEEE 802.6 MAN

Iateraetworkingand Network
Management
-

.

OSl I

802.2 LLC
Logical/Aak
C~ntrol

MACService
to Logical Link
Control

Data
Lta~

ConnectionOriented
Data Service

Isochronous
Service

CSMA/CD
Token Ring
Token Bus
DQDB

DQDBLayer
Also...¯ 802.7: Broadband
Tech~."c~tt" Adviso~Group
802.8: Fiber Optic TedmicalAdvisoryGroup
302.9: Integrated Voice & Dam(IVD)WorkingGroup
802.10: Standardfor Interoperable [,ANSeem’itT (SILS) WorkingGroup

k
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DQDB
Functional Block Diagram
802.2 LogicalConn~c~oaLink Conla~l Oli~at~
DamSe~vie~

¯ MAC
: Orientext Other
............
Conve~gea~.ConvergenceConvergent.,
~Funetiun ~Funetion

IEEE802.6 Dual ]Bus
"Open" Bus

Isochronous
Service

, Ctmvergea~.
....
:Function ::: : :: IKIDB

Head of Bus A,
Slot Generator
Station

BusB

Head of Bus B,
Slot Generator

Twouni-directional, counter-flowingbuses.
Capacityof the dual bus i s twice the capacity of a
single bus.
Stations haveread/write access to both buses.
Slots transmittedby slot generator"fall off"
the end
of the bus.
Medium

Medium

~
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DQDBSubnetwork.
Reconfiguration

IEEE 802.6 Dual Bus
"Looped" Bus

Physical breaks ~ trmasmission liaks are healed by
repositioning the natural brealc in the loop.
Headsof BusesA&B

Bus A

t

Norm~d Operation

Generator

Transmission Link Failure

¯

Capable of reconfiguration in the event of a
single link failure.

¯

Share "head of bus" functionality.

Healed

GeorgeH. Clapp
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Distributed QueueingAccess" Protocol
Operation for Access to Bus A

Station Architecture

Busybit

shift ~-~

Bus A

BusA

BusA(forwardbus)

Downstream

BusB

BusB (reversebus)

Bus B

¯

Reading is done prior to writing.

¯

Writing is a logical ORfunction (at the DQDB
access layer, not at the physical layer).

GeorgeH. Clapp
~,,~

¯ The Slot Generator at the Head of Bus transmits fixed length
segments.
¯ Busy bit indicates whether the segment is occupied.
¯ Request bits on the reverse bus indicate whether
"downstream" stations wish to transmit on the forward bus.

GeorgeH. Clapp

Distributed Queue Access Protocol
Idle Station

Distributed Queue Access Protocol
Q~ueueinga Segment on Bus A

Maintain a request counter (REQ_CNTR)
to keep track
of the segments queued downstream.

Operations:
1. Initiate
2.

transmission of 1LEQon reverse bus.

Tr~:nsfer conter.tts of REQ_ClXFfR
to a
"countdown" counter (CD_CNTR).

3. Set REQ_CN~Rto zero.
BusA(forwardbus)
BusA(forward
bus)

Decrement
Cotmter
for eachidle slot.
Request
Counter

Upstream

Upstream

Rcques~
Counter

Cotmter

Downstream

Incremcmt
Counterfor eachREQ
bit = 1.
Transmit
Request

BusB (r~v~,~bus)

BusB (rcvcr~e
bus)

--L|
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Distributed Queue Access Protocol
Transmitting a Segment on Bus A

Distributed Queue Access Protocol
Example

Operations:
1.

Decrement CD_CN’IIRfor each idle slot.

2.

Increment REQ_CNTR
for each new request.

3.

WhenCD_CNTR
= 0, transmit segment in fhst
idle slot.

Station 5 queues...

4. Return to idle state.

- ÷
I I--"
BusA (forward
bus)
DecrementCountdown
Counter
for eachidleslot.

Upstream

Request
Counter

l

Countdow~ [
Counter

Station 2 queues.,.

Downstream

Ina’ementReqmstCounter
for eachnewre.quest.
BusB(reversebus)

---Vi
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Distributed QueueAccess Protocol
Example

Distributed QueueAccess Protocol
Example
Station3 queues...

,+

2

Station5 gainsaccess...

~ 3

4

5

Station2 gainsaccess...

Stations5, then2, then3 are queued...

2

4
ii [

5

3
B
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DQDB
QueueArbitrated State Transition Diagram
(for Busx at Priolity 1)

Distributed QueueAccess Protocol
Example
Station3 gainsaccess...
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Fairness
Solution

Fairness*
Undercertain conditions (long network,high
bandwidth,heavya’affic), there is the
potential for unfairness.
I~
Upstream

25s~ots

~t
tDownstreaml

Donot sam.rate the bandwidth.Eachstation takes _< 8/9 of
the spare capacity.. For every eight segments
transmitted,station declines one oppormnit3,to
transmit a segment..
t’~v--- 25 slo~ ~ 25 slots -’~1
t I
I I ~’
-’_.As--.l__lUptr~nl
IDo~v~;~un

Through’,~utover 100slot intervals
If bothstations are fully loadedand...
if the upstreamnodestarts first,
upstreamnode gets 98%,
downstreamnode gets 2%;
if the downstream
nodestarts first,
upstream node gets 12%,
downstreamnode gets 88%.

0.9

Tlu.~ag
htmt0.474

0 - itm~.............................
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Transmission of a Packet
Framc-~sed,data
scrviccbUrsty
_~

802.6 segments/
ATMcells
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SMDSProtocol Layers

Omomer ~ ~uipmem
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SMDSand 802.6 Protocol Layers

I
SIP
Level
3

Scntice DataUnit(SDU)
Layeri~i
service

Initial MAC
PDU(IMPDU)
Derived MACPDU
O:~MPDU)
:. !

..Segmentation&
Reassembly
Sublayer
802.6 segments

SIP
Level
2

SIP
Level
1
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802.6 and BISDNProtocol Laye, rs
Frame-based,
bursty data
service

Variable Bit Rate
(VBR) CLNS

MACLayer
Service

VBR CLNS
Convergence

Segmentation
& Reassembly
Sublayer

Segmentation
& Reassembly
Layer

ATMCells

802.6
segments
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ConnectionlessProtocol Data Unit
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Bus
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Cot~figurationField
DSG
2 bits

I

HOi3
2bits

JETS
I bit

PR
TYPE
{set to )
I bit

Rsvd
I bit

PCM
not ~rvcd
2bits

01 = ~
10 ~mcnt

X- notprocessedby the network
"HeaderExtensionfield mayb¢of lengdas 0, 4,
8, ... c~tets, upto a maximum
length suchthat
an endre [MPDU
header ca~ fit within a
single SSMDMPDU
payload (12

Figure A.4. Correlation betweenSIP LI Control I~’on’natioa Fields and DQDB
Layer Management
In.formation
Fields
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SIP 1.3.1q)U
SIP
C1’£-- .IISS

DQDBI.M_PDU

X ’~"- Cardedacrossthe network
uncha.n~.l
* *edthou~
the Headier~tten~ia~fl~ld iS vat~blein l~)~hwith l~spect
tOthe D<,)DB
I*I_PDU,
this f’mldis fi~"dto 12octets for the L.2.PDU.
FigureA.2. Field Coml:~risonbetweenSIP L3_PDU
andIEEEP802.6DQDB
LM_PDU
X ¯ not p~ bF the ~=work
l+

"~O~

¯ - Forcmpty~_PDUs. the MSS~t~ ~ f~lds ~th z~s,
~gu~ A.3. ~ld ~mp~mn~t~ SIP ~_PDUsad IEEE P802.6 ~DBDM_PDU

IEEE 802.6
Address Formats
4 bits

60-Nbits

Nbits

Adaptation Layer
Address_Type
0100
1000
1100
1101
1110
1111

16 bit
48 bit
60 bit,
60 bit,
60 bit,
60 bit,

IEEE802 Add~ss
IEEE802 Add~ss
Individual, Publicly Adm~iste~d
Individual, Privately Administered
Group,P~b|icly Administered
Group,Privately Administered

Layer of flmcrionality
which "adapts"
service (e.g,, 802.6 connection.less
the ceil-based
ATMtransport.

a non-cell-based
packet service)

CCITTE.164 address (ISDN telephone number)

IEEE 802.6 Working Group and CCITT have accepted
a
common adaptation layer for the "Variable Bit Rate
(VBR) Connection2ess
Network Service (CLNS)."

....Coventry
Code

Two logical

National
Destination Code I

gubscdl~r Number

sublayers:

Variable Bit Rate Cv’BR) Connectionless
Network
Service (CLNS) Convergence Protocol
SubIayer.

Use of E.164addressfacilitates inter~,orkingwith th, public
n~twork.
Variablel~ngth, up to 15 digits (0-9) encodedin BinaryCoded

Segmentation
and Reassembly
with error control.

CountryCode: I-3 digits
National Destination & Subscriber Number
vary in length
dependingon requirementsof the destination country.

(SA,R) Sublayer

IEEE802 48 bit address
’Individual/[
Universally/
.. Group { Locally Administered

46 bit address

IEEE802 16 bit address

~

15 bit address

GeorgeH. Clapp
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~.,

Adaptation Layer
Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) Sublayer

Adaptation Layer
VBRCLNSConvergence Protocol Sublayer
4 octets

0-3 4 octets
[p ,I Packet I

~_

Payload

i bits

{

....

I

Payload

~’~" 14 bits ~.
bits

6 b’ts

S~m~t T~ Ut~ for

BEtag

San~value is placedin the headerandtrailer fields;
used to assodate header and trailer of the samePDU
for error controL

BAsize

UseM
by t~,eiver for b~uffer maaagemem;
either...
l.~ngth in ocmts of 802,6 IMPDU
(header and
information,inclusive), or...
Greater than or equal to the true PDUlength.

Length
Pad

Lengthin octets of the user PDU(less the Pad).
A0 to 3 octet field addedto the endof the user PDU
to align the PacketTrailer to a 32-bit boundary.

p~ket

d~l~fiom

Berg of M~ge ~O~: "
C~=fion of M~ge (CO~:
~d of Merge ~OM):
S~gle ~ent M~sag, (SS~:

10
01
11

Ut~ to ~mble ~enm ~to pad~em; ~ ~ of a given
pa.~et wi~ Mve the s~ ~ vMue.
Payload ~h. Nt~r of ~te= of pae~m ~cluded ~ ~e payload of ~e
~,~enmfion ~il: (1~) (4~ for 802.6 CL MAC~i~).
Payload CRC CRC~cu~tion over ~e ent~ eontenm of ~e ~gment payload,
~clud~g payload h~der ~d p~lo~ length. ~r detection is
m~m~to~~d s~gle bit e~or ¢o~tion is optio~l.
Gene~t~g pol~omial:G(x) & xW+xg+ xS+ x + x + 1
..
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Adaptation Layer
CRCper Cell

CRCper Cell
Sources of Error
Terminal1

IEEE802 performanceobjective: MAC
layer shall
not deliver morethan one errored frameper year.
CRCper Cell...
¯ providessufficient error control to meet
IEEE802 performancespecifications;
¯ eliminatesthe needfor error control at
higherlayers;
¯ supportssimple, "light weight",fast
transpo~
protocols.

so.~
~

MAN2
MANI

Terminal 2

I Prot~co~ (~/I B~" I mad~’r I .. I
! ~ am. I

~’l ~t~o~ I t~o I

802.6 Cotmcetiordess IMPDU
format.

3 sourcesof error fromterminal1 to terminal2 in a fiber
opdc network:,
2Random
Errors: 10"I.
Burst errors (protection switching): 0.24 events per
day on 1000mile system; 20-40rns duration.
Buffer overflow: engineering parameter.

I" DS-IFacility Performance:
OpticalFiber a~a LongHaulTe~h~o~g3,,
ICA. Ts~R. M.

O’Connor
&N.Fat.was,ICC"8"/, pp. 646-649.
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CRCper Cell
Undetected Errors
Componentsof undetected errors.
I. Errors in all "errored cells" are not detected(Dominant).
2. Last cell in error, discoveredto be in error, dropped,cells
in the next frameare errored in sucha waythat the
collected cells appearto be a legitimateframe.

error

~

I
MID’s
match,
BEtag’s match, & L~NGTH
is correct.

3. Atleast
oneCOMcellislos~andLENGTH
field
of
EOMcell
iserrorcd
tomatch
~runcatcd
frame.

B,::III~OMI~
I ~
[

~iJCOMH
~ [q~-OMl~
t
I

ErmredLENGTH
is correct.
GeorgeH. Clapp
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CRCper Cell
Comparisonvs, Bit Error Rate

-12
-15
-18
-21

-24
-27
-30

,
-7.~

-~.o

r
-~.o

r

-4.5

-~.o

-~.~

o.o

Bit Error Rate (Log)
--32

George ti.

bit

Packet

CRC ...

10 Bit

Segment CRC -.

12 Bit

Segment CRC

Clapp
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CRCper Cell
Comparisonvs. Packet Length

.,9

-12

e

E -18
O

"e

-24

0

’,’

-,30

-36
Packet Size (Log)
--32

bit

Packet

CRC ..

10 Bit

Segment CRC -.
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12 Bit

Segment CRC

ATMCell

Format
802.6 Segment Format

" AXUser-Network
Intet’fa~(UNI).V~andVCIm.e~ 8 o¢12bits~ no
~ ~ 2{} bi~ of t: no~ VI~VC~
f~ m m(gnir~)nt
a~y t/ mr.

George H. Clapp
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IEEE 802.6
Access Control Field
I

1

Previous Segment Received

Busy SL_Type

1

SlotState

0 Bu~/, Queue Arbitratedslot
1 Pm-Afoiwated slot

George H. Clapp

Virtual Path Concept
Cell:I v~’~lvc~II. ~nfo
VP]ITranslated
At
Eac:hTransitNode

MultipleVirtualCircuits
MultiplexedOntoa
SingleVirtualPath

Advantages:’,.

¯ Removes
Necessityof Per-CallProcessingandAssociated
DatafromTransitExchanges.
¯ Faster Call Establishment.
¯ More Flexible

Network Architectures.

George H. Clapp

Header Check Sequence

Transmitter

Reeeiver

~
De.No

errors

_

~
~
t Error Con~fio~!

d~t~cted

I

~rmct~d

Ttansitiomoccur utxmreadinga segment.
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IEEE802.6 Protocol Structures
"Quick Reference Card 2"

IEEE802.6 Protocol Structures
"Quick Reference Cardl "

I

I~

~

~

~

I ~
,

GeorgeH. Clapp

~,._George
H. Clapp

Frame Reassembly

IMPDU~,

]

[

[

~~

IMPDU

~~

CheckBOMs&

for matching~st~ation
Addr,$$ (DA)

~ George H, Clapp

~fiam

~mbly

~n,

~ ~iat~

M~ valu,.

for matching ~stinadon

Add~ss (DA)

Frame Reassembly.
Flowchart

Destination Release
Without De:stination Release, segments used by Station 1 to
send to Station 2 are not reused further downstream.

No

gOM

SSM, BOM

With Destina~tion Release, segments ean be reused,
increasing network throughput.

1
R~

S~ ~PDU

I ~

I

M

I

so~

George H. C~pp

~_George H. Clapp
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Destination Release
Previous Segment Received Bit
To recognize whether a segment is destined to itself, a
station must examine the Destination Address within
the IMPDUheader.
AdaptationLayer
SARSublayerHeader
I AdaptationLayer
I VBRCLNSConvergence
I ProtocolSublayerHeader
Segmentl I
IMPDU
Header] i
Header

AdaptationLayer
SAR
SublayerTrail, r
]/¢IPDUInfommfion 1
(20oc~Lu BOM,16 iuSSM)

I I |11 | I

’l |

ReceivedfPSR)bit
Destination Address ends 19 octets inside the segment.
Incur excessive station latency to set a bit within the
current segment, so the PSI?, bit in.the f_allowing
segment is set.

George H. Clapp

Destination Release
Erasure Node
Special "ErasureNode"buffers an entire segmentplus the ACFof the following
segment.If the PSRbit in the followingsegmentis set, the "previous"
segmentis "erased"andtransmittedfor reuse further downstream.
Erasure
Node

Normal
Station

George H. Clapp

DQDBMIDAllocation
Two-PassAlgorithm
"Keep"Pass

DQDB
MessageID Allocation
Page Cotu~ Control (PCC)

Station

B "owns"

Page 10_

Page Pa:quest (PR)

PR = NOT_P..F.~ERVED]

Slave
Slot C~etation
(CC~

A

B

¯ ¯ i

~

.

~o~~o.oo
co~o~an~ ~ ~(~
"

Page Reques~

¯
¯

PR,= R~$ERV’I~

MIDaddress space ranges between MIN_PAGE
and MAX_PAGE.
Each
page contains PAGE_SIZE
(4) MIDvalues (one per REQpriority).
Eachstation maintainsa "pageCounter"andcycles throughthe address
space under control
ofthePCCparameter
issued
by Master
CCSG.

PCC= INCREMENT,
station
addsoneto PageCounter.
PCC= RESET,station
setsPageCounter
to MIN_PAGE.
¯ A PageP,~lucs~
(PR)parameter
is associated
witheachpagevalue.
¯ Slave~ transparently
"wrapsaround"PCC andPR parameters.
George H. Clapp
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DQDBMID Allocation
Two-Pass Algorithm
"Get" Pass

DQDB:Performance
The Parameter "’a’"

Station B "wants"Page

Paxamete;:"a’" is a’mcasureof the numberof bits
"in flight" in a network.Factorsaxe...
¯ L~ngthof tbe networkand propagation
delay of the medium,
¯ . Transmissionspeed,
¯ Station latency.

Co~,."adon
Controland
Slot Geac~adon

"a" = 1 (mea.suvcd
in slots)

G~orse H. CA~pp

DQDBPerformance
Average Access Delay
a=10.O

a,,,Od
8l~nn I *m~

8

ooooooo

FIO0.O
emam
can~, runs

Slots

,,

o.o

02.

0.4
0.6
Network,
Loading

I

0.8

GeorgeH. Clapp
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~ SERV~CF~

DQDBPerformance
Access Delay vs. Station Position
a = 1.0, Loadln0

Delay($1ote)

I,

,

l

o

f

lo
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i

f

~ ......

20
~o
Station Number

,_.

40

~o
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DQDBPerformance
Access Delay vs. Station Position
¯ = 10.0, Loading= 0.8
¯

__

Delay(8Iota)

|

I

10
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I ,,,,,

I

20

i

f’

lo

"

’

40

i

i

[0

DQDB Performance
Access Delay vs. Station Position
,, 0.1
¯ " 100.0, Loading
I)~ey

o.|
o.e

o.4

o.o ,.

i

I

10

, i

I

i ,m

’

¯

~0

~0

~.=.

40

~

-

~0

8tstlon Number
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DQDB Performance
Access Delay vs. Station Position
a = 100.0, Loading= 0.5

Delay(Slote)

GeorgeH.Clapp
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~tatlon Number
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DQDB Performance
Access Delay vs. Station Position
~t = 100.0, I.oading = 0.8
..

_

Dclsy(8lots)

4

O ,

I ,,

,

0
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10

i

I

,

I

...__..
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20
~0
Station Number
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Physical Layer
Primitives

Physical ]Layer ConvergenceProtocol
(PLCP)
Higher I.aye~

MAC
Data !

Logical Link Control
(LLC)

i Layer I MediumAc, c~ss Control

r~m~

Ph-DATA
request (ocmt, type)
SLOT_START
SLOT_DATA
DQDB_MANAGEMENT

Ph-DATA
indication (octet. type)
SLOT_START
SLOT_DATA
DQDB_MANAG~
Ph-CYCLE-START
indication
Ph-STATUS
indication (stares)

PLcP
PMD

George H. Clapp

Physical Layer
Convergence Protocol
Physical
(PLCP)
(PHY)
Physical Medium

Functions of PLCP:
¯
AllowsDQDB
Layer to operate indepeadcndyof the nature of the
transraission sysuma.
¯
"Maps"segmcats/cells/DMPDUs
onto the payload of the transmission
system.
¯
Derives 125 p.see signal ~h-CYCLE-START)
to the MAC
from the
PMD.
¯
Transport of nctwo~manage.mcntinformation and of transmission system
Operations, Administration, and Management
(OA&M)
information.

George H. Clapp

Nortlh American
Digital Signal (DS)
Transmission Hierarchy

Digital Hierarchy Bit Rates
(CCITT G. 702)

)igital Hierarchy North American
Level
Bit Rates
’ 0

64 Kb/s

DS4NA*

Japanese
Bit Rates

European (CEPT~’)
B~t Rates

64 Kb/s

64 Kb/s

139.264 Mb/s
(2016 channels)

44.736 Mb/s
(672 ctmrmels)
DS3

1

1.544 Mb/s

1.544 Mb/s

2.048 Mb/s

2

6.312Mb/s

6.312 Mb/s

8.448 Mb/s
DS2

3

44.736 Mb/s

4

32.064 Mb/s

34.368 Mb/s

!)7.728 Mb/s

139.264 Mb/s
DS1C

i~
I ... 3

6.312 Mb/s
(96 c.haanels)

3.152 Mb/s
(48 channels)

?European
Confexence
of PostandTelecommunication
Admiaistrations
1.544 M’b/s ~’~
(24charmels) 1
r)Sl

64 Kb/s
(I ch~rmel)
r)$0

GeorgeH. Clapp

DS1 Transmission
Extended Superframe
Extended Superframe
4632bits, 24125 IJ.scc
frames

193 bi~,

1~ ~ f~e

192 bi~

F~e
Overh~d
Bit

~
[

8 bi~
Bitl
I lie[ Bi~

1.536Mb/spayload.
Fixstbit of eachframeis usedfor transmission
overhead.
George H. Clapp

i...24

1._48

I...96

Proposed

DS1 Mapping
SMDS

A1

A2 $1

Z1

802.6segment
1

A1

A2 $2

Z2

802.6segment
2

A1

A2 $3

B1

802.6segment
3

A1

A2

(31

A1

A2 $5

A1

A2 $6

$4

802.6segment
4
802.6segment
5

M1

A1

A2 $7

A1

A2 $8

A1

A2 $9

802.6 segment 9

A2 $10 C1

802.6 segment 10

A1

A1
A2
Sl-Sl0
B1
G1

3 msec

802.6segment
6
802.6 segment 7

T1

802.6 segment 8

Framing Byte (F6 hex)
Framing Byte (28 hex)
Segment counter
Bit Interleaved Parity 8 (BIP-8)
PLCPPath Status

F1
PLCP Path User Channel
Zl-Z2 Growth
MI-M2 DQDBnetwork management
T1-T2 Timing Source Counter
C1
Cycle/Stuff Counter

~__GeorgeH. Clapp
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X2 679

DS3 Transmission

DS3 Mapping
IEEE 802.6 Working Group

M-Frame
(’7
4760bits,
106.4020029_
lasec

Impose
125~tsecfram~
uponD$3payload:
84/85x 44.736Mb/s
= ~,.2,097
Mb/spayload
¯ 44.2097
Mbls
x125ttsee = 5526.211765_
bits
= 690.776_
octets
690.776/53octet~/cell
= 13e~llMeycle
+1.7"76
octet(toolittle)
i2slotsx48xS!
12Jltsee= ~6.864

679

F1 84 C1 84

679

84

679

84

6"/9

84

679

84

....

DQDB
Slot #2
DQDB
Slot #3
DQDB
Slot #4
DQDB
Slot #5
DQDB
Slot #6
DQDB
Slot #7
DQDB
Slot #8
DQDB
S~ot#9
DQDB
Sltot #I0
DQDB
Slot #11
DQDB
Slot #12

13-14
m’bbles

_-1

A1
Framing
Octet(F6h¢~0
F1 PLCP
Path UserChannel
A2
Framing
Octet(28hex)
Z6-Zl Growth
Pll-P0 PathOvenheadkl~df~erOetets
M2-M1
Maaage~entInformation
B1
Bit InterleavedParity. BIP-8C1 Cycle:Sniff
Counter
G1
PLCP
PathStatus
075l.tsecstuff’rag
opportunity
cycle)

~_George H. Clapp

~,~_George
H.Clapp

SONET
Synchronous Transport Signal level i

Synchronous Optical Network
SONET

STS-I: basic logical buil.ding block signal
OC-N:Optical Carrier level N (NxSTS-1)
~,~-----.---.
--90 bytes

Standardized rates and formats for an optical interface.
Synchronousoptical hierarchy capable of carrying
manydifferent capacity signals.
Layered approach to transmission
information.

’

of OA&M

Path
Lin
TcrminatingTcrmimting
IktuipmentEqui ,merit

Trar~port
Overhead

Section Repeater, regenerator.
Line Line terminating equipment, e.g., high-speed
cross-connect, add/drop multiplexer, multiplexer.
Path

Terminates SONETpayload, e.g., DS 1 cross-connect,
DS 1 add/drop multiplexer, DS1 multiplex~r.

9 rows x 90 bytes x 8 / 125 ~ec = 51.840 Mb/s line signaling rate.
9 rows x 87 bytes x 8 / 125 ~.sec = 50.112 Mb/s SPErate.
9 rows x 86 bytes x 8 / 125 gsec = 49.536 Mb/s user data rate.

~

George H. Clapp

George H. Clapp

SONET
Plesiochronous Operation

S~aehronous

Synchronous
PayloadEnvelope
(SPE)

SONET
STS-1 ,Synchronous Payload Envelope
Spanning STS-1 Frame

Sigml /__

T

Start of STS-1SPE

T

- .~._:STS-1Path"" :i
.!

~

~"

125

H1 & H2 pointers in Line Overhead used to adjust for
"slips" and "stuffs" across plesiochronous Ix)undaries.
SPE may l~gin anywhere within 125 iasec STS-I frame.
GeorgeH. Clap~

George
H. Clapp
$!

SONET
Synchronous Hierarchical Rates

Standard CCITT SONETRates
Synchronous Transport Module Levels

Multiplex N STS-1 signals into an STS-Nsignal.
OCL~el Line R~m(Mb/s)
OC-1
51.840
0C-3
155.520
"OC-9
466.~60

OCLevel Line Ram
OC-18
933.120
0C-24
12,~..160
0C-36
~866.240

Supports "super-rate" services which reqeire multiples of the
STS-1 payload capacity, e.g., Broadband ISDNH,~
channel.
N STS-ls are concatenated into a single structure and
~ransportedas a single entity.

Byte Interleaved
STS4~
STS-I -~

~

Standardized within Cc1Tr as Synchronous Transport
Modules Level N, or STM-N.

Multiplexing
I \ s’rs-3

~
~ 2t2_]-

North American fon’nat referred to as STS-N"Concatenated"
(STS-Nc); STS-3c-’-- STM-1.
STM-Iis the cCrIT basic building block.

270bytc~
258bytes

STM Rate Line Rate (bib/s)
STM.1

155.52

STM..4

622.08

S’I’M-8*

1244.16

STM-]L2t

1866.24

STM-16 t

2488.32

¯ Candidate rates which are not standardized.

!
Synchronous Payload Envelope

(sPE)
George H. Clapp

CCITT STM-1 Format
270octets
9

261

A1 AI AI

Jl
B3
C2
AUPointers

GI

B2 B2 B2

F2
H4
Z3
Z4

Zl ZI

AI, A2
AUPointers
BI
B2
CI
DI-DI2
El, E2
FI
KI, I(2
ZI-Z2
GeorgeH. Clapp

Z5

Framing
AdministrativeUnit Pointers
BIP-8(Bit InterleavedParity)
BIP-24
STMIdentifier
Data CommunicationsChannel
Order Wire
User-Defined Channels
AutomaticProtection Switching (APS)
Growth(reserved as spare)

B3
C2
F2
GI
H4
Jl

BIP-8
STMIdentifier
User-Defined Channel
Path Status
MuhiframeIndicator
Path Trace
Growth(rcservexl as spare)
Reservedfor national use

125
gsec

SONET
Proposed

STM-1/STS-3c

SONET
Cell

Mapping

Proposed

STM-1/STS-3c

~
Cell

Mapping

Threemechanisms:
Pointer.
"Multifram¢Indicator" oe~t ffI4) of the Path Overheadpoints to the
beginningof the first completecell followingthe H4octet.

Cell counting.
HeaderCheckSequence(HCS)calculation.
’

Follo~ng
c~11bound~y
identification
c~ to v~ cell

9

v~ the H4 oc~~ HCSis

9

9
~OWS
,

T~port
~ -Overhead"
Georgett. Cl~zpp

STS-3c Synchronous
Payload
Envelope

(SPE)~~

~ George H. Clapp

References
SONET
ATMCell Delineation

SONET
C~A~m,..at~e U~I~ HeIderCheckSequem:e,IL C. L~,I"-CSADocument
1989, Perth. w~t’a~ Atamdia.
mp~I fee,~E~ ~ ~. J. J~ ~A ~ TIS 1.1~ 1~. ~y 1~19.19~.
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INTERNET AREA

Point-to-Point

3.3.6

Protocol

Extentions

(pppext)

Charter
Chairperson:
Stev Knowles, stev@~tp,

corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-ppp©ucdavis.edu
To Subscribe: ietf-ppp-request©ucdavis.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) was design to encapsulate multiple
protocols. IP was the only network layer protocol[ defined in the original
documents. The working group is defining the use of other network level
protocols and options for PPP. The group will define tlhe use of protocols
including: bridging, ISO, DECNET
(Phase IV and V), XNS, and others.
The group will also define new PPP options for the existing protocol
definitions, such as stronger authentication and encryption methods.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

The main objective of the working group is to produce an RFCor
series of RFCsto define the use of other protocols on P PP.

CHAPTER 3.
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CURRENT
Reported

MEETING

AREA AND WORKJ!NG GROUP REPORTS

REPORT

by Stev Knowles/

FTP

At the PSCmeeting, the PPP working group decided to accept the current option,,;
draft, with a minor correction to the text. The correction removed the requirement
to drop packet types that have not been defined. This was intended to allow people
to use a PPP like protocol for things not covered by the document. Representatives
from AT~Tinterested in Frame Relay technology asked for help in. using PPP over
FrameRelay circuits. The change they required should have been introduced into the
process at a muchearlier stage. Unfortunately, the AT~Tpeople did not knowabout
this process. The group decided to make this one change, that will allow the Frame
Relay people to write an options document/application, note telling howto use PPP
over Frame Relays.
Fred Baker (VitaLink) presented his final draft of the bridging document, and has
madethe final suggested changes.
Several people volunteered to help write specs, including:
Dave Katz
Heather Dean
Art Harvey
Steve Senum
Larry Backman
Frank Kastenholz
Frank Slaughter
John Loverso
Stev Knowles

ISO
Frame Relay
ISO, DECNet IV
Appletalk, DECNet IV
IPX
MIB
Appletalk
MIB
MIB

The next meeting of the group will be a video conference held June: 18, 1990.
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Fred Baker
Steve Bruniges
Bruce Crabill
Stan Froyd
Russell Hobby
Frank Kastenholz
David Kaufman
Tony Lauck
John R Loverso
Keith McCloghrie
Zbigniew Opalka
Paul Parker
Mike Patton
Drew Perkins
Steve Senum
Frank Slaughter
Richard Smith
Cal Thixton

bakerOvit
alink,corn
bruce©umdd,
umd. edu
sfroyd~salt,
acc. corn
rdhobby~ucdavi
s. edu
kast en©interlan,
int erlan,corn
dek@proteon. com
lauck©dsmail,
dec. com
loverso~xylogics,
com
sytek! kzm©hplabs,
hp. corn
zopalka@bbn,com
paul.parker©cs,
cmu. edu
map¢lcs,mit. edu
ddp@andrew,
cmu. edu
sj s@network,
com
fgs~shiva,com
smiddy©pluto,
dss. com
cthixton@next,com
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Router Discovery (rdisc)

Charter
Chairperson:
S.teve Deering, deering~pescadero, stanford, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: gw-discovery@gregorio, st anf oz’d. edu
To Subscribe: g-a-discovery-request©gregorio,
stanford, edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Router Discovery WorkingGroup is chartered to adopt or develop a
protocol that Internet hosts mayuse to dynamically discover the addresses
of operational neighboring gateways. The group is expected to propose
its chosen protocol as a standard for gateway discovery in the Internet.
The work of this group is distinguished from that of the Host Configuration Working Group in that this group is concerned with the dynamic
tracking of router availability by hosts., rather that the initialization of
various pieces of host state (which might include :router addresses)
host-startup time.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Created workinggroup; established and advertised mailing list. Initiated email discussion to identify exi,,~ting and proposedprotocols,
for router discovery.

Done

Held first meeting in Palo Alto. Reviewed9 candidate protocols,
and agreed on a hybrid of cisco’s GDPand an ICMPextension
proposed by Deering.

Done

Held second meeting in Tallahassee. Reviewedthe proposed protocol and discussed a numberof open issues.

Done

Held third meeting in Pittsburgh. Discussed and resolved several
issues that had been raised by ernail since the last rneeting. Draft
specification of router discovery protocol to be ready by next meeting. Experimental implementations to be started.
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Aug 1990

Meet in Vancouver. Reviewdraft specificatLion, and determine any
needed revisions. Evaluate results of experi:mental implementations
and assign responsibility for additional experiments, as required.
Submit the specification for publication as a Proposed Standard
shortly after the meeting.

Oct 1990

Revise specification as necessary, based on. field experience. Askthe
IESGto elevate the protocol to Draft Standard steLtus. Disband.
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MEETING

REPORT

by Steve Deering/Stanford

Minutes:
This was the third meeting of the Router Discovery WorkingGroup.
Steve Deering started by apologizing for not having produced a draft specification of
the proposed router discovery protocol in time for this meeting, and[ promised to do
so before the July IETF meeting.
He then reviewed the current proposal, for the sake of ilewcomers.
The router discovery protocol uses a pair of new ICMPmessages:
¯ Router Advertisement messages, which are periodically multicast by routers.
¯ Router Solicit&tion messages, which maybe multicast by hosts at start-up time
only, to solicit immediate Router Advertisements im,~tead of waiting for the
periodic ones.
(These were formerly called "Router Report" and "Router Query" messages, respectively.)
Advertisements are sent to the "all-hosts" IP multicast address, and solicitations
are sent to the "all-touters" IP multicast address, tIosts and/or touters maybe:
configured to use IP broadcast addresses instead, though this is discouraged. The..
router discovery protocol is not applicable to networks that do not ,,~upport either IP’
multicast or IP broadcast.
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The format of the Router Advertisement message is as follows:

Type
_+_+-+-

I

+ ~+-+-+-

Reserved
÷_+_+_+_÷_+_+_

Code
+-+-

I

+-+--+-+-

Count

I

Checkslm

+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-÷-÷-+-÷--÷-+-+-+

I

HoldingTime

+_+_+_+-+-+-+-+-+-+-÷-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-÷-+-+-+-÷-+-+--+

Router Address
+_+_+_+_

+_+_+_+_+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Preference Level
+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Router Address
+_+_+_+_+..+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Preference Level
+_+_+_+_

+..+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-’~-+
¯

¯

Type

identifies

this as an ICMPRouter Advertisement.

Checksum

standard

Code and Reserved

zero.

Count

number of (Router Address, Preference Level) pairs included
in the message.

Holding Time

number of seconds that hosts should consider the information
in this message to be valid¯

Router Address

one of the sending router’s IP addresses on the physical network on which this message is sent.

Preference Level

preferability
of the preceding router address as a default
router address, relative to other router addresses belonging
to the same IP subnet.

ICMP checksum.
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The usual case in which a router has more than one address on a single physica~l
network is when that network is supporting more than one IP subnet. A receiving
host is expected to ignore those (Router Address, Preference Level) pairs that
not belong to the same IP subnet as the host. (This implies that a host must know
its own IP address and subnet mask before it may use the information in a Router
Advertisement message.)
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The format of the Router Solicitation messageis as follows:

Type

I

Code

I

Checksum

+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Reserved.

+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Type

identifies

this as an I.CMPRouterc,¢’ohcltatlon.
" " "

Checksum

standard

ICMPchecksum.

Code and Reserved

zero.

The group then discussed a numberof topics that had been :raised on the mailing list
since the previous meeting.
¯ Preference Level field
Deering tried again to convince the group that the Preference Level field was
unnecessary and undesirable, and again he failed. It was agreed that the field
shall be present in the Router Advertisement messages, if for’ no other reason
than that the Host Requirements document requires a preference level to be
associated with each default router (even though it does not require hosts to do
anything with it).
Deering then proposed that the Preference Level be encoded as a signed, 32-bit,
twos-complem.ent integer, such that a higher value means more preferable. A
router that is not configured with a specific preference level (or that does not
computeits ownpreference level, based on routing information), will advertise
a level of 0. The minimumlevel (8000(}000hex) is res;erved to indicate touters
that must not be used as default routers (i.e., that maybe used only for specific
destinations, of which the hosts have been informed by ICMP:Redirect or static
configuration).
Greg Satz had proposed that a router’s preference level be derived from that
router’s metric for its ’~default" rouZe, rather than from manualconfiguration..
After some discussion of the merits and weaknesses of that approach, it was
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agreed that it would be allowed but not required by the router discovery speci-fication. It was noted that a routing metric will normally have to be converted
to a preference level, rather than being used directly, since for :most routing
metrics, smaller values meanmore preferable.
No objections were raised to Deering’s proposed encoding for the Preference
Level field.

¯ multicast vs. unicast replies to Solicitations
¯ dallying
Twounresolved issues were: should Advertisements sent in response to Solicitations be multicast or unicast, and should randomizeddelays be required before
Solicitations and/or before responding Advertisements? Somepeople felt that
dallying before Solicitations was important to prevent massive collisions when
a LANfulof hosts all boot at once, for example, after poweris switched on (in
a classroom, say) or is restored after a power failure. After muc:h debate, it
was agreed that hosts should dally for a short, randominterval (between 0 and
1 seconds was suggested) before sending a Solicitation. If a host receives an
Advertisementwhile dallying, it should refrain from sending a Solicitation.
The optimal router behavior in response to a Solicitation is not at all clear - a
case was madefor dallying or not, and for either unicast or multicast responses.
Therefore, this will be left to the implementors’ discretion for now, with
suggestion that the behavior be configurable. The group would welcome any
analysis, simulation results, or reports of field experience that might favor
particular behavior.
¯ periodic advertising rate
Another outstanding issue was howoften the periodic, unsolicited Advertisements should be sent. The choice depends on whether or not the advertisements
are being used for black-hole detection, in addition to simple router discovery.
For black-hole detection, the advertising rate must be high enough to allow
router failures to be detected before transport connections fail (an interval of
10 seconds is the value used for this purpose in the ISO ES-IS protocol). If
the advertisements are only used for router discovery, a muchlonger interval
(10 minutes, say) would be adequate- in this case the periodic advertisements
serve only for recovery from the situation in which hosts and routers boot up
on different sides of a subnet partition, which is later healed.
In the absence of agreement on how black-hole detection should be done, the
advertising interval must be configurable. The initial version of the document
will suggest a default interval of 10 minutes. Subsequentdecisions on black-hole
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detection maycause a smaller default value to be recommended.
black-hole detection
Once the router discovery specification has been agreed upon, it has been suggested that this WorkingGroupmight turn its attention to the black-hole detection problem. A general discussion of the problems and :possible solutions
ensued, with no agreements being reached. (It was pretty !much a rehash of
previous discussions on the group mailing list; an archive of those messages is
available for the interested reader.)
Action Items
¯ Deering to generate a draft Router Discovery specification before the July IETF
meeting.
¯ Experimental implementations of the,, proposed protocol to be developed and
deployed - no promises, but AndrewCherenson and .John Veizades botl:t offered
to help (presumablyfor. Unix and for the MacintoshOS, respectively), as soon
Deering gets the spedfication done. Greg Satz¯ has
previouslyDiscovery
offered the
source
’s Gateway
Protocol
code for his BSDUnix implementation of clsco
(GDP)as one possible starting point.
Next Meeting
The Router Discovery WorkingGroup will next meet in Vancouver, at the July/August
IETF meeting.
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ATTENDEES
Pat Barron
Fred Bohle
Steven Bruniges
David Burdelski
Duane Butler
John Cavanaugh
Andrew Cherenson
Noel Chiappa
Steve Deering
Dave Forster
Richard Fox
Karen Frisa
Steve Hubert
Van Jacobson
Stev Knowles
Yoni Malachi
Keith McCloghrie
Leo J. McLauglinIII
Jeff Mogul
John Moy
Mike Patton
Drew Perkins
Stephanie Price
Michael Reilly
Greg Staz
Tim Seaver
Frank Slaughter
Richard Smith
Brad Strand
Cal Thixton
John Veizades
Jonathan Wenocur

pat@tremsarc,
com
fab@saturn,
acc.com
daveb©ftp.com
dmb©network.com
J.Cavanaugh©StPaul.NCR.COM
arc©sgi.com
jnc©PTT.LCS.MIT.EDU
deering©pescadero.stanford.edu
sytek!rfox@sun.com
karen©kinetics.com
hubert©cac.washington.edu
van©helios.ee.lbl.gov
stev@ftp.com
yoni@cs.stanford.edu
sytek!kzm@hplabs.HP.COM
ljmCtwg.com
mogul©decwrl.dec.com
jmoy©proteon.com
MAP¢LCS.MIT.EDU
ddp©andrew.cmu.edu
cmcvax!price©hub.ucsb.edu
reilly©nsl.dec.com
satz~cisco.com
~as~mcnc.org
fgs@shiva.com
smiddy©pluto.dss.com
bstrand©cray.com
cthixton@next.com
veizades~apple.com
jhw©shiva.com
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Router Requirements

18.0

(rreq)

Charter
Chairperson:
Jim Forster~ forster@cisco, com
Philip Almquist, almqui st @j es sica. st anf oral. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-rreq~Jessica.
Stmaford. ed~.
To Subscribe: ietf-rreq-request©Jessica.
Stan2ord. edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Router Requirements Working Group has the goal of rewriting the
existing Router Requirements RFC, RFC-1009, and a) bringing it up to
the organizational and requirement explicitness levels of the Host Requirements RFC’s, as well as b) including references to more recent work, such
as the RIP RFCand others.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Produce a draft document for initial

conmlent by the community.
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by Vince Fuller/Stanford
Tuesday,
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and Philip

Almquist/

Consultant

1-May (AM)

¯ TOSrouting
- Twoaspects - internal queue handling vs. next hop choice
¯ RREQdocument deals primarily with later (external behavior)
Number
of bits: :3 currently defined for TOS,2 other "spare" bits
, does router need to knowwhat bits mean or can it just match against
information available via routing protocols?
¯ is TOSa hint or a requirement (more discussion later) - hint implies
it is safe to ignore extra bits :for now
¯ issue: other groups maywant; to use those two bits for other things
, requirement: all touters must makethe same routing; choices regarding
TOSand all must implement TOS(but not all protocols will use) to
prevent routing loops (Chair’s statement)
¯ issue: may have to change routing protocols if the number of bits
changes (tough)
, quote: "keep your paws off t]hose two bits" - JNC, .Area Director
, DECISION:use 3 bits (problem made moot by above quote)
¯ TOSsemantics:
- hint philosophy: deliver packets to default TOSif no match exists
- requirement philosophy: drop packets if no TOSmatch exists (editors note:
a very long and heated discussion of these differing philosophies consumed
most of the first part of this session)
- TOSunreachable ICMPmessage for "requirement" case
- Proteon OSPFimplementation allows per-TOSmetric setting on lines; setting to infinity and dropping on :no TOSmatch allows some small amount
of policy control over line usage
- problem: handling of TOSunreachable message is undefined
- proble~n: won’t work if host ignores TOSunreachables (or falls-back automatically to default TOS)
- problem: TOSbits are not defined absolutely (’,i.e. in bps, etc.)
- suggestion (Satz)" two sides write up their cases; include both in draft
document for further review (any takers?)
- idea: use one of the "unused" bits to specify hint/required TOS
- Milo believes looping can occur if TOSis treated as a hint - need specific
scenarios
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¯ Fragmentation
- Reviewof each option outlined in draft text:
¯ option 1: no longer needed by MTUdiscovery
¯ option 3: invalid, since 576 is NOTthe minimumrequired MTUsize
- if anyone has empirical evidence of a good way to do it, them document
should discuss it; otherwise, defer to IP RFC
¯ action: talk to Jeff Moguland Van Jacobson about their experiments
¯ Reassembly
- Router MUST
reassemble packets destined to itself (i.e., ICMPmessages)
¯ router is acting as host in this case, must follow HR
¯ HRsays must reassemble max of 576 bytes or connected interface
MTUs
- Router MUSTNOTreassemble packets that are forwarded
¯ reassemblynot possible if multiple paths exist, etc.
- Multicast handling
Minimal discussion. Steve Deering ("Mr. Multicast") volunteered to write
some draft text
¯ TTL
Long discussion about schizophrenic use of TTLas time ANDhop count
¯ TCPmakes assumptions about real time of packet life vs. TTLhandling (problem can occur with sequent number wraparound)
¯ no implementorsexpect to implementuse of ~J~TLas time (fact of life)
¯ deprecate "SHOULD"to "MAY"for decrementing TTL by time
¯ include discussion of why this should be done (what TCPexpects,
etc.)
Handling of TTLboundary conditions:
¯ TTL 0 - router MUSTNOTdrop packets to itself on TTL = 0 (HR
sez)
¯ router MUSTNOTever send a packet with TTL= 0 (ditto)
¯ router SHOULD
return ICMPtime exceeded if it decrements TTL f:o
0
¯ router MUSTNOT"pre-discard"
packets with TTL > 0 even if it
knows(via link-state routing, for example) howmanyhops a destination is (it breaks "traceroute" to do so and doesn’t really gain much)
¯ should there be some discussion of traceroute s expectations?
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1-May (PM)

A review of writing assignments/document .,~ections was done. The tbllowing (mostly
un-written) sections were worthy of mention (mainly because no one is doing anything
about them):
7. Routing protocols

- RIP, EGP, BGP(Yah)v Rekhter/IBM), OSPF

8. Network Manage:ment Protocols - SNMP(Steve Willis/Wellfleet),

CMIP/CMOT

9. Administrativeand Policy controls, including: filters (both traffic ~.nd routing info),
interchange between EGP’s and IGP’s, preference of routes by [protocol, neighbor,
network number, etc.], conditions for default generation, etc. (subcommittee formed.
and had preliminary discussion over lunch- included Steve Willis/Wellfleet, :Philip
Almquist / Consultant/Stanford, Vince Fuller/Stanford/BARRNet, Michael Reilly/DEC,
and one or two others forgotten by the editor - they and others interested in these
issues (Milo, Jeff?) should get in touch wit]h the Chair AS.AP)
I0.Initialization,

operation, management

AppendixA - Internet-specific

requirements

AppendixB - Requirementsfor specific uses (i.e.,

regional network)

¯ Multicast
- forwarding of multicasts is not yet required
- router SHOULD
perform host multicast functions (per RFCl112 and HR)
- router MUSTNOTpass "letter-bomb" multicasts (as target of source
route)
- record route doesn’t present a problem (according to Steve D.)
- multicasts should not be used as a hop in a source route either
¯ TOS, take 2 (Yakov had a few things to say)
- in current Internet, virtually no use (according to NSFNetstatistics)
- chicken and egg problem (Steve D,,)
- 3 bits are too coarse to be useful for policy control
- all routers in AS (at least) must make same routing decision on TOS
order to prevent loops
¯ what about for paths through multiple AS’s?
¯ what if AS’s are multi-homed?
- howto use in presence of sources (protocols) of routing information?
¯ use to prefer protocol if it has exact TOSme~tch?
- opinion: TOS0 is default - must always exist and is used if no exact match
- opinion: forbid setting of multiple TOSbits ("Cihristmas tree") - enforce;
by treating as TOS0 (?)
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- no definite conclusion (no surprise here!)
Broadcast handling
- Directed broadcasts
¯ routers MUSTsupport, MAYprovide knob to disable
¯ justification: widely used, part of IP architecture
- All-subnets broadcast
¯ current behavior: only sent to first subnet seen
¯ Chair will make case to IESGto make it an obsolete part of the IP
architecture (by creating a successor to RFC922)
¯ consider as a SHOULD
NOT- may support, but MUSTprovide knob
which defaults behavior to disabled
IP options
- Record route- MAYin HR, specify as MUSTin RREQ
- Timestamp- ditto
¯ long discussion about when during packet processing t:he timestamp
should be added - no conclusion
¯ document should state that when it happens is not defined and will
be implementation-dependent
¯ Yakov (opinion): all routers should do timestamp at same point
packet processing - not much agreement from rest of WG
- Option insertion by routers
¯ security option must be inserted, so it MUST
be allowed (RFCll08)
¯ what if no option space available- Martin Gross/DCAwill address
¯ are there other options that need to be inserted?
- non-understood options - MUSTbe passed unchanged
- source route - only one source route option mayexist
Precedence
- OSPFmandates that touters set precedence to Internet Control
- BGP- ditto
- issue: maybe political problems with this
- what about network managementtraffic?
- DCAgroup is working on paper describing scheme
Martian address filtering
MUST
provide functionality and provide switch to enable/disable (long discussion ensued about performance impact of making it strictly a MUST)
What’s next?
- video-conference will take place in June (tentatively, Monday,June 11th)
- Internet-Draft is expected after August IETF
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NETWORK MANAGEMENT AREA

3.4
Director:

Network

Management

Area

Dave Crocker/DEC

Area Summary
Reported by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI
The Network Managementarea currently has 10 active working groups. Of those
groups the Alert Management, Decnet Phase IV MIB, the FDDI MIBand Transmission MIB, Call Accounting, ManagementServices Interface and the OSI Internet
Management Working Groups met.
The Alert ManagementWorking Group has completed their specifications
and they
will be submitted to the IESGfor consideration at the August Plenary meeting. The
OIMWorking Group is expected to present their latest CMIP-over-TCPdocument
to the IETF and IESG at the August IETF meeting.
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Management (alertman)

Charter
Chairperson:
Louis Steinberg, louiss©±bm,corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: alert-man~merit.edu
To Subscribe:
alert-man-request©merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Alert ManagementWorking Group is chartered with defining and
developing techniques to manage the flow of asynchronously generated
information between a manager (NOC)and its remote :managed entities.
The output of this group should be fully compatible with the letter and
spirit of SNMP(RFC 1067) and CMOT(RFC 1095).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Develop, implement, and test protocols and mechanismsto prevent
a managed entity from burdening a manager with an unreasonable
amount of unexpected network managementinformation. This will
focus on controlling mechanismsonce the information has been generated by a remote device.

Done

Write an RFCdetailing the above, including examples of its conforment use with both SNMPtraps and CMOTevents.

May 1990

Develop, implement, and test mechanisms to prevent a managed.
entity from generating locally an excess of alerts to be controlled.
This system will focus on howa protocol or MIBobject might internally prevent itself from generating an unreasonable amount of
information.

Dec 1990

Write an I~FC detailing the above. Since the implementation of
these mechanismsis protocol dependent, the goal of this RFCwould
be to offer guidance only. It wouldrequest a status of "optional".
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REPORT

by Lou Steinberg/IBM

The Alert ManagementWorking Group met at the Pittsburgh IETF in the context
of a non-technical "]Birds of a Feather" meeting. The meeting length was reduced in.
order to allow interested WGmembers the opportunity to attend an OIMWorking
Groupsession scheduled for the same time.
While the work of this group on the first "flow control" documenthas been officially
completed, Dave Crocker asked that the shortened session be used to afford a final
opportunity for interested parties to commenton the DRAFT.It was his opinion tha~
several individuals present had not previously been able to ,give public comment.As
there were no major concerns, and no implementation experience that contradicts the
findings of current implementations, the remainder of the time was spent describing
the document details to several new memberswho had not yet react the DRAFT.
The meeting was adjourned after John Cook repe~ted e~rlier calls for information
from *any* vendor implementing alerts. John is currently ~uthoring the second "informational" DRAFT
on techniques for generating alerts.
ATTENDEES
Hussein Alaee
Douglas Bagnall
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Y C Wang
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John Cook
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mchan@cs, utk. edu
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Internet

Accounting
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(acct)

Charter
Chairperson:
Cyndi Mills, cm±lls~bbn, cora

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: accounting-wg©bbn.com
To Subscribe:
accounting-wg-request©bbn,
com

Description

of Working Group:

The Internet Accounting WorkingGroup has the goal of producing standards for the generation of accounting data within the Internet that can be
used to support a wide range of managementand cost allocation policies.
The introduction of a commonset of tools and interpretations should ease
the implementation of organizational policies for Internet componentsand
make them more equitable in a multi-vendor environment.
In the following accounting model, this WorkingGroupis primarily concerned with defining standards for the Meter function and recommending
protocols for the Collector function. Individual accounting applications
(billing applications) and organizational policies will not be addressed,
although examples should be provided.
Meter <-> Collector <-~ Application <-> Policy
First, examinea wide range of existing and hypothetical policies to understand what set of information is required to satisfy usage reporting
requirements. Next, evaluate existing mechanismsto generate this information and define the specifications of each accounting parameter to
be generated. Determine the requirements for local storage and how" parameters may be aggregated. Recommend
a date,, collection protocol and
internal formats for processing by accounting applications.
This will result in an Internet draft suitable for experimental verification
and implementation.
In parallel with the definition of the draft standard, develop a suite of
test scenarios to verify the model. Identify candidates for prototyping
and implementation.
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Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Policy Models Examined

Aug 1990

Meter Working Draft Written

Nov 1990

Collection Protocols WorkingPapers Wriitten

Feb 1991

Meter Final Draft Submitted

Feb 1991

Collection Protocol Working Papers Reviewed

May 1991

Collection Protocol Recon~.~endation
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Reported

MEETING

REPORT

by Cyndi Mills/BBN

Notes

taken

by Don Hirsh/Meridian

TC

Summary
This was the first meeting of the Internet Accounting Working Group. Weoutlined
a hierarchical architecture for accounting within touters and discussed the types of
meters to be used at each level.
Agenda
¯ Accounting Architecture
¯ Technical Reports
- Internet Accounting Model
-.Liaison Activities (ANTF,OSI)
¯ Open Discussion
¯ Working Group Administration
- Review Charter ~ Minutes
- Identify and Assign Action Items
ACCOUNTING

ARCHITECTURE

Dueto performance constraints and the explosion in complexity, we believe that it is
not practical to perform detailed accounting to the user-id level within all networks.
[Ed. The reasons should be documented in the Meter Services Document.]
Therefore we identified 4 levels of accounting interest/architecture:

Backbones/National

/

\

Regional
Stub/Ent
erprise
Host

Note that mesh architectures can also be built out of these components. Each network performs accounting functions for its immediatesubscribers / connections. Subscribers comein two flavors - subscriber networksand subscriber hosts (end-users from
the networking perspective).
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Wedefine backbone networks as bulk carriers that have only other networks as subscribers. Individual :hosts are not directly connected to a backbone.
Backbonesand regionals are closely related, and differ only in size, the numberof
networks connected via each port, and "geographical" cove:rage. SmMlerRegionMs
mayalso have a few directly connected hosts, acting as hybrid regionM/stub networks.
Weconsider a regional network as a subscriber netwo:rk to t:he backbone.
Stub networks have hosts as direct connects, although they maybe combined by Enterprise networks treated in the samefashion as stub networks. For the stub/enterprise
networkprovider, hosts are the end-users, the accountable entities. For the stub/enterprise
network provider, host addresses are the finest-granularity accountable entities available at the IP level.
Hosts are ultimately responsible for identifying the end user.. ’This information maybe
shared with the network, but it is the host’s responsibility to do so. Host accounting
is not discussed in detail, since homogeneousInternet Accounting is most practical
at the network provider

level,

and should

be performed

wit,

bin the network touters

under the control of the network provider. (After all, the host is the customer, and.
if I were selling network services I’m not sure I’d rely on. the customer to tell me
how muchhe owes without having a mechanismto keep the customer honest...) In.
addition, implementing accounting in the routers spares us from requiring that each
host variation (various hardware platforms and operating system ’versions) retrofit
TCP/IP implementations to include accounting as a condition for being attached to
a network which relies on accounting information.
ENTITIES:
Each of the higher-level network (backbone and :regional) account for two
sets of entities - one set corresponds to the network’s irm.nediate subscribers and a
parallel set (optional?) covers the subscribers of the network below. This two-tiered
system enables:
¯ verification between provider and subscriber
¯ reconstruction of accounting information around a single transit
does not perform accounting functions.

network which
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BackboneLevel Entities:
Regional Level Entities:
Stub Level Entities:
Host Level Entities:
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Source/Dest Net Number
Adjacent Network (Port),
Src/Dest Host Adr
Src/Dest Network Number,
Source/Dest Host Address
(End-user ID pair optional)
Operating System depend.eng. Use OS accounting.

This allocation of accountable entities to network levels bears further examination.
Particularly, it is important to understand what complexity accounting introduces at
each network level.
BackboneLevel Complexity: Collects by port ID, and can further subdivide by network numbers from the IP address.
Regional Level Complexi.ty: Collects by host address pair only, since network numbers
can be derived from the host traffic matrix off-line.
Stub Complexity: Collect host address pair in any case. Approaches:
1. Leave all else up to the local stub network and proprietary meansif further
information is required.
2. Define IP option containing accounting information.
3. Piggyback on the policy-based routing option and recommendhowto use it.
Note on including destination addresses in the entity identifier: Maintaining a tra~.c
matrix at all levels seems to be a fair amount of overhead, but destination informarion is required so often that it seems reasonable to include it. This way policy
arrangements about who is billed for communicatingpairs can be independent of the
originator of the traffic.
SUB-ENTITIES:
If we are aggregating information, the counts attributed
entity mayneed sub-categories. Suggested sub-categories are:

to a single

¯ protocol type
¯ quality of service
¯ types of counts
TYPESOF COUNTS:
All networks count both packets and bytes for the accountable
entities.
TIME.-OF-DAY:
Weneed to be able to register start and stop times of flows. These
trigger times should automatically start new aggregations for the affected aggregate
meters (i.e., cause meters to send their data along with the start and end times, and
restart the meter at 0.).
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QUALITY
OF SEKVICE:Unresolved.. What quality of service items should we be
able to specify? QOSdistinctions comein manyforms. For services such as throughput, reliability, and delay there is a question, of howdetailed the information should
be regarding:
¯ Whatlevel of service was requested
¯ Whatlevel of service was offered (negotiated)
¯ Whatlevel of service was actually provided[ (considering outages, etc.)
Technical Reports
1. INTERNET ACCOUNTING MODEL
See attached slides
2. MASON ACTIVITIES
The ANSI Accounting WGhas OSI Accounting Drafts available.
Report on April AutonomousNetwork: Task Force (ANTF)Meeting on Internet
Billing:
¯ Billing Modelsdiscussed:
- Fixed Fee
- Usage Sensitive Billing
- Quality of Service Sensitive Billing
- Quotas
- Subsidy Issues
- Campus/Stub ADaggregate vs. end-user feedback
¯ " Issues raised:
- High speed counting
- Fraud
- Credit limits
- Cooperation between stub and backbone networks
- Howheterogeneous can the models be?
- Interaction with congestion control, access control, routing
¯ Liaison Activities
- IETF Internet Accounting
- SMDSAccounting
- OSI Accounting
¯ Suggested Experiments
- Flow-based instrumentation (use this to identify and play with flows)
- Resource reservation (Weshould suggest ST-2 or MacHip,a St. Louis
sponsored entry)
- Instrument applications to provide feedback window(have a window
with a * amount to meter applications)
3. OPEN DISCUSSION
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END-USERFEEDBACK-Can end-users influence
policy? How about the
ability to provide accounting feedback mechanismsto network users real-time
as they use it, what that might look like and so forth? [Ed. This is somewha,t
orthogonal to the group charter at the application level, but wasan in.teresting
discussion worth keeping in mind.]
POLICY-BASED
ROUTING
- Their relation to us is in their use of the IP
header’s options field. Wemight put in a Kerberos-style identifier that associates a particular machine/user/virtual circuit with a unique token. This
scheme might work between adjacent networks to track FLOWS
though them,
but wouldbe difficult (!!!) to pull off on an internet-wide basis. Someone
two of us should attend the policy-based routing sessions regularly since they’re
working on similar problems. Negotiating quality of service is in the province
of policy-based routing?
GRANULARITY
OF DISTINGUISHABLEENTITY- Two positions
cussed:

were dis-

(a) IP-based accounting with only existing IP header information is sufficient.
(b) One should try to accommodateusers and perform accounting by the userid whereit is feasible.
IDEAS ON IDENTIFYING THE END-USER TO TttE ACCOUNTINGMECHANISM
(a) PARSING TCP and APPLICATION LAYER PROTOCOLS FOR USER
INFORMATION?
What about parsing more than the IP header? Considered untenable in a router. Even if we dismiss the violation of protocol
layering as "purist", we still must contend with higher processing overhead.
Hosts wouldstill need to be modified to ensure that the user information is
present. But passive "watchers" like scopes could, be employedon LANs.

(b) MODIFY THE

IP HEADER TO ADD ACCOUNTING INFORMATION?
Wedon’t believe it will get implementedby all existing hosts. (i.e., practically impossible).
USEIP OPTIONS?Router perspective:
putting user-based accounting
stuff in a router is too muchprocessing overhead. Counter-Example:Tym-net billing is on a per-user id. Compromise:At a minimum,an IP packet
that has user-level accounting information might be afforded a lower priority in the router’s processing queue:

OPTIONS?Vollbrecht points out that router-to-router
ac-(d) VANISHING
counting and ES- IS accounting are separable problems. This led to a
discussion of howto leave the user-id option in for the stub network’s use
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and strip it from the header when sending the packet to the regional to
reduce regional overhead. Still a performance issue, and what about the
checksum? This should be investigated more thoroughly.
SERVERS
- Howdoes one account for mail that explode.¢; at a list server?
Is it the responsibility of the host, the list, or the person whosends to the
server?
OSI ACCOUNTINGSince they are not defining meters yet,
probably influence the OSI standard with our choices.

we will

ADMINISTRATIVE
DETAILS
Review of Charter
¯ Examineexisting and hypothetical policies to understand what set of information is required to satisfy usage reporting requirements.
¯ Define specifications of accounting meters, local storage requirements, and
aggregation granularities.
a data collection protocol and represe~atations for processingby
¯ Recommend
accounting applications.
¯ Developtest scenarios to verify model.
¯ Guess we have to recommendmechanisms for formulating policy, though
we don’t want to sink in the policy swamp.Also need to consider implementation issues since they are practical and affect the "reasonableness"
of recommendations.
Internet Accounting Action Items
Can we live with the proposed schedule? Sure.
The following areas should be addressed in preparation for the August 1990
IETF meeting except where otherwise noted.
¯ Outline of Meter Service Document => C.Mills
¯ Architect~are Discussion => Maili~g List
- Levels of Metering (Do we have the right model?)
- Define Meters
¯ Entities (Done. Reviewonly.)
¯ Quantities (Done. Reviewonly.)
¯ Time of Day (Further development.)
¯ Quality of Service (Howto approach thiis?)
¯ Liaison Activities
- ANT:F => Z.Su
- OSI Accounting => B.Handspicker, M.Seger
- SMDS => Z.Su
¯ Explanation of Concepts (writeups due to maili~ag list)
- R.Reschly suggested that accounting on a backbone is the integral of
bandwidth utilization and that proportional utilization rather than
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absolute measure is a useful measure.
- J.G~lvin proposed to write up some of the discussion.
- M.Roselinskywill expand upon the user-.id/cookie for the IP options
field.
- C.Mills will summarizethe applicability of pol.icy-based to accounting.
- D.Hirsh will summarizecurrent policy/practice in the Internet community (e.g., digest the FARnetstudy, summarize BBN/SRIactivity,
etc.) in light of the proposal for meters. (First step towards test
scenarios.)
¯ Unassigned Tasks (may be deferred) => Mailing List
- Define Accounting Log Formats
¯ Local Storage Requirements
¯ Compatibility with Existing Protocols
- Develop Testbed/Prototypes
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I Purposeof Acc0unting
~
Feedback
¯ Understand/ influence user
behavior
¯ Measurecompliance with
networkpolicies
Financial
¯ Allocate costs based on usage
¯ Generate revenue
Recommend
starting with feedback
only to providebaselinefor
understanding
effects of tariffs on
user behavior.
BBN Communications
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MeterCollector Application..................
c~....~,,~ (analogousto OSIAccounting
Model)
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Meter
Event

Acpounting

Motivation
® Minimize numberof meters to
reduce collection overhead.
¯ Meters located within "own"
networkassets are easiest to
modify and control.

i.,.~,.~

Implications of =metersin the router
Host systemsn~ust perform their
own accounting or

¯ Hosts supply user/project ids to the
network androuters use these ids ¯
for accountin~;i.
.~
¯
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by Metering~
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Protocol "Hourglass"
¯ Readily Accessible Information
-Hosts: Appliication, Transport,IP
¯ IP Switches,,:InternetC)nly
¯ Minimize implementation and
maintenancecost by minimizing the
numberof
-protocols
-vendors
-administrations
-physicai units
_affected.

-
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Protocol
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Destination Address
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-÷-+-+-+-+
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l
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Padding

Optionsmayinclude:.Policy-based
flow, Securitylabels, specialuserids,
to-be-defined
~
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I Distinguish
Entities
Based
°nIthe,PHeader,
¯ Router Port
- identifies adjacentnetworkonly
¯ IP Header
-.Communit~’
, the two unusedbits in TOS
-IP Address
¯ sourc?/destinationnetworknumber
¯ source/destinationIP addresspair
--IP Options
¯ User/ProjectIDs - requireshost cooperation
¯ FlowIdentifier (like policy’based
routing)
¯ Policy Tags(e.g. reversecharging,non-interference)
BBN Communications ~’~6

===----

May 1990 ~

¯ Quantityof Data
-Packets(IP fragments)best reflect the overhead
usingthe Internet, requireleast processi=ng.
-Byte countsare an ,~ccurateindication of quantity,
but notefficiency.
--Segmentsare an intermediate aggregationto
measure
data in chunksof n-bytesper packet.
¯ Issues
-Howto assessdropped/retransmittedpackets?
-Include or omit headersin data counts?
-Howto cpunt broadcast/multicastpackets?
BBN Communications

=== May 1990

Classes of pata
-Protoco~ Type-overhead(routing, network
management),
experimental,application
(FTP/Te.lnet/SMTP)
-Typeof Service-Delay, Throughput,Reliability,
Precedence
Datanot av.ailable in the IP Headermustbe :supplied
by the meteror by the application, e.g.
-Reservedbandwidthinformation mayreplace or
supplement
data countsfor individual flows, e.g. ST
(voice) or videoprotocols.
-Rate Period time-of-day or peak/off-peak
designation
BBN Communications

J7

~

.....
May 1990

! Accounting
RecordDefinition

Quantities to be counted

Distinguishable Entities

Type
of Service

Attribution Matrix

¯ Three dimensions
-Entities
(user and/or subscriber)
-Types of Counts
(packets, bytes)
-Types of Service
(protocol id, TOSbits)
¯ Twodimensionsis easier
-Entity (subscriber, user,
type of service
-Counts
BBN Communications

May

1990

~

I/~ttribution Granularity|
Suppor~complexdecisions in the meter or
Applypqlicy retroactively at the applicatior~.
¯ Host Traffic Matrix
-specific subsetof flow-based
algorithm, basedon combination
of IP addresses
¯ Flow Based Decisions
Community
of Interest
-use dynamicservemand/or
-use static tables and
algorithms
algorithms(like Mailbridges)
-most
flexible - canestablishflow
assigncombination
of IP.
identifier
on anycombination
of
attributesto a single
IP attributes andserverdata
community
of interest,
reducingnumberof "buckets".
-policy-basedrouting flow maynot
providesufficient granularity~1~0
SimpleAttribution
-Attribute countsto single
distinguishable
entities.

BBN Communications
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¯ Exarnples:
-Electronic Mall App~ications
and Relays
-OSI Application Gateways

Services performedon behalf of
the user maybe performedat
remotepoints; in the networkand
performedfor a~ggregationof
users.
-Servers perform separate
accounting for services
which passes network
expensesback to the user
or

-Servers us~IP tags to
identify actual users

BBNCommunications

Problem
¯ Accountingfor everyuser in every
networkat everymuteris too fine a
granularity - too muchoverhead.

Approaches to Reducing Overhead
¯ Usecoarsergranularity for
measuring
transi~traffic and/orin
backbones.
¯ Hold eachnetworkresponsible/
accountable
for its owntraffic.
¯ Performaccountingonly at entry
and/orexit gateways.
Usecomplex
granularities for
exception
traffic only.

,BBN Communications "~12
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IV MIB (decnetiv)

Charter
Chairperson:
Jon Saperia, saperia~tcpj on~decwrl, dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: phiv-mib©jove.pa.dec, corn
To Subscribe: phiv-mib-requestCjove.pa.dec.com

Description

of Working Group:

The DECNet Phase IV MIB Working Group will define MIB elements
in the experimental portion of the MIBwhich correspond to standard
DECNetPhase IV objects. The group will also define the access mechanisms for collecting the data and transforming it into the proper ASN.1
structures to be stored in the MIB.
In accomplishingour goals, several areas will be addressed. These include:
Identification of the DECNetobjects to place in the MIB,identification
of the tree stucture and corresponding Object ID’s for the MIBelements,
Generation of the ASN.1for these new elements, development of a proxy
for non-decnet based managementplatforms, and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter and description of the working
group, making any necessary changes. At that meeting, the scope
of the workwill be defined and individual workingassignernents will
be made.

Sep 1991

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion will occur on mailing list. If possible, prototype
implementation to begin after revisions have been made.

Dec 1990

Make document an Internet Draft. Continue revisions based on
commentsreceived at meeting and over e-mail. Begin ’real’ implementations.

Mar 1990

Reviewfinal draft and if OK, give to ][ESGfor publication as RFC.
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Revise document based on implementatio:as.
revision a Draft Standard.,

Ask IESGto make the
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REPORT

Saperia/

DEC

MINUTES
A small numberof us got together for the first WorkingGroupmeeting of the DECNet
Phase IV MIBWorking Group. At the meeting a number of items were resolved,
including the charter and schedule.
1. Wewill need some assistance in the implementation of a proxy.
ACTION:
Steve Hunter will check to see if there is any help available at his
facility.
2. There was considerable discussion about the number of DECNetPhase IV objects to support since a full implementation will have more than a hundred
variables based on current estimates. The group agreed that we will consider
makingsomeobjects ’optional’ if the list grows too large.
ACTION:I will attempt to produce a draft listing of objects (without the
ASN.1)information within the next month or two so people can begin to review
the objects.
3. Wealso discussed overlap with vendors who already have some DECNetMIB
support in their products.
ACTION:
I am using this mailing as a request to any vendors on the list to send
copies of their DECNetMIBs. I expect that most :implementations will have
only a very few variables implementedand they are all in the private section of
their mibs so there will be no interoperability problems.
4. The next step is the actual ASN.1encoding of the variables, given the number
this is a large task. If there are any ASN.1experts whowant to help with this
portion of the work, please send memail.
ATTENDEES
Pablo Brenner
Stan Froyd
Steven Hunter
Jonathan Saperia
Mark Sleeper
Linda Winkler

sparta ! pbrenner~lwnet
sfroyd©salt,acc. com
hunter@ccc,mfec¢:, arpa
saperiaY.tcpjon¢dec~rl,dec. tom
b32357¢anlvm,ctd. anl. gov
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(lanman)

Charter
Chairperson:
Jim Greuel, j irag~cnd, hp. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: lanmanwg©cnd.hp,corn
To Subscribe: lanmanwg-request©cnd.hp, corn

Description

of Working Group:

This working groupis chartered to define and maintain, the MIBand relevant related mechanisms needed to allow managementoverlap between
the workgroup environment (LANManager based) and the enterprise environment (based on TCP/IP management).
This translates into three basic objectives:
. Define a set of management information out of the existing LAN
Manager objects to allow for useful management from a TCP/IP
based manager.
¯ Develop requirements for additional network managementinformation, as needed, and work to extend the LANManagerinterfaces to
support such information.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Define a set of managementinformation out of the existing LAN
Manager objects to allow for useful management from a TCP/IP
based manager.

TBD

Develop requirements for additional network managementinform.ation, as needed, and work to extend the LANManagerinterfaces to
support such information.
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Reported by Jim Clreuel/

HP

Minutes of June 8~ 1990
Lan Manager MIB I Status."
Jim Greuel summarized the current status of the first

LANManager MIB:

An RFCdecision on LMMIBI is held up due to 2 issues:
One of the 2 I_,M MIBsubtrees is currently specified to reside under the management object id subtree (the same one RFC1065 - now .,~ome other RFC
numberI can’t recall- resides in). A numberof individuals within the TCP/IP
network management community have problems with this.
¯ The IAB is concerned about vendor vs IAB control in cases where an attempt
is being madeto publicly define managementobject,’~ for a proprietary service
(e.g., LANManager).
The group addressed the first concern by agreeing to move all LANManager MIB
objects into the experimental branch of the object registration tree.
Regarding the second item, Dave Crocker, the Network ManagementArea Director’
for the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG), inforrned us that the IAB and
IESG are working on operating procedures for public standardization efforts that
relate to proprietary objects. Ours is not the only Working:~3roup that falls into this
category, and this is being addressed as a general issue, not olae solely related to us. It
was concluded that, until the IAB/IESGworks this out, there is not a great deal our’
WorkingGroupcan do except operate in as open (and visible) a manner as possible.
Weagreed that the LANManager MIBWorki[ng Group wou][d formally submit to the
IAB/IESG,through (Dave Crocker) a request that the operating guidelines/criteria
for groups such as ours be defined, and that RFCstatus be i~ssigned to LMMIBI as
soon as possible.
Dave also pointed out that "constituency" tbr the Working Group, representation
from multiple organizations/companies,
is an important issue (though IAB/IESG
has not yet determined what "adequate" constituency is). In addition, it mayprove
helpful to include in the workinggroup minutes a list of companiesthat have stated.
an intent to release products based on the LMMIB. Working Group memberswill.
check if their respective companiesare in a position to ma]ke such a statement.
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Two minor changes to LMMIBI proposed by Dave Perkins and Evan McGinnis (in
addition to the previously described object ID change) were agreed upon:
¯ Replace the bit field used in svSvcStatus with a table of distinct INTEGER
objects. This will makeit easier for the managementstation to interpret th:is
data
¯ Remove the CMOTexample. It is based on the old CMOTspec. A CMOT
example can be included as a second documentlater if deemedn~ecessary.
Jim Greuel, the LMMIBI editor, will submit the LMMIBI documents (with the
appropriate object ID changes) to Marshall Rose for review, then to Daxrefor inclusion
in the Internet-Draft directory.
Lan Manager MIB II
Eric Peterson of Microsoft outlined his ideas for a second LANManagerMIB, based
at least in part, on LANManager 2.0. He will put together an LMMIBII draft
defining objects for the following areas:
¯ Additional file/print
as 2.0).

sharing statistics

(supported by LANManager1.0 as well

¯ LM2.0 user accounting, including domain information.
¯ LM2.0 fault tolerance.
Wedecided to use the following guidelines in defining I.,M MIBII:
¯ Define primarily read-only objects, though some writable objects will be (cautiously) considered.
¯ Restrict the numberof objects to less than 200.
Eric will post the LMMIBII draft to the mailing list 2-3 weeks before the July 31
IETF meeting.
Next Meeting
Weagreed to meet at the next IETF Meeting in Vancouver, BC on July 31 - August
3. The group will be updated on LMMIBI status and discuss the LMMIBII draft.
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3.4.5

Management

Services

Interface

(msi)

Charter
Chairperson:
Oscar Newkerk,

newkerk(~decwet,

dec.

com

Sudhanshu Verma, verma@hpindbu.hp, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: msiwg©decwrl,dec. com
To Subscribe: msiwg-reques~:©decwrl, dec. corn

Description of Working Group:
The objective of the ManagementServices Interface WorkingGroup is to
define a managementservices interface by which managementapplications
mayobtain access to a heterogeneous, multi-vendor, multi-protocol set of
manageable objects.
The service interface is intended to support managementprotocols and
models defined by industry and international standards bodies. As this
is an Internet Engineering Task Force WorkingGroup, the natural focus
is on current and future network managementprotocols and models used
in the Internet. However, the interface being defined is expected to be
sufficiently flexible and extensible to allow support; for other protocols
and other classes of manageableobjects. The anticipated list of protocols
includes

Simple

Network

Management

Protocol

(SNMP),

O$I Common

Management Information Protocol (CMIP), CMIP Over TCP (CMOT),
Manufacturing Automation Protocol and Technical Office Protocol CMIP
(MAP/TOPCMIP) and Remote Procedure Call (RPC).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Initial version of the Internet draft placed in the Internet-Drafts
directory

Done

Revised version of the draft from editing meetings placed in t:he
Internet-Drafts directory

Aug 1990

Initial implementationof the prototype available for test..

Done

Revised draft based on the implementation, experience submitted to
the RFCeditor.
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Newkerk/DEC

The MSIWorkingGroupmet to discuss editing issues with the draft API specification.
The following changes were agreed to:
1. The methodof passing optional arguments as an array of flags and pointers will
be changed to using explicit parameters in the procedure calls. This will allow
for easier implementations using RPC.
2. The MSI document will be focused on defining managementapplication inter.faces although it will include the msi_send_replyrougine to allow.for replies to
confirmed event reports and potential, manager-to-manager communications.
3. The MSIdraft will be expandedto include explicit statements about the services
that will be provided to supply consistent service to the management
application
independent of the underlying protocol. This will be provided by adding a
section to the documentthat specifies explicit mappingsfrom the MSIinterfaces
to each of the underlying protocols.
The documentwill be updated to reflect the results of these decisions and the new
version placed in the Internet-Drafts directory.
Thefollowing are still open issues:
1. Specification of the services neededfror.n an ’on line MIBdata service’.
2. Specification of the meghodfor supporting security in the managementoperations.
3. Specification of the services needed to translate agent namesto addresses.
4. Bring the event section into alignment with the work in the OIMand Alertman
Working Groups.
It was agreed that there would be an ad hoc MSI Working Group meeting before
the IETF meeting in Vancouverto address these open issues. The meeting will be in
Seattle, WAat a date to be determined by the Working Group through the mailing
list.
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3.4.6

OSI Internet

231

Management (oim)

Charter
Chairperson:
Lee LaBarre, cel©mbunix.mitre.org
Brian Handspicker, bd©vines, dec. com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: oim©mbunix.mitre, org
To Subscribe: oim-request¢mbtmix.mitre.org

Description

of Working Group:

This working gruop will specify managementinformation and protocols
necessary to manage IP-based and OSI-based LANs and WANsin the
Internet based on OSI Managementstandards and drafts, NIST Implementors Agreements and NMFRecommendations. It will also provide
input to ANSI, ISO, NISTand NMFbased on experience in the Internet,
and thereby influence the final form of OSI International Standards on
management.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Develop implementors agreements for implementation of CMIPover
TCP and CMIP over OSI.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF SMI to satisfy requirements
for managementof the Internet using OSI managementmodels and
protocols.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF MIB-II to satisfy requirements
for managementof the Internet using OSI managementmodels and
protocols.

TBD

Develop prototype implementations based on protocol implemen.tors agreements, IETF OIMExtended SMI and Extended MIB.

TBD

Promote development of products based on OIMagr~mments.

TBD

Provide input to the ANSI, ISO, NIST and NMFto influence development of OSI standards and implementors agreements.
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Completionof the following drafts: Implern.,entors Agreements,Event
Managemer~t, SMI Extensions, MIBExtensions, OSI Management
Overview, Guidelines for the Definition o:f Internet ManagedObjects
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3.4.7

Remote LAN Monitoring

(rlanmib)

Charter
Chairperson:
MikeErlinger, m±ke©m~c±,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General

Discussion:

rlemmib@decwrl,

dec. corn

To Subscribe: rlaxmib-request©decwrl.dec,

Description

cola

of Working Group:

The LANMonitoring MIBworking group is chartered to define an experimental MIBfor monitoring LANs.
The working group must first decide what it covers and what terminology to use. The initial thought was to investigate the characteristics of
some of the currently available products (Novell’s LANtern, HP’s LanProbe, and Network General’s Watch Dog). From. this investigation MIB
variables will be defined. In accomplishing our goals several areas will
be addressed. These include: identification of the objects to place in the
MIB,identification of the tree structure and corresponding Object ID’s
for the MIBelements, generation of the ASN.1tbr these new elements,
and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Jul 1990

Mailing list discussion of charter and collection of concerns.

Aug 1990

Discussion and final approval of charter; discussion and agreement
on models and terminology. Makewriting assignments.

Dec 1990

Discussion of the first
drafts if needed.

Mar 1990

Reviewlatest draft of the first
for publication as an RFC.

draft docume~Lt.Begin work: on additional
document and if OKgive to IESG
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Management

Protocol

(snmp)

Charter
Chairperson:
Marshall Rose~ mrose@psi,

com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: snmp-wg@nisc.nyser.net
To Subscribe:
snmp-wg-request@nisc.nyser.net

Description

of Working Gr.oup:

Provide a draft RFCfor an enhanced backwardly compatible MIBin 4Q89
which can be implementedand interoperability tested by 1Q90to address
critical operational requirements. After multivendor testing, draft will be
submitted to the RFCEditor for standardization.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Prepare MIB-II draft

Done

Write T1 Carrier Draft

Oct 1989

Write Ethernet-Like Draft
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Transmission Mib (transmib)

Charter
Chairperson:
John Cook, cook©ch±pcorn,corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: unknown
To Subscribe: unknown

Description

of Working Group:

The objective of the Transmission Architecture WorkingGroupis to drive
the development, documentation and testing of MIBobjects for the p:hysical and data-link layers of the OSI model. The WGattempts to consolidate redundant MIBvariables from new specifications into .a universal
structure.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

Provide a forum for vendors and users of MAClayer communications equipment.

Ongoing

Formsub-working groups of experts to define object for the following at the data-link layer: X.25, Ethernet, Token, FDDI
T1.

Done

Forma core group to evaluate the work of the sub-working groups..

Ongoing

Act as a liaison between sub-working groups and the network man-.
agement protocol working groups, including SNMP,OIM, IEEE
802.1, etc.
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REPORT

The Transmission M:ib working group met jointly with. the !~:DDI Mib working group.
Detailed minutes are included under the F]:)l-)I Mibentry.
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O SI Integration

Directors:

Area

Ross Callon/DEC and Rob Hagens/University

OSI Integration

of Wisconsin

Area Report

The "OSI General" working group did not meet this time, largely because we didn’t
have any specific work to do. However, there is a good chance that we might meet
next time to informally review preliminary results from the FOPGeffort (see below).
The "OSI NSAPGuidelines" working group is working on producing guidelines for
assignment of NSAPaddresses, including determination of routing domain boundaries.
Whenwe look at the explosive growth of network numbersin the Internet, it is clear
that we need additional hierarchy in the address structure beyond the network number. Fortunately, the OSI NSAPaddress structure provides this additional hierarchy.
This extra hierarchy is essential both to makeaddress assignment feasible on a worldwide basis, and to allow hierarchical routing. Given that we knowthat we need this
capability, and OSI addressing provides this capability, we are stuck with the question: "Nowthat we have the needed addressing capability, exactly howdo we use it".
The OSI addressing format allows for distribution of the authority for assigning and
subdividing the address space. In manycases however, the specific administrati’~e
personnel that are assigning addresses will not knowall of the technical consequences~
of their choice. Thus it is important to prepare and distribute guidelines which will.
explain the technical and administrative considerations which impact the hierarchical.
assignment of NSAPaddresses.
There is some question as to where the guidelines should be published, once they a.re
prepared. Possibilities include as an addition to the GOSIP
specifications, as a specific:
"Internet" standard, or as part of the FOPGpaper (see below). At this point the;
group is concentrating on the contents of the guidelines, with the understanding tha~
whenthey are finished they will probably be fed into other efforts, rather than bei~ag
propagated as an "internet standard" separate from other standardization efforts.
The "OSI-X.400" working group discussed the experimental PRMD
project at t:he
university of Wisconsin. NASAis currently supporting work at the University o:[
Wisconsin to introduce X.400 into the Internet. This involves use of a 1984 X.400
package (ARGO)developed at the the University of Wisconsin under contract
IBM.With IBMpermission, the software is being made available to university, government and non-profit sites. Over the next six months, approximately twenty site.,~
will participate in the experiment. The Wisconsin project team will provide assis.tance in installing and using the software and will manage X.400 routing and name
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assignment. Whenavailable, the P P X.400 package, developed at University College
- London, will also be incorporated into the project.
In addition, the the group discussed the use of the Internet ])INS for mappingbetween
O/R names and RFC822 domain names. RFC, 987 specifies a mechanism for mapping
between X.400 (1984) O/R names and RFC 822 domain names. As described
AppendixF of RFC!t87, implementation of these mappingsrequires ~ database which
maps between X.40{) O/R names and RFC822 addresses. Assuming an asymmetric
mapping, two separate relations are required, each of which, maps from one format to
the other.
The University of Wisconsin has modified the PP RFC987 gateway so that it queries
the DNSfor mapping information. Representation of X.400 O/R addresses in RFC
987’s dmn-ornamenotation allows storage and retrieval of O/R addresses by the
Internet DNSwithout syntax extensions to the DNS.This rnechanis:m is of potential
use to Internet hosts acting as X.400/RFC822 gateways.
This lead to the discussion of the possibility of using X.500 rather t:han DNS,which
in turn lead to a discussion of the desired resurrection of *he X.500 working group.
It was agreed that we need to have an X.500 working group: (i) to find solutions
those aspects of directory service function which have not been fully specified in the
current X.500 standard (for example: replication); (ii) to de, termine what should
stored in the X.500 data bases for interoperability purposes (e.g., :for investigating
possible use of X.500directory services for locating transport; service bridges between
ISODEand pure OSI stacks, or between TP0 over X.25 and TP4 over CLNPstacks).
It was pointed out that RAREalready has a European X.50() group, which was doing
largely overlapping work. This lead to the Observation thalt close cooperation with
the RARE
group is highly desirable.
That concludes the OSI area. However, there is other work closely related to the
OSI interoperabiIity and coexistence which is not in the OSI area. One group, the
"FOPG’, is in fact not part of the IETF at all (and has no relationship with the
IETF), but met Mondaybefore the IETF. The FOPG(or FNCOSI Planning Group)
is writing a paper outlining the various options and technic~d considerations for OSI
transition, interoperability and coexistence, for use of a numberof federal agencies
making up the FNC("Federal Networking Council"). This group made considerable
progress Monday,and expects to have a rough draft of t:heir paper in a couple of
months. This draft may be distributed to the IETF-OSI mailing list before the
Vancouvermeeting, in order to provide an opportunity for l~.he OSI-.general working
group to give informal commentson the paper to the FOPG.
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3.5.1

Assignment

of

OSI

NSAP Addresses

(osinsap)

Charter
Chairperson:
Richard Colella, colella©os±3, ncsl. n±st. gov

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±etf-os±-nsap©os±3. ncsl. :a±st. gov
To Subscribe:
ietf-osi-nsap-request~osi3,ncslo hist. gov

Description

of Working Group:

The OSI NSAPGuidelines working group will develop guidelines for NSAP
assignment and administration (aka, the care and :feeding of your NSAPs).
Assuminguse of existing NSAPaddress standards, there are two questions
facing an administration:
Do I want to be an administrative authority for allocating NSAPs?
- howdo I become an administrative authority?
¯ what organizations should expect to be an "administrative
authority" in the GOSIPversion 2.0 address structure
¯ where do I go to becomean administrative authority
- what are the administrative responsibilities involved?
¯ defining and implementing assignment procedures
¯ maintaining the register of NSAPassignments
¯ what are the advantages/disadvantages of being an administrative authority?
Whether NSAPSare allocated from my own or some ot:her administrative authority, what are the technical implications of allocating
the substructure of NSAPs?
- what should be routing domains?
¯ implications of being a separate routing domain(howit will
affect routes, optimality of routes, firewalls and information
hiding)
¯ organizing routing domains by geography versus by organization versus by network topology ....
- within any routing domain, howshould areas be configured?
¯ (same implications as above)
Goals and Milestones:
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Dec 1990

Produce a paper describing guidelines for the acquisition and administration of NSAPadd:resses in the Internet.

Dec 1990

Have the paper published as an RFC

Dec 1990

Have the paper incorporated, in whole or in part, into the "GOSIP
Users Guide" and the FNC OSI Planning Group document
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REPORT

Almquist/

Consultant

General Issues
1. Ig what we do constrained by existing GSAprocedures? Not much, apparently,
since GSAwill probably modify their planned procedures if N][ST so recommends.
2. Whereshould the output of this group go? An RFC,most likely, and we shouJid
(and probably can) get it into the GOSIPUser’s Guide.
3. Have we gotten foreign commentson the draft paper? Basically, no. This may
not be a problem since most foreign sites maywant to get NSAPaddresses from
their national authorities rather than the Internet. However, commentsfrom
non-US membersof the Internet are encouraged.
Discussion

of the Draft Document

Unfortunately, a numberof the attendees had been unable to read the draft carefully
beforehand, because it was distributed in Postscript that didn’t seem to be printable
on some printers. The chair promised that this problem would be resolved before the
next meeting.
MaryYoussef noted that the document did not adequately address how large routing
domains should be or will be; nor does it discuss how interdomain routing will be
accomplished. It is crucial to understand these issues if we want to design a scheme
that will be practical, given the political and technical realities of the Internet. Desire for local autonomywill provide a push towards small routing domains (similar
in size to IP autonomoussystems), whereas the current lack of an interdomain routing protocol will provide a push towards very large routing domains(for example,
regional network and its membersmight form a single routing domain). Ross Callon
suggested that we were overreacting to the lack of an interdomain routing protocol
because Internet deployment of OSI would be slow enough that static interdoma~n
routing would work until OSI has a real protocol for this purpose. Tony Hain disagreed, noting that DOEwill have 50-100 routing domains once they deploy DECNet
Phase V. Rob Hagens spoke strongly against making kludges in our design for the
sake of short term workability.
Someone pointed out that, for NSAPassignment, we should be concerned about
the size of administrative domains rather than routing domains. An. "administrative
domain" is one or more routing domains that share the same NSA]?address prefix.
Thus, it is the size and distribution of administrative domains that determines how
large the Internet can grow before it collapses under the weight of the amount of
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information that must be carried around in the interdomain routing protocol, lit was
pointed out that the term "administrative domain" is a politically unwise choice of
wording, since it suggests that membersof an administrative domain have to cede
administrative control of their networks to the administrative domain, whenin fact
the only thing that has to be centralized is the allocation of blocks of NSAPaddresses.
For example, a regional network could obtain a block of NSAPaddresses and become
an administrative domain, allocating chunks of its block ot! NSAPaddresses to individual campuses. The regional network would only have,, to advertise to backbone
networks its single block of NSAPaddresses (via a single prefix), rather than one
more per campus as is done in the IP world.. However, the:re are some cases where
a campusmight have a good reason to use IX[SAPaddress,e~,~ that were not from the
regional’s block of addresses, but regionals could (and probably should) charge extra
for advertising these addresses to national backbones to discourage address entropy
and the resultant excessive growth of routing: information in the Internet. However.,
we need to be sure that we don’t create polici[es which have the side effect of making
it expensive for a campus to switch WAN
providers without immediately changing
the NSAPaddresses of all its hosts.
The discussion returned to what seems to be the central issue: information explosion.
There are two approaches:
¯ minimize the size of the routing information that needs to be conveyed
¯ devote more, faster hardware to exchanging routing !information
Weneed to find the proper balance between these two approaches. Ross Callon
suggested that most sites will be Internet leaf nodes, so we probably win the most by
collapsing data near the leaves of the tree. I-Iowever, for sites which are very small
(and there will be a lot of them) not muchcollapsing will be possible at the the leaf
boundary, so we’ll need to have further collapsing farther up the tree to get effective
size reduction of the routing data about small sites.
It was pointed out that the paper uses a stylized model of the Internet (backbones,
regionals, and campuses), that ignores such real world realities as back doors and
mid-level networks vchich are not regionals (e.g., CSNET),etc. It isn’t immediately
clear whether the stylized model leads us to the right conclusions. TonyHain will try
to write a morerealistic model.
The issue of howmobile hosts fit into an essentially geographical addressing scheme
was brought up and quickly dropped becau,,~e nobody had a good answer.
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The issue of whether we need a temporary interdomain routing protocol for the Internet was discussed and deferred to OSI Area Directors and the OSI General Working
Group. A draft version of BRPwas suggested as a likely candidate.
Paul Tsuchiya presented his draft paper, "Efficient Routing Hierarchies Using Multiple Addresses". This paper describes a hierarchical address allocation scheme which
very strictly mirrors the hierarchical Internet topology. Since a host’s address largely
determinesthe route used to get to it, hosts whichare accessible via multiple regionals
or backbones may be assigned multiple addresses, providing alternate path routing
and a primitive form of policy-based routing. The group seemedto find the approac:h
interesting but did not reach a firm conclusion about its applicability.
It was agreed that once we start to understand howto do address assignment and run
OSI in the Internet we need to somehowdisseminate this knowledgeto the managers
of at least the mid-level networks. One good way to accomplish this might be a
tutorial and discussion session at a future IETF meeting.
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3.5.2

OSI General

245

(osigen)

Charter
Chairperson:
Rob Hagens, hagens©cs,
wisc. edu
Ross Callon, callon~erlang.dec, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi©cs.wisc.edu
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-request~cs.wisc,

Description

edu

of Working Group:

Help facilitate the incorporation of the OSIprotocol suite into t:he Internet, to operate in parallel with the TCP/IPprotocol suite. Facilitate the
co-existence and interoperability of the TCP/IPand OSI protocol suites.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Specify an addressing format (from those available from. the OSI
NSAPaddressing structure) for use in the Internet. Coordinate
addressing format with GOSIPversion 2 and possibly other groups.

TBD

Review the OSI protocol mechanisms proposed for the upcoming
Berkeley release 4.4. Coordinate efforts with Berkeley.

TBD

Review GOSIP. Open liaison with Government OSI Users Group
(GOSIUG)
for feedback of issues and concerns that we maydiscover.

TBD

Determinewhat should be used short term for (i) intra-domain routing; and (ii) inter-domain routing.

TBD

For interoperability between OSI end systems and TCP/IP end systems, there will need to be application layer gateways. Determine
if there are any outstanding issues here.

TBD

Review short term issues involved in adding OSI gateways to the
Internet. Preferably, this should allow OSI and/or dual gateways
to be present by the time that Berkeley release 4.4 comesout.
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3.5.3

OSI-X.400 (osix400)

247

Charter
Chairperson:
Rob Hagens, hagens@cs, wisc. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
ietf-osi@cs.wisc,edu
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-request@cs.wisc.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IETF OSI X.400 working group is chartered to identify an(][ provide
solutions for problems encountered when operating X.400 in a dual protocol internet. This charter includes pure X.400operational issues as well
as X.400 <-> RFC822 gateway (ala RFC987) issues.
Goals and Milestones:
Jul 1990

Develop a scheme to alleviate
tables.

the need for static KFC987 mapping
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REPORT

by Rob Hagens/ University

of Wisconsin

The meeting was convened by chairman Rob Hagens.
Allan Cargille (U Wisc.) briefly described the Experimental X.400 project at the
University of Wisconsin. He then fielded detailed questions about the operat!ion of
the PRMD,the address structure used, etc.
Robert Hagensdescribed a proposal that the University of ~hZisconsin has submitted.
entitled "X.400 Introduction, Support, and Planning in the Internet". This proposal
has four categories. One of these categories includes sup]?ort for 2 people to work:
on planning the strategy and operation of an Internet PRMD.The resultant plan,
developed with the guidance of the X.400 WorkingGroup., :may then be adopted by
the Internet community.
At the February 1990 meeting~ the WGdetermined that ~ document (tentatively
titled "Transition and long-term strategy for operation of X.400/MHSin the NREN"
ought to be written. The funding that the University of Wisconsin seeks will provide
support for 2 people to work on such a document.
Robert Hagens then described his work on use of the DomainNameS:ystem to support
the storage of RFC987/1138 address mapping tables. Use of the DNSwould eliminate
the need for static tables at most Internet gatewaysites.
The DNS987/1138 work will be described by an Internet
shortly.

Draft, to be published
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OPERATIONAREA

Operation

Interim Director:

Phill

Area
Gross/NRI

There are three active working groups in the Operations area- The Topology Engineering WG(TEWG),the Network Joint Monitoring WG(NJM), and the Benchmarking Methodology WG(BMWG).TEWGand NJMmet in Pittsburgh,
and their
reports are contained in this section.
IN July 1990, BMWG
submitted an Internet-Draft titled "Benchmarking Terminology", edited by Scott Bradner (Harvard University, BMWG
chair). This report will
be discussed at the July 31 - Aug4 IETF meeting in Vancouver.
Both TEWG
and NJMwill meet in Vancouver, but with. interim chairs. TEWG
chair
Scott Brim will be unable to attend the Vancouvermeeting. GuyAlines will conve~.e
the TEWG
meeting in his place. Gene Hastings will also be unable to attend the
VancouverIETF meeting (see Chair’s messagein these Proceedings). Phill Gross will
convene a NJMmeeting in Vancouver.
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Methodology

(bmwg)

Charter
Chairperson:
Scott Bradner, sobOharvard.harvard,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: bmwg~harv±sr,harvard, edu
To Subscribe: bmwg-request~harvisr.harvard,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The major goal of the Benchmark Methodology Working Group is to
make a series of recommendations concerning the measurement of the
performance characteristics of different classes of network equipment and
software services.
Each recommendation will describe the class of equipment or service,
discuss the performance characteristics that are :pertinent to that class,
specify a suite of performance benchmarksthat test the described characteristics, as well as specify the requirements for commonreporting of
benchmark results.
Classes of network equipment can be broken down into two broad categories. The first deals with stand-alone network devices such as routers,
bridges~ repeaters, and LANwiring concentrators. The second category
includes host dependent equipment and services, such as network interfaces or TCP/IP implementations.
Once benchmarking methodologies for stand-alone devices has matured
sufficiently, the group plans to focus on methodologiesfor testing systemwide performance, including issues such as the responsiveness of routing
algorithms to topology changes.
Goals and Milestones:
Dec 1!189

Issue a document that provides a commonset of definitions
performance criteria, such as latency and throughput.

for

Feb 1989

The documentwill also define various classes of stand-alone network devices such as repeaters, bridges, touters, and LANwiring
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concentrators as well as detail the relative importance of various
performancecriteria within each class.
TBD

Once the communityhas had time to corr~.nent on the definitions of
devices and. performance criteria, a second documentwill be issued.
This document will make specific recomrnendations regarding the
suite of benchmarkperfor:mance tests for each of the defined classes
of network devices.
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(tewg)

Charter
Chairperson:
Scott Brim, swb~devvax.tn, cornell,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: tewg@devvax,tn. cornell o edu
To Subscribe: tewg-request©devvax.tn, cornel]., edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Topology Engineering Working Group monitors and coordinates connections between networks, particularly routing relationships.
¯ Monitor interconnectivity amongnational and international backbones and mid-level networks.
¯ Monitor interconnection policies with a view of moving toward a
commonscheme for managing interconnectivity.
¯ Act as a forum where network engineers and representatives of groups
of networks can cometogether to coordinate and tune their interconnections for better efficiency of the Internet as a whole.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

Reports to the Internet communityw~ll be given reflecting what we
learn each quarter. This periodic report will be of use to the IETF,
to FARnet, and to the CCIRNmembers.

Dec 1990

An immediate project is to produce an RFCwhich will help midlevel networks whenchanging their interconnectivity.
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REPORT

Brim/Cornell

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Report on Europe - Peter Kirstein
Report on the Pacific- Torben Nielsen
Report on RFCwork - Kent England
Old and new issues of concern - Scott Brim
Internet Cartography Project - Ted Brunet

MINUTES
Coordinating international connectivity has becomea significant issue for this group,
first because there are few if any precedents for what is happening internationally;
and second because it is all happeningso fast,.
Report on Europe - Peter

Kirstein

Peter Kirstein described developments in Europe with special emp:hasis on hnks to
North America. He pointed out the problems managing shared resource "fat pipes",
multiplexed or not, where different links mayhave quite different use restrictions or
resource allocation policies and thus, as an example, complex backup strategies. The
problems here can’t be solved by just a technical or just an administrative group.
"Do we know how to manage bits of SPANseparated by bits of DARPA?"
Report on the Pacific-

Torben Nielsen

Torben Nielsen mostly gave a status report on the Pacific. Korea is nowon. At some
point NewZealand will be daisy-chained to Australia and ~;he direct link to Hawaii
will be removed. Japan has multiple mediumspeed links; working on merging them.
Taiwan soon. Australia is no longer urging Coloured Bookprotocols.. Link to Europe
within a year. Singapore, HongKong, Indonesia are talking; Thailand and Malaysia
are interested.
Report

on RFC work-

Kent England

Progress is being madeon the RFCfor generic mid-level routing policy and "rules
of thumb". Newguidelines presented at the meeting were: .explicitly engineer every
fallback- none should be accidental; avoid routing "ties" - there should be distinct
preferences, to avoid bistable situations; and the hardest problem to diagnose is oscillation. The group working on the RFCcontinued that night.
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of concern - Scott Brim

Wehad to skip this section because we were out of time. Weare continuing on the
TEWGmail list.
Items that have been resolved since the last meeting:
interaction with the Internet: VMNET
is still being planned; they will
¯ VMNET
nowbe more conscious of the physical topology of the Internet whendesigning
t:heir traffic flows.
¯ CSNettranscontinental link: DanLong has written, a routing plan which demonstrates howthey are being careful not to cause routing problemswith this link.
(and NASA):Dennis Fergu¯ CA*Netand its multiple connections to NSFNET
son has written a plan describing howthey will use their multiple connections.
Items that have been brought up outside the meeting so far are:
¯ The ArmySupercomputer Network, and how it will interact with the rest of
the Internet.
¯ Paths which have both ends in the .United States but ’~unintentionally" travel
through other countries. This same problem exists for other countries as long
as they have possible i’allback paths through other countries.
¯ NASA’sACTSsatellite system and howit will interact with the Internet.
Internet

Cartography Project

Workedon jointly with the NJMworking group, and presented in their report.
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ATTENDEES

Guy Almes
Philip Almquist
David Borman
Scott Brim
Ted Brunner
David Burdelski
Isidrv Castineyra
Tom Easterday
Kent England
Roger Fajman
Mark Fedor
Dennis Ferguson
Vince Fuller
Jack Hahn
Gene Hastings
Steve Hubert
Dan Jordt
Phil Karn
Peter Kirstein
George Marshall
Matt Mathis
Don Merritt
Paul Mochapet:ris
Dave O’leary
Lee Oattes
Phil P ark
Mike Patton
Joel Repolgle
Milt Roselinsky
Karen Roubicek
Steve Storch
Roxanne Streeter
Kannan Varadham
Edward Vielmetti
John Vollbrecht
Carol Ward
Linda Winkler
Dan Wintringham
John Wobus
Sze-Ying Wuu

almes~.r:ite, edu
almquist©j ess±ca, ste.mford, edu
dab©tray, tom
swb©devvax,
tn. cornell,edu
t ob©thumper,
bellcore,
corn
daveb©ftp,
corn
i s ±dvu©bbu.
corn
t em~oa.r
o net
kwe©bu, edu
raf¢cu., n±h. gov
.Tedor~ps±. corn
denni s@g~. cc± e. utoronto, ca
~uller~j ess±ca, staaford,
edu
hahn~umds, umd. edu
hast ±ngs~psc. edu
hubert(0_cac.warh±ngton,
edu
danj Cn~net. net
karn~thumper,
bellcore,corn
Kirstein©csivcl.
ac. uk
george@adapt,
net. corn
mathis©psc,edu
donCbrl,mil
pvm@151,edu
oleary@noc,
sura.net
oattes@utcs.ut oronto. ca
ppark@bbn,
corn
map@lcs,mit. edu
replogle@ncq,
uiuc.edu
cmcvax! m±lt@hub,
vcsb.edu
roubicek@nnsc,
nsf. net
s storch@bbn,
corn
streeter@nsipo,
arc. nasa.gov
karma_u@
o ar.net
emv@math,isa. umich,edu
j rv@merit,
edu
cward@spot,
colorado,edu
b3235Z@anlvm,
ctd. anl. gov
danw@igloo,
osc. edu
j mwobus@suvm,
ac:s.syr.edu
wllu@nisc,
junc.net
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Management (njm)

Charter
Chairperson:
Gene Hastings, hast±ngs¢l~sc, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: njm@raerit, edu
To Subscribe: njm-requestemerit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

There is a need for manydifferent kinds of effort to. deal with operational
and front line engineering issues, including helping the disparate organizations workwith each other. This is an attempt to solidify someof those
topics. This does not makeany pretense of being ex:haustive.
Area of interest:

operational issues and developmentsof the internet.

Membership: operations and engineering personnel from national backbone and mid-level networks. Other groups with responsibility for production oriented services such as security oriented groups.
Associated Technical groups: Groups which will have an interest in, and
input to the agenda of this group will include the IABand its task forces,
and groups within FARnet. In particular FARnet has now several technical issues of concern, such as the selection of standard inter-network
services for debugging (like maps and standard SNMPcommunities.), and
the specification of standard network statistics to be taken (of special
concernis the ubiquitous ability to collect those statistics).
Meeting Times: Membersof the group will represent organizations with
production responsiblities.
Most work will be carried on via email or
teleconferencing. The group will meet at the next IETF and determine
the other schedules. Sub-groups may meet between IETF meetings.
Goals and Milestones:
none specified
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by Gene Hastings/

PSC

Presentations
¯ Metin Feridun, BBNon Connectivity Tool (see handout) Mail to Metin Feridun
mfer±dma©bbn,
corn if you are interested in using it. (6171)-873-1870
¯ Ted Brunner (with Paul Tsuchiya) on cartography database proposal Propose
"MIB-ish" database format to describe router configuration and interconnection
information, (see handout). ~cobO~cbmmper
.be:E~core. corn, "csucla±ya©~churaper.be].lcore. corn
Old Business
¯ DOECommunityname to be announced to regional operators mailing list.
¯ NASACommunityname to be announced to regional operators mailing list.
¯ Map drawing tools
- GraphForter, gplot (PICT>CGM>PS)
GraphPorter is a commercial product for the Macintosh that converts
PICT files to CGM(Computer Graphics Metafile)files.
There is a companion product called MetaPICTwhich does the reverse. Source:
GSCAssociates
2304 Artesia Blvd., Suite 201
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-3114
Phone: 2:13-379-2113
Fax: 213-379-1649
Gplot is a free collection of packages available from PSCto manipulate
CGMfiles and render them for arbitrary output devices. Supported devices include Postscript, Tektronix, and X. Source: anonymousftp tar
file from calpe.psc.edu, in pub/gplot. Gplot does not presently run on
a Macintosh, but it will run on most VMSand Unix systems. Sources
are in pub/gplot/src. For inclusion in a mail distribution list, send mail to
welling~psc, edu or ax~drews@psc,edu Somedifficulty encountered converting MacDrawII P][CT files
Standard statistics - still no consensus
efforts to cohere contact databases; Is whois up to date? Upto site administrators to makesure! Makesure there is an in.-addr entry for your
net, not just for hosts! -> reverse lookup for 128.182.0.0, 192,,5.146.0, etc.
New Business
¯ Gene Hastings volunteered PSC to produce case histories

of interesting

or
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anomalous problems from their experience.
¯ Matt Mathis: what is happening with the phasing out of Net 10? Terrestrial
Wideband showed up on a traceroute test from Cambridge Mailbridge to CMU
carrying production traffic.
¯ Milo: Somegateways are dumb. There are no ad:ministrative routing controls
within Wideband-Net.
¯ HWB:Recent change in NSFNET<>MILNET
announcements leads to direct
routes within MILNET/ARPANET
which are preferred, to NSFNET
routes, for
networks directly connected to MILNET
and its close relatives, like Wideband.
It was observed that the change in NSFNET<>MILNET
announcements makes
sense, but it also meansthat network managers directly connected to MILNET
or a:n
experimental net like Wideband, need to understand this change and bias their own
announcementsto suit their policies.
ATTENDEES
Scott Brim
Ted Brunner
Greg Dobrich
Tom Easterday
Metin Feridun
Jack Hahn
Gene Hastings
Greg Hollingsworth
Tom Holodnik
Steven Hunter
Robert Reschly
Dan Jordt
Marilyn Martin
Matt Mathis
Milo Medin
Donald Morris
Dave O’leary
Lee Oattes
Roxanne Streeter
Paul Tsuchiya
Kannan Vardham
Edward Vielmetti
John Vollbrecht
Carol Ward
Linda Winkler
Dan Wintringham

swb~devvax,tn. cornell, edu

t ob©thumper,
bellcore,
com
dobrichCa,
psc.edu
tom~nisca,
ircc.ohio-state,
edu
mf eridunCbbn,
com
hahn©umd5,
umd.edu
hastingsCpsc,
edu
gregh©mailer,
j huap:l,
edu
tj h©andrew,
cmu.edu
hunter~ccc,
mfecc,arpa
reschlyCbrl
.rail
d~uj ©cac. washington,edu
mart in¢ cdnnet,ca.
mathis@pele, psc. edu

medin©nsipo,
nasa.gov
morris~ucar,
edu
olearyCnoc,
sura.net
oattes~ut
cs.utoront
o. ca
st reeterCnsipo,
arc.nasa.
t suchiy
a©thumper.b ellcore.corn
kannan¢oar,
net
emv©math,
lsa.umich,
edu
j rv©merit,
edu
cward©spot,
colorado,
edu
b32357@anlvm,
ctd.anl.gov
dan~©igloo,
osc.edu
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m~u~nisc, junc. net

Connectivity Tool
Metin Feridun
BBN STC
e-maih mferidun@bbn.com
phone: (617) 873-1870

BBNSystems and Technologies Corporation

Connectivity Tool (CT)
Diagnosis(location) of connectivity problemsin the Internet
Problemsanalyzed at the Internetwork layer (IP)
Internet modelconsists of:
hosts, gateways and networks

BBNSystems and Technologies Corporation

CurrentStatus
¯ Uses a set of probe tools such as traceroute, SNMP
or HMP
polls, ICMPecho with IP loose source route option, etc.
¯ Built a platform to test diagnosLsideas for CT
¯ C-based, uses object-like structures for data representation
¯ X WindowSystem based user interface (XView)
¯ System Requirements
Sun 3 workstation
SunOS
3.4, 3.5, 4.0.1 or 4.0.3
XllR4 (or XllR3)
ICCMcompliant X WindowManager (e.g.,

--~ BBN Systems

twin)

and Technologies

Corporation

Issues
¯ Protocol implementationsdo not always follow the: standards.
¯ differences across vendors and versions
¯ newdevices are frequently seen on the Internet
¯ Multiple administrative domains
¯ newtypes of routing policies
¯ frequent changes in network topology

----------"
~r, f4 : 30-,,,~.90

BBNSystemsand TechnologiesCorporation

Overall Algorithm

1. Verify A is reachable from the NOC
2. Verify B is reachable from the
and observe
3. If (1) loop NOC~,A~B~NOC
traversed path.
4. If (2) |o~p NOC~,B~A~NOC
and observe
traversed path.

BBN Systems and Technologies

Corporation

j

X windows
Posts,~pt

View/Edit/Beautify

map.file

other access path

other access path

Auto-Discovery/Configuration Verification
Database Search

SNMP/Mm

Network

l

Data base Query

MIB-ish database
Page3 of 10
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Routing

Director:

Robert

Area
Hinden/BBN

Area Summary
Reported by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI
The Routing area currently has five active WorkingGroups. Of those groups, the Interconnectivity,
Multicast OSPF, and the Open Routing Working Groups held meetings in Pittsburgh. The IS-IS routing Working Group met in April and is making
good progress. A revised IS-IS specification is expected to submitted by the end of
the year.
The BGPprotocol has been published as a proposed standard in RFC1163 and RFC
1164. YachovReckter presented the latest version of the BGPprotocol to the IETF.
For a summaryof the presentation, see the protocol presentations in section five of
this document.
The Public Data Network Working Group is planning to meet again at the August
IETF meeting. They intend to review the set of five documents which make of the
specification. After the review, they will be submitted to be published as proposed
standards.
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3.7.1

ISIS for IP Internets

(isis)

Charter
Chairperson:
Ross Callon, callOlX@erlemg.dec, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: isis@meri~;.edu
©me
To ri~c-edu
Subscribe: isis-request

Description

of Working Group:

The IETF IS-IS WorkingGroupwill develop additions to the existing OSI
IS-IS Routing Protocol to support IP environments and dual (OS][ and IP)
environments.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Develop an extension to the OSI IS-IS :protocols which will allow
use of IS-IS to support IP environments, and which will allow use
of IS-IS as a single routing protocol to support both IP and OSI in
dual environments.

TBD

Liaison with the IS-IS editor for OSI in case any minor changes to
IS-IS are necessary.

TBD

Investigate the use of IS-IS to support multi-protocol routing in.
environmentsutilizing additional protocol suites.
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REPORT

by Ross Callon/

DEC

Mintes of April 17th, 1990
The IS-IS working group met jointly with ANSIX3S3.3, April 17th and 18th, in Tuc-son Arizona. Weconsidered two main sets of issues: (i) ]?ossible technical changes
and editorial clarifications to the IETF(inl~egrated) IS-IS specification, based
commentsreceived on the Internet Draft; (ii) Possible cha~Lgesto the OSI IS-IS specification (for possible inclusion in the U.S. ballot commentson the ]:SO DPballot).
Based on our discussions, the editor of the IE’rF IS-IS specification was charged with
producing an updated draft, which he promised to distribute to the IS-IS working
group before submission as an RFC.The main technical changes include: (i) a generalization of the mannerof dealing with IP External Reache~bility Information in level
2 LSPs; (ii) Further definition of the Authe~tication field; (iii) Morecomplete deft-.
nition of the Dijkstra algorithm; and (iv) Morecomplete definition of encapsulation
and decapsulation. A numberof editorial clarifications were: also proposed.
In addition, our discussion resulted in one addition to the U.S. bal][ot con4mentson.
the ISO DP ballot. If accepted, this would allow more general treatment of external
OSI reachability information, and would ~llow the integrated IS-IS specification to
treat IP and OSI external reachable address information in the same manner.
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3.7.2

Interconnectivity

(iwg)

Charter
Chairperson:
Guy Almes, almes©r±ce, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iwg~rice.edu
To Subscribe: iwg-reques’c©rice.edu

Description

of Working Group:

Develop the BGPprotocol and BGPtechnical usage within the Internet,
continuing the current work of the Interconnectivity Working Group in
this regard.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Complete development of version 2 of the Border GatewayProtocol
(BGP).

Ongoing

Coordinate the deployment of BGPin conformance with the BGP
usage document in a manner that promotes sound engineering and.
an open competitive environment. Take i.nto account the interests of
the various backboneand mid-level networks, the various vendors..,
and the user community.

Done

Develop a mature BGPtechnical usage document that allows us to
build Inter-AS routing structures using the BGPprotocol.

May].990

Develop a MIBfor BGP.

Jun 1990

Workwith the Security Area to enhance the provision for security
in BGP.

Jul 1990

Develop a BGPusage document describing
as part of a network monitoring strategy.

how BGPcan be used
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REPORT

by Guy Almes/ Rice

MINUTES
1. Guy Almes and Yakov Rekhter led a review of progress to date, including the
conditional acceptance of the BGPProtocol document as a Proposed Internet
Standard. (By mid-May, the BGP Protocol document was approved by the
IESGand forwarded to the IABfor approval as a Proposed Internet Standard.
Both the BGPProtocol and the BGPUsage document.s will soon be published.)
Changes to the protocol since the Florida State meeting were discussed.
2. YakovRekhter led a discussion of BGPstability. It is possible to configure a pair
of neighboring ASeswith incompatible routing policies such that an oscillation
sets in. Yakovsketched the problem i~ detail and slhowed howthe oscillation
could be automatically detected.
3. Steve Willis led a discussion of a proposed MIBfor BGP.This discussion resulted both in a better proposed MIBand a deeper understanding within the
group of a number of BGPissues. A key issue was whether the BGPMIBshould
reflect the BGPinformation received from neighbors, actually used locally, or
advertised to neighbors. Steve will follow up with an ][nternet Draft describing
the MIB.
4. GuyAlmesled. a discussion of the use of BGPin monitoring the health of global
Inter-AS routing. In the course of the discussion, the implications of External
vs Internal BGP,even in the case of the monitoring station not being involved
in routing, were shown to be important. The use of’ BGPfor monitoring will
allow a number of monitoring applications that would be totally impractical
using only SNMP.
5. Guy Almes led a discussion of authentication. Consultation with membersof
the Security Area led to an agreement that a 16-byte Marker field per message
would allow detection of spoofing. Prevention of spoofing seems to be beyond
the ability of any application layered over available implementations of TCP.
The presence of this 16-byte field, together wit]5 our provision of multiple au-.
thentication schemes, will allow very strong authentication. Having agreed on
the need for supporting strong authentication and having modified the protocol
to support it, we agreed that our needs in the near-term future were not great.
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ATTENDEES
L. Allyson Brown
Guy Alines
Isidro Castineyr~
Steve Crumb
Robert Enger
Dino F~rinacci
Dennis Ferguson
Jeffrey Honig
Wendy Huntoon
Peter Kirstein
Alex Koifman
Kanchez Log
Yoni M~l~chi
C. Philip Wood
Yakov Rekhter
Mike St Johns
Steve Storch
Steven Willis

allys on@umd5,umd. edu
almes@rice, edu
i s idro@bbn,com
scrumb@mot, com
enger@s ccga’te. s cc.com
dino@esd. 3com. com
denni s@gw. ccie. utoronto,ca
j ch@t cgould,tn. cornell,edu
hunt oon@a, pseo edu
kirst ein@cs,ucl. ac .uk
akoifman@bbn, com
loa@sps,mot. corn
yoni@cs, stanford, edu
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yakov@ibm, com
stj ohns@umds,umd. edu
s st orch@bbn,com
swillis@wellfleet, com
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Multicast

3.7.3

" S to OSPF (mospf)
Extent~on

Charter
Chairperson:
Steve Deering, deering©pescadero,stanford, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mospf©devvax,tn. coraell, edu
To Subscribe: mospf-request©devvax.tn, cornell, edu

Description
of Working Group:
This working group will extend the OSPFrouting protocol so that
it will be able to efficiently route IP multicast packets. This will
produce a new (multicast) version of the OSPFprotocol, which will
be as compatible as possible with the present version (packet formats
and most of the algorithms will hopefully remain unaltered).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Becomefamiliar with the IGM:Pprotocol as documented in.
RFC1112. Survey existing work oll multicast routing, in particular, Steve Deering’s paper "Multicast Routing in Internetworks and Extended LANs". Identify areas where OSPF
must be extended to support multicast routing. Identify possible points of contention.

Done

Review outline of proposed changes to OSPF. Identify
unresolved issues and, if possible, resolve them.

Aug 1990

Weshould have a draft specification. Discuss the specifica-tion and make any necessary changes. Discuss implementation methods, using the existing BSDOSPFcode, written by
Rob Coltun of the University of Maryland, as an example.

Dec 1990

Report on implementations of the new multicast OSPF. Fix
any problems in the specification that were found by the implementations. The specification should nowbe ready to submit as an RFC.

any
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REPORT

by Steve meeting/

Stanford

Minutes:
This was the second meeting of the Multicast OSPFWorking Group.
Steve Deering gave a short presentation on the cost and scaling aspects of IGMP
(the Internet Group ManagementProtocol, specified in RFC-1112)and of linkstate multicast routing as planned for OSPF.[See the accompanyingslides.]
John Moypresented an outline of the changes and additions required for the
current OSPFspecification, to support multicast routing. Discussion of hi,,;
outline identified some new concerns and suggestions regarding:
¯ support for multicast routing by only a subset of touters in an area and its
effect on multicast vs. unicast reac:hability~ selection of designated routers~
etc.
¯ duplicate multicast packets arising from the support of multiple IP subnets
on a single physical network.
¯ inter-area and inter-AS multicast routing approaches.
It was also pointed out that we will have to come up with formal MIBdefinitions covering the additional state and configuration variables introduced for
multicast routing. No one immediately volunteered for that job.
Action Items
John Moyto generate a draft of the multicast changes/additions
specification.

to the OSPF

Next Meeting
The Multicast OSPFWorking Group will next mee,,t in Vancouver, at the
July/August IETF meeting.
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swillis~wellfleet,
com
cyuan©srv,
pacbell,corn

Host-,to-internetwork
Protocol

/
/

\
\

/

sendingmulticast packets:
¯ transmitas local multicast
¯ receivedby all members
on samenetwork
¯ receive~lby attachedrouters,for forwarding
to
other networks

receivingmuiticastpackets:
¯ set Ioc4daddress
filter(s) for all groups
of interest
¯ receive(tlirectly fromsenderson same
network
¯ receivevia router fromsenderson other networks

Host-to-lnternetwork
Protocol
-- Membership
Reporting

Costsof IMlembership
ReportingProtocol
typicalvalues
queryintervah
groups/ host:
groups/ network:

T
m
M

2 minutes
5 - 20 groups
10 - 50 groups

per host
packetsprocessed: (1 +m)/T
storage:
O(m)
onerouter per network
periodicallymulticastsquery
to "all-hosts" group,scope-limited
to onehop
on receivingquery,hostsset a timerfor each
membership
to a small randominterval
whentimer for groupGexpires, host sendsa
membership
report to groupG; scope-limitedto
one hop
whenother members
of Ghear report for G, they
canceltheir owntimers.
routersoverhearall reports,andtimeout nonrespondinggroups

3 - 10 per minute
60- 240bytes(IP)

per router
(eachinterface)
packetsprocessed: (1 +M)/T
storage:
O(M)

5 - 25 per minute
120- 600bytes(IP)

per network;
packetscarried:

(1 + M)/

5 - 25per minute
( < .002%Ethernet)

negligiblecosts
insensitiveto size of groups
Page

ii I

Link-StateMulticastRouting

Costsof Link-State
Broadcast& Mu|ticast Routing

¯ distribute memberships
with link state
CacheStorage
¯ compute
shortest-pathtree from source
to member
networks,yielding"

broadcast:~12bytes/ sourceseen(for IP)
multicast: ~16bytes/(source,group)
seen(for

(source,group,in-link, out-links)
CPUCost of a CacheMiss
(Dijkstra’s Algorithm)

¯ computeon demand;
cachethe result

O(elog n) for sparsenetworkwith e edges,n nodes

optimization:
skipif
too manyhopsto go
(out-links-> min-hops)

Shortest PathsComputation
Time
(10 mipsprocessor)
~ small finite metdc
- - - arbitrary metric

msec 1

Example:Stanfordinternet
(71 networks,48 routers, 128edges)

Membership
DisseminationCosts
for Link-StateMulticast Routingl
whenever

¯ a groupdisappearsfrom a network
(last host leavesthe group)

0.5
0

if metricdefinedovera small,finite field

¯ a groupappearson a network
(first hostjoinsthe group)

1.5

0

O(e)

’o

’ ’ ’ ’70

40 50 60
numberof networks

it incurs:
1 packet.-hop
per transit edge

40
3O
msec20
10
0

100

200 300 400
500 600
number
of .networks

=>costs dependon rate of join/leave
(per network)
--difficult to predi[ct

MembershipDisseminationCosts (cont.)

Observationsabout join/leave rates:
¯ mostmemberships
tend to be long-lived
¯ volatile groupstendto besparselydistributed
¯ reports of disappearance
¢a~be postponed
¯ reportsof appearance
canbe rate-limited

Worst-case example:
Stanfordintemet,1 report/ network
/ 5 sec
=> average48 reports / sec
oneachof 24transit networks
(4%Ethernet@100 bytes/ report)

J
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Open Systems

3.7.4

Routing

(orwg)

Charter
Chairperson:
MarthaSteenstrup~
msteenst©bbn,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: open-rout-±nterest~bbn,
To Subscribe: open-rout-request©bbn.com

Description

corn

of Working Group:

The Open Systems Routing Working Group is chartered to develop
a policy-based AS-ASrouting protocol that will accommodatelarge
size and general topology.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an architecture

document.

TBD

Draft Protocol Specification of key elements of the protocoh
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During the past six months, the OI~WG
has generated both an architecture
document and protocol specification document for inter-domain policy routing
(IDPR). The former is available as an Internet Draft, and the latter will soon
be submitted as an Internet Draft.
The ORWG
met for three sessions at the May1.990 IETF. Our original intent
was to argue about details of the IDPRprotocols. However,as manynew people
attended our sessions, we elected to conduct the meetings as IDPRtutorials.
Isidro Castineyra and Martha Steenstrup presented a:n overview of the architecture as well as the protocols in order to give everyone an idea of the goals
and functionality of IDPR.
Prior
tocol

to and during the IETF meeting,

we distributed[

~ draft

of the IDPR pro-

specification documentand requested comments:from the readers. Prototype implementation is already under way and thus the morefeedback we receive
now, the more likely the suggested changes will be implemented in the prototype. Please address comments to open-rout-~g~bba, com. To be included on
this list, please send a request to msteenst(~bbn.cora.
ATTENDEES
Doug Bagnall
Pat Barron
Fred Bohle
Terry Braun
Scott Brim
Duane Butler
Isidro Castineyra
Noel Chiappa
Dino Farinacci
Jim Foley
Karen Frisa
Olafur Gudmundsson
Jeffrey Honig
Mike Horowitz
Alex Koifman
Milo Medin
Donald Merritt
David Miller

bagnall_d~apollo,
hp. corn
pat@transarc,
corn
lab~saturn, acc. com
tab~kinetics. corn
swb@devvax,tn. cornell, edu
dmb@network, com
isidro~bbn, com
jnc@Ics.mit, edu
dino@bridge2, geom. com
j f 14@vb.cc. cmu.edu
karen@kinetics. tom
ocud@cs, umd. edu
j ch@tcgould,in. cornell,edu
mah@shiva, com
akoifman@bbn.
medin@nsipo, nas~. gov
don,@brl,mi
dtm@mitre, org
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Mark Needleman
Phil Park
Yakov Rekhter
Don Salvin
Frank Solensky
Steve Storch
Zau-Sing Su
Ian Thomas
Linda Winkler
C. Philip Wood
Robert Woodburn
Richard Woundy
Mary Youssef

mhnur©uccmv
s a. b itnet
ppark@bbn,
corn
yakov©±bm,
corn
dss@p±tt,edu
solensky@interlan,
interlan,com
sstorch@bbn,com
zsu@sez,com
ian@chipcom,com
b32357@anlvm,
ctd. anl. gov
cpw@lanl,gov
woody@saic,com
rwoundy@ibm,com
mary@ibm.com
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RO UTING AREA
3:7.5

Private

Data

Network

lZouting

(pdnrout)

Charter
Chairperson:
CHRokitansky, rok±©±s±, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: pdn-wg~bbn.
To Subscribe: pdn-reques~c©bbn.cora

Description of Working Group:
The DoDINTERNET
TCP/IP protocol suite has developed into a de
facto industry standard for heterogenous packet switching computer
networks. In the US, several hundreds of INTEI~NETnetworks are
connected together; however the situation is completely different in
Europe.
The only network which could be used as a backbone to allow interoperation between the many local area networks in Europe, now
subscribing to the DoD INTERNETTCP/IP protocol suite, would
be the system of Public Data Networks(PDN). However,so far, no algorithms have been provided to dynamically route INTERNET
datagrams through X.25 public data networks. Therefore, the goMs of
the Public Data Network Routing working group are the development, definition and specification of required routing and gatewayalgorithms for an improved routing of INTERNET
datagrams through
the system of X.25 Public Data Networks (PDN) to allow worldwide
interoperation between TCP/IP networks ila various countries. In
addition, the application and/or modification of the developed algorithms to interconnect local TCP/IP networks via ISDN(Integrated
Services Digital Network)will be considered.
Goals and Milestones:
Done
Done

Application of the INTERNET
Cluster Addressing Scheme to
Public Data Networks.
Developmentof hierarchical VAN-gateway
algorithms for worldwide INTERNET
network reachability
information exchange
between VAN-gateways.
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Assignment of INTERNET/PDN-cluster network numbers to
national public data networks. (Mapping between INTERNETnetwork numbers and X.121 Data Network Identification
Codes (DNICs)).
Assignment of INTERNET/PDN-cluster addresses to PDNhosts and VAN-gatewaysaccording to the developed hierarchical VAN-gatewayalgorithms.

Done

Definition of the PDN-cluster addressing scheme as an Internet standard.

Done

Specification of an X.121 Address resolution protocol.

Oct 1989

Specification of an X.25 Call Setup and Charging Determination Protocol.

Oct 1989

Specification of an X.25 Access and Forwarding Control Scheme.

Oct 1989

Specification of routing metrics taking X.25 charges into
count.

TBD

Delayed TCP/IP header compression by VAN-gateways and
PDN-.hosts.

TBD

Provide a testbed for worldwideinteroperability betweenlocal
TCP/IP networks via the system of X.25 public data networks
(PDN).
Implementation of the required algorithms and protocols in a
VAN-Box.

TBD
TBD

Interoperability
through PDN.

between ISO/OSI hosts on TCP/IP networks

TBD

Consideration of INTERNET
Route, Servers.

TBD

Interoperability

TBD

Developmentof Internetwork ManagementProtocols for worldwide cooperation and coordination of networlk control and network information centers.

between local TCP/IP networks via ISDN.

3.8.
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3.8
Director:

Security

Area

Steve Crocker/TIS

Area Summary
Reported by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI
The Security Area currently has three active WorkingGroups. The Security Policy, SNMPAuthentication and Site Security Policy handbook Working Groups
met at the MayIETF in Pittsburgh.
The SNMPAuthentication Working Group has submitted the specification documents to the IESGfor consideration as proposed st~mdards. The protocol will
be discussed at the August IETF meeting and the I]~SG will then forward the
IETF recommendation to the IAB.
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SECURITY AREA
3.8,1

IP

Authentication

(ipauth)

Charter
Chairperson:
Jeff Schiller, j ±s©athena.m±t. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: awgObitsy.m±t, edu
To Subscribe: awg-request©bitsy.mit, edu

Description

of Working Group:

To brainstorm issues related to providing for the security and integrity
of information on the Internet, with emphasis on those protocols used
to operate and control the network. To propose open standard solutions to problems in network authentication.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

RFCspecifying an authentication
tiple authentication systems.

format which supports mul-

TBD

Documentdiscussing the cost/benefit tradeoffs of various genei~ic
approaches to solving the authentication problem in the Internet context.

TBD

Documentto act as a protocol designers guide to authentication.

TBD

RFCproposing A Key Distribution System (emphasis on
as opposed to "THE"). MIT’sKerberos seem.s the most likely’
candidate here.
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3.8.2

Internet

Security

Policy

(spwg)

Charter
Chairperson:
Richard Pethia, rdl~OSe±,ainu. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: spwg0nr±, reston, va.us
To Subscribe: spwg-request©nr± .reston.va.us

Description

of Working Group:

The Security Policy WorkingGroup is chartered to create a proposed
Internet Security Policy for review, possible modification, and possible adoption by the Internet Activities Board. The SPWG
will focus
on both technical and administrative issues related to security, including integrity, authentication and confidentiality controls, and the
administration of hosts and networks.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this working group are:
. Responsibilities and obligations of users, data base administrators, host operators, and network managers.
¯ Technical controls which provide protection from disruption of
service, unauthorized modification of data, unauthorized disclosure of information and unauthorized use of facilities.
¯ Organizational requirements for host, local network, regional network and backbone network operators.
¯ Incident handling procedures for various In.ternet components.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Reviewand approve the charter makingany necessary changes.
Begin work on a policy framework. Assign work on detailing
issues for each level of the hierarchy with first draft outline.

May 1990

Revise and approve framework documents. Begin. work on
detailing areas of concern, technical issues, legal issues, and
recommendationsfor each level of the hierarchy.

Jul 1990

Prepare first draft policy recommendationfor working group
review and modification.
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Finalize draft policy and initiate
RFCprocedure.

review following standard
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by Richard

REPORT

Pethia/

CERT

Minutes of the SPWGMeeting of April

17, 1990

The purpose of the April 17 meeting was to review the SPWGcharter, making
any necessary changes, and to begin the activity of producing a policy framework.
Theinitial discussion at the April 17 meeting focused on the utility of producing
a security policy for the Internet, an internetwork of manynetworks sharing
commonname and address spaces. Since the Internet has no single controlling
entity, and since its components are owned, operated, and administered by a
variety of organizations, there was a concern thai; it would not be possible to
enforce an Internet Security Policy in any useful way.
Despite the concerns, the attendees at this meetingdecided that a for:real written policy, issued by the IAB as a recommendation in the form of an RFC;
could act as a vehicle to build concensus amongthe organizati6ns that ownand
operate componentsof the Internet. While it was concluded that uniform policy
enforcement was probably not possible, the effort of producing and promoting a
security policy would benefit the Internet communityby focusing attention on
Internet security issues and by encouraging the componentowners to take steps
to improve the security of those components. In. addition, the recommended
policy could act as a vehicle to establish expectations of communitybehavior
and could act as an enabling documentfor the development and implementation
of local policy.
q~he group then decided that the policy should address various audiences: Internet users, host operators, network operators (including local networks, regional
networks, national backbones, and international backbones), host vendors, and
network vendors. For each of these audiences, the policy should speak to legal
issues, technical issues, and administrative issues. :Finally, the policy should,
for each of the audiences, deal with the following issues: unauthorized access
to data, destruction of data, modification of data, unauthorized use of service,
and denial of service.
Attention then turned to the distinction between a policy and a frameworkto
be used in developing a policy. It was generally felt that the final result of the
SPWG
effort should be a short, succinct document; that addresses the issues
listed above. The activity of developing the policy, however, should proceed
using some sort of frameworkthat would support the policy developers’ efforts.
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This "Internet Security Policy DevelopmentFramework"should be structured.
to insure all key issues are addressed and act as a working document t:hat is
elaborated over time and serves to capture the work o:[ the policy developers.
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The initial outline of the documentis:

(a) Introduction
i. Definitions and references (terms used in the balance of the document)
if. Internet definition
iii. Scopeof policy
iv. Applicability
v. Authority
vi. Focus and emphasis
Inventory
of existing policies. A survey of existing policies, directives and
(b)
laws that wouldinfluence an Internet Security Policy.
(c) Neededpolicy and architecture. A description of the audiences and issues
an Internet Security Policy should address.
(d) Security Services. Coverssuch areas as: service classes, information classes,
subscribers and users, current architectural approaches, availability, etc.
(e) Certification and Accreditation. Covers possible certification and accreditation activities including: whoare the authorities, certification of components, accreditation of facilities.
(f) Security Administration and Responsibilities. Discusses issues as: overall
security policy coordination, facility administration, componentsecurity
administration, risk management,security training and awareness.
Minutes

of the SPWGmeeting

of May 1, 1990

The purpose of the May 1st meeting was to discuss the policy development
framework created at the April meeting and to begin work documenting areas
of concern and key issues.
The framework

was presented

and there

was general

agreement

that

it

could

be used as a vehicle to develop a proposed Internet Security Policy. Discussion
focused on section 4 (Security Services) of the outline and it was decided that
the following three dimensions of the problem should be considered:
¯ Security Threats/Services
- Confidentiality (theft of data)
- Integrity (destruction)
- Authentication (masquerade)
- Assured Service (denial of service)
® Domains of Implementation
- Administrative
- Technical
- Legal
¯ Who’s Responsible
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Users
Host Operators
Router/Network operators
Host Vendors
Router vendors

Finally, attendees brainstormed to produce the key issues listed below. Several attendees (namedon individual items below) agreed to drMt brief position.
statements on specific items in the early June time h’ame.
¯ Internet infrastructure assured service (Mike St Johns)
¯ User Identificationincluding authentication, emM1,remote login, ftp
(Vint Cerf)
¯ Plugging Holes- individual responsibility (Tracy LaQuey)
¯ Incident Handling rules (Tracy LaQuey)
¯ Identification of resources (Tony Hain)
¯ Lines of responsibility
¯ User/Host/Network responsibilities
(Paul Holbrook)
¯ Proper usage; network ethics (James Van Bokkelen)
¯ Configuration control
¯ Audit trail
¯ Confidentiality
¯ Bad Press
¯ User Identification- restricted access
¯ Denial of Service - network service
¯ Unauthorized access
¯ Adequate response when being challenged about; being a source of attacks
(especially whencooperating with an investigation)
¯ Knownchain of responsible authorities
¯ Export restrictions - limitations enforcement
Attendees of the April Meeting
Dennis Branstad
Steve Crocker
OmaElliott
James Ellis
Phill Gross
Paul Holbrook
Greg Hollingsworth
Joel Jacobs
Kevin Mills
Rich Peth.ia

dkb@ecf,
ncsl.ni..st,
gov
crocker@tis,
com
oelliott@ddnl,
d.ca .mil
ellis©psc,
edu
pgross@nri,
rest,on,
va.us
ph@cert,
sei.cmu.edu
gregh@mailer,
j huapl,edu
j d.j@mitre.
org
mills@osi3,
ncsl.hist.
rdp@cert,
sei.cmu.edu
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Rob Shirey
Len T~b~cchi
Greg V~udreuil

shirey©mitre,
org
gvaudre@nri.reston.va.us
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of the May meeting

Stan Ames
Tom Bajzek
Alison Brown
Jeffrey S. Carpenter
Vinton Cerf
Richard Colella
Steve Crocker
James Davin
Hunaid Engineer
James Galvin
Ella Gardner
Tony Hain
Robert Hoffman
Paul Holbrook
Greg Hollingsworth
Phil Karn
Tracy LaQuey
Keith McCloghrie
Gerald K Newman
Lee Oattes
David Perkins
Marsha Perrott
Richard Pethia
Ted Pike
Paul Pomes
Joyce Reynolds
Robert J. ReschIy Jr.
Milt Roselinsky
Jonathan Saperia
Robert W. Shirey
Tim Seaver
Michael St Johns
Cal Thixton
C. Philip Wood
Sze-Ying Wuu

s:ra@mbunix,mitre, org
"twb@andrew.cmu. edu
alison@maverick.,osc. edu
j j c@unix,cis. pitt.edu
vcerf@NRI.Reston. VA. US
colella@osi3,ncsl .hisS;. gov
crocker@tis, com
j rd@ptt.Ics. mit. edu
hunaid@opus, cray. com
galvin@tis. com.
ep@;@gateway.mit re. org
hain@nmfecc, arpa
hoffman@cs,pitt. edu

p:h@SEI.
CMU.EDU
gregh@mailer,j huapl, edu
Karn@Thumper. Bellcore. Com
t racy@emx,utexas, edu
sytek! kzm@hpla,bs,
hp. com
gkn@sds, sdsc. edu
oattes@utcs. ut oronto. ¢:a
dave_perkins@8com, com
mlpt@andrew, emu. edu
rdp@sei, cmu. edu
tgp@sei, cmu. edu
paul_pomes@uiuc, edu
j krey@venera,isi. edu
re s chly@brl
o mi 1
cmcvax ! milt@hub,vcsb. edu
saperia~tcpjon@decwrl,dec. corn
shirey@mitre, org
t as@mcnc,org
stj ohns@umd5,umd. edu
cthixt on@next, com
cpw@lanl, gov
w~u@nisc,j unc. net
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3.8.3

SLUMP Authentication

(snm]pa.uth)

Charter
Chairperson:
Jeff Schiller, j ±s@athena.m±t. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: awg©bitsy.mit, edu
To Subscribe: awg-request©bitsy.mit, ed~L

Description

of Working Group:

To define a standard mechanismfor authentication within the SNMP.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Write an RFCspecifying procedures and formats for providing
standardized authentication wit:bin the SNMP.
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Reported by Jeff Schiller/

1VIIT

Mintues
The SNMPAuthentication
on May2, 1990.

Working Group met at the Pittsburgh

IETF meeting

The primary focus of the meeting was a discussion of the relative merits of
various Cryptographic Checksumalgorithms used to ensure origination authen-.
tication and integrity of Protocol Data Units (PDUs). This discussion was the
result of commentsreceived from membersof the Privacy and Security Research
Group which reviewed the documents. Basically the problem boiled down to
identifying which algorithms were both secure enough and yet were fast enough
for the potential high traffic volumesthat they maybe needed, to process. The
algorithms discussed were: QMDC4,QMDC1,MD2,, MD4, SNEFRU2,SNE-FRU4.
It was announced at the meeting that SNEFRU2had been broken, and the
consensus was that it therefore should not be considered.
There was a sense that we needed to get cloture on the issue of what algorithm
to use, in time for implementations to be demonstrated at Interop in October.
Therefore the following decisions and action items resulted:
¯ Consensus was reached that the RFCshould *not* provide a menu of
choices ’for implementors. ]Instead the RFCshould specify just one of the
candidate algorithms as the selected algorithm. This was argued on the
basis that if more then one was allowed, each wmdorwould pragmatically
need to support all. of them, at a cost in terms of the developmenttime for
product, and memorysize of the runtime binary.
¯ Jeff Mogul and Chuck Davin volunteered to get :performance numbers on
the various candidate algorithms and post their results to the mailing list.
The hope here is that of all the algorithms, sufficient numberwould be of
high performance that at least one could be found that would be both fast
and secure enough to pass a review by people who can judge the security
of these types of algorithms.
¯ The above work would be completed and a selection made in time to
advance the three documents for consideration as "Proposed Standards"
of the Internet.
Since the meeting was held, the performance measures have: been made and
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it appears that MD4is the clear performance winner. The documents will be
changed to reflect this and submitted to the IETF with the recommendation
they be progressed to the Proposed Draft state.
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ATTENDEES
Hossein Alaee
Stan Ames
Douglas Bagnall
Pat Barron
Pablo Brenner
Alison Brown
Ted Brunner
Jeff Carpenter
Martina Chan
Steve Crocker
James Davin
Frank Kastenholtz
Louis Mamakos
Keith McCloghrie
Jeffrey Mogul
Oscar Newkerk
John O’hara
Brad Parker
Mike Patton
David Perkins
Tod Pike
Jonathan Saperia
Greg Satz
Jeffrey Schiller
Richard Smith
Ted Soo-Hoo
Michael St Johns
Louis Steinberg
Ian Thomas
David Waiteman
Steve Waldbusser
Y C Wang

ho ssein_alaee@3com,corn
sra@mbunix,mit re. org
bagnall_d@apollo,hp. corn
pat@trqnsarc,corn
alison@maverick@osc, edu
t ob@thumper,beli core. corn
j j c@unix,cis .pitt.edu
mchan@mot, com
crocker@tis, com
j rd@ptt.Ics. mit. edu
ka.sten@interlan,int erlan,corn
louie@trant or. umd. edu
sytek ! kzm@hplabs,hp. com
mogul@decwrl,de,-.,com
newkerk@decwet.,dec. com
j ohara@mit,edu
brad@cayman,corn ?
map@Ics, mit. edu
dave_perkins@3com, com
tgp@sei, emu. edu
saperiaY,t cpj on@decwrl,dec. corn
sa.tz@cisco,com
j i s@athena,mit. edu
smiddy@dss, com?
soo-hoo@dg-rtp,dg. com
stj ohns@umd5,umd. edu
louiss@ibm, com
ian@chipcom,corn
dj w@bbn, com
swOl@andrew,cmu. edu
21040 Homestead Rd Cupertino,Ca 95041
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3.8.4

Site

Security

Policy

Handbook: (ssphwg)

Charter
Chairperson:
Paul Holbrook,
Joyce Reynolds, j krey©venera. ± s±. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ssphwg©cer~;, se±. cmu. edu
r~6- sei. cmu. edu
To Subscribe:
ssphwg-request©ce

Description

of Working Group:

The Site Security Policy HandbookWorking Group is chartered to
create a handbookthat will help sites develop their ownsite-specific
policies and procedures to deal with computer security problems and
their prevention.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this group are:
(a) Establishing official site policy on computersecurity:
¯ Define authorized access to computing resources.
¯ Define what to do whenlocal users violate the access policy.
¯ Define what to do whenlocal users violate the access policy
of a remote site.
¯ Define what to do when outsiders

violate

the access

policy.

¯ Define actions to take when unauthorized activity is suspected.
(b) Establishing procedures to prevent security problems:
¯ System security audits.
¯ Account management procedures.
¯ Password management procedures.
¯ Configuration management procedures.
(c) Establishing procedures to use when unauthorized activity occurs:
¯ Developinglists of responsibilities and authorities: site management, system administrators, site security personnel, response teams.~
¯ Establishing contacts with investigative agencies.
¯¯ Notification of site legal counsel.
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¯ Pre-defined actions on specific types of i~cidents (e.g., monitor activity, shut-downsystem).
¯ Developingnotification lists (whois notified of what).
(d) Establishing post-incident procedures
¯ Removingvulnerabilities.
¯ Capturing lessons learned.
¯ Upgrading policies and procedures.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Jun 1990

Review, amend, and approve the cha:rter as necessary. Examine the partcular customer needs for a handbook and define
the scope. Continue wok on an outline for the handbook.
Set up a SSPHWG
%ditorial board"for future writing assignments for the first draft of document.
Finaliz£ outline and organization of ]Sandbook. Partition out
pieces t interested parties and SSPHYVG
editoriM board members.

Aug 1990

Pull together a first draft handbookfor working group review
and modiication.

Oct 1990

Finalize draft handbookand initiate IETF Internet Draft review proces, to follow with the submission of the handbook
to the RFCEditor for publication.
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REPORT

K. Reynolds/ISI

and ,].

Paul Holbrook/

CERT

Agenda
(a) SSPHWGCharter
(b) Discussion on current security policy and relationship to the Security Policy Working Group (SPWG).
(strawman proposal by J. Paul Hol(c) Goals and directions of the SSPHWG
brook)**.
**NOTE:The strawman proposal is included at the end of this report.
(d) Needs and requirements.
(e) Timeframefor writing and submission for publication of the handbook.
(f) Reviewof plans/action items for next round of meetings.
i. Next meeting in Los Angeles, Tuesday, June.’ 12th at USC/In:formation
Sciences Institute.
ii. Next IETF meeting in August at University of British Columbia.
Needs:

If there is a "real threat", whoare the legitimate contact points:
® technical
® administrative
Phone Calls to Site(s) Three scenarios presented. You are at your site and
someonecalls, stating that:
(a) They have a wormprogram, and would like permission to unleash it onto
your site’s network.
(b) Theyare the F.B.I., and are calling with the notification of intrusion into
your site - F.B.I. suggests to keep the net open. to watch the intruder.
(c) Heis a hacker. The hacker states that he has capability to crack your site’s
passwords, etc.
Whatprocedures and policies should be in place so that you and your site car.t
deal with the above situations?
WHO YA GONNA CALL???
,
??
WHAT ARE THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS..
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Overview
Whoare the customers of our Handbook:
¯ System administrators
¯ Site decision makers
¯ Site auditing the teams (?)
This Handbookwill NOTbe a guide on how to do:
¯ Risk assessment
¯ Contingeacy planning
This Handbookwill promote and encourage people to hook into already existing
mechanisms, even if the site doesn’t have security procedures in place. They
mayhave emergencyprocedures and policies that co~u].d be relevant.
Focus on things related to the network:
¯ Prevention
¯ Response
¯ Cleanup/followup
Assumptions:
¯ Network-connected
¯ Hosts
¯ Network devices
(a) terminal servers
(b) modems
Point out "natural" conflicts that will occur.
Physical security statement in this handbook (??) Wecould point out some
the risks.
¯ What kinds of items should be in the handbook??
¯ Whatissues should be addressed??’
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List and discussion of issues
(a) Physical Security
(b) Site Security Boundary
¯ Model¯ definition of terms
¯ Clues on what to do when you must cross organizational boundaries:
¯ Defining contact points
i. technical
ii. administrative
iii. response teams
iv. investigative
¯ Invisible/Visible
i. legal
ii. vendors (products or providers)
iii. press (policy and procedures)
iv. service providers
(c) Updates
¯ Procedures
¯ Tools
(d) Education of Users
(e) Historical (collection of information) [collection and protection of evidence]
[facts versus assumptionor ..... ]
(f) Policy issues (Privacy)
(g) System Administrator’s and NetworkAdministrator’s rights, responsibilities, AND
liabilities
(h) Rights and Responsibilities of Users
(i) Formal and Informal legal procedures
¯ Local security/police
¯ FBI, Secret Service, etc.
¯ Verification of contact
(j) Concept of "Inter-net", "Outer-net"
¯ Circles of trust
¯ "Firewall" type concepts
(k) Procedures for working with response teams
(1) Participation in "drills" (?)
(m) "Security" of the communicationslines (phones, etc.)
(n) "Insider" threats to the site
(o) Welcomebanners (?)
¯ Is the access really authorized?
¯ Howdo you knowif you’re authorized?
(p) Guidelines for acceptable use?
(q) Configuration management
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¯ Passwords
¯ Bug fixes
Tools
¯ Preventive
¯ Response
¯ Inventory of tools?
Education
¯ Legal
¯ Administrators
¯ Users (Howdo they deal with different kinds of threats and risks?
Decision making authority
¯ WHOis authorized to make what decisions?
¯ WHAT
authority do administrators have?
¯ Layout for different cases for example: call in legal investigator, or
remove a user
¯ "License to ha, ck" MUST
be authorized in advance??
¯ Tiger Teams
Emergency response

( v ) Reso
urces
¯ Other security devices
¯ Other books/lists/informational
¯ Form a subgroup?

’
sources

SSPHWG
volunteers will take on the task of developing a draft outline to be
presented at the next SSPHWG
meeting at USC/Information Sciences Institute
in Marina del Rey on Tuesday, June 12th. The SSPHWG
will be also be meeting
at the next IETF plenary at University of British Columbia.
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The following document was sent out to the SSPHWG
mailing list several days
before the meeting. Discussion of this documentlead into the other items noted
in the minutes above. There was no specific action on this document, as it was
intended mainly to makesure everyone agreed with the general direction of the
group.
GOALS AND DIRECTIONS OF THE SSPHWG- A STRAWMANby J.
Holbrook

Paul

THE NEED
Whyis there a need for a handbook like this? Looking at some of the needs
may help us understand what kind of product we want to produce.
As a memberof the CERT,I’ve come in contact with manysites trying to deal
with computer security problems. It’s often a rude shock when they discover
someonehas compromisedtheir systems. Even for sites that have a good tec:hnical understanding of howto keep their systems secure, there are often policy
questions that they haven’t addressed. These policy issues makedealing with
the incident muchmore difficult. Once the incident is over, the push to ’make
sure this doesn’t happenagain’ can result in policy madein haste; these policies
can be more restrictive and cumbersomethan they need to be.
A computer security compromise has muchin commonwith any other computer
’disaster’ such as an equipment breakdownor a fire. Youneed to have plans
in place to prevent the problem, to deal with the ]problem while it’s happening,
and to deal with the consequences after the fact. Although it mayseem overlydramatic to compare a security compromiseto a fire, the effect a malicious
intruder mayhave on a site’s operations could be devastating.
Another wayto look at the question of .’need’ is to turn it around: whYshould
any site (especially an academic site) care about creating a computer security
policy and procedures?
There is a real threat out there. Intruders are using commonholes to break
into systems. Sites need to understand what the threats and risks are.
Policies and procedures help you maintain, the environment you want.
Manyorganizations value open communication and sharing. One security incident, and "the powers that be" could force a si~e into a more’,
closed environment. Policies show that you are aware of the problem and.
are taking steps to deal with it.
Policies help guide cost-effective decisions. An. academicsite maydecide’,
that the cost of dealing with an incident doesn’t warrant spending lots of
time or moneyon defenses. A business maymake a different decision.
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¯ Policies and Procedures clarify responsibility and authority. Do you have
the authority to look at a student’s files? If so, do students knowthat?
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SECURITY AREA
THE CUSTOMERS OF THIS WORK
Customers of what we’re trying to do:

¯ Systems administrators
¯ Site decision makers
¯ this includes administrators (in the traditional, sense), manage:cs, policy
makers. The people whohave the ’official’ word. on what goes on at a site
Somepeople whoare explicitly

not customers:

¯ Programmers
¯ End users
Wedon’t need to produce a recommendedset of security policies and procedures. The IETF Security Policy Working Group (SPWG)is working on that
goal. Instead, whatewe will produceis a set of guidelines and issues that policy
makers will need to consider whenthey maketheir ownpolicies and guidelines.
This should be a tool to help people understand the need for security procedures
and policies and how to go about creating them. Wecan include suggestions
where appropriate, but muchof the specifics of what a site decides to do will
depend on the local circumstances. A university might makedifferent choices
about security from a governmentresearch lab.
THE OUTPUT OF THE GROUP
Wehope to produce a guide to the kinds of problems sites might face, the:
issues they should consider, and guidelines to the kinds of steps they can take..
in preventing and dealing with security problems. This handbook could be..
published as an lZFC or an FYI.
Over time, this handbook might expand to become a more general reference on
site computer security. Someof the things that might be included:
¯ Suggested policies and procedures (perhaps whatever the Security policy
WGproduces)
¯ Bibliographies of other information to read
o Pointers to tools to help with site security
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by Zbigniew Opalka/BBN
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CURRENT STATUS
¯ Six DDNButterfly

Mailbridges

operational

BMILAMES and BMILMTR have Ethernet
interfaces
to NSFNET
- BMILAMES
192.52.195 (FIX-WEST)
- BMILMTR
192.52.194 (FIX-EAST)
ARPANET interface
on BMILAMES, BMILISI
and BMILLBLhave been eliminated
BMILISI and BMILLBLhave only one interface
- Provides

EGP server
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on MILINET
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PROBLEMS AND ISSUES
Routing difficulties (net unreachable, routir~g loops)
- Dismantling
of ARPANET
- Rapid expansion of INTERNET
- Loss of .routing update due to too many
EGPneighbors (> 90)
- Unbalanced EGPneighbors distribution
BBNand DCAare working diligently
to resolve
these problems
- Deployment of the seventh Mailbridge
- Distribute updated EGPassignment ]~st
- Improve Mailbridge EGP processin~ performance
- Increase polling ~or update interval-f6r ~F
concentrators

BBN

Communications

Cor~B

J
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NETWORK REPORT

Sciences

Network

Report

by Tony Hain/ESnet

At the last IETF we had just received the 16 FTS 2000 circuits from AT~T.
After a short shakedown, the circuits have proven stable and routine outages
have been handled. Wespent a fair amount of time in joint meetings with our
sites and their connected regional networks to resolve the details of implementing our routing plan. On the 19th of April we turned on advertising between
the sites and several regionals. Wehad already established peering with NSF,
NSN,and the Mail Bridge at NASAAmesand have since established a peering
point at UMD/SURAnet.
The regionals we are currently peering with include,
SURAnet, BARRnet, THEnet, SESQUInet, CERFnet and Los Nettos. We
plan to peer with additional regionals as newcirc~.its are installed over the next
several months. These include, CICnet, NEARnet, NWnet, WESTnet, MIDnet
and JVNCnet.Wewill also be installing additional :~ites at DOE-HQ
Germantown, Md., Sandia National Lab (Abq. ~ Liv.), SAIC and AMESLab Iowa.
Also over the coming months we will be upgrading our cisco routers to the new
CSC-3processors.
Wehave seen a growth in both packet and byte counts over the first 3 months.
This was likely "testing-the-waters" traffic as the sites were required to establish
bidirectional static routes to our touters until April :19. Thetraffic distribution
at this point looks to be about evenly divided between IP and DECnet,but the
comingmonthwill establish a true production baseline.
In the area of tools, Alan Sturtevant completed a DECrier trace-route which
works through both DECand cisco routers. This provides 3rd :party point-topoint, circuit nameand cost at each hop, and return path information. At this
time the cisco support relies on telnet, but it will be movedto SNMP
as soon
as the required data is available in the MIB.

_.1

LLJ

I
L.I..J
7
III

ESnet

APRIL ’90 STATUS

PAST ACTMTIES:
FEB - MAR

DEBUGOF FTS-2000 LINES
MEETINGS WITH SITES AND REGIONALS

~

PEERING WITH NSF/NSN/MB

MAR

PEERING WITH CONNECTED REGIONALS
SURANET/ BARRNET/ THENET/
SESQUINET/ CERFNET/ LOS NETTOS.

APR

DECNET TRACEROUTE THROUGHCISCO’s

MAR

tES

APRIL

’90

STATUS
¯

PLANED ACTWITIES:
ADDITIONAL SITES
DOE / SNL-A&L/SAIC /AMES-IOWA
PEERING WITH ADDITIONAL REGIONALS
CICNET ] NE~T /NWNET /WESTNET /
MIDNET / JVNCNET
¯ MOVEITER /FRG LINE TO PPPL
UPGRADE
CSC-I’S TO CSC~.3’S

EsnetTotal PacketsAccepted
1990
1.00E+08
9,00E+07
8,00E+07
7.00E+07
6.00E+07
5.00E+07
4.00E+07
3.00E+07
2.00E+07
1.00E+07
0.00E+00
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: .........: ~: ._. ~a’~,Ba:~-~-:------::.
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. . ............

.~,,.,,.

net
Esnet Total Octets Accepted
1990
5.00E÷104.50E+10
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NASA SCIENCES INTERNET REPORT

4.3

NASA Sciences

Presentation

Internet

by Milo Medin/NASA

Report

NASAScience Int~m~t Report

Routing
* OSPFbas~I, w/RIP, and EGPat edges
¯ No non-OSPFtransit

touters

® FDGnetrouters originate default
Not used as a transit fi~r regionals

J

NSll/NASA Science Network

~mm_

n

m

Pr,~poredfor,: NASA
S¢IonceIrtterne’l Pro|eel Offl©e
by: Sterlln~ Software. NAS2--115~
I ~a~h 1990
imam
n
m
m

J

NASAScience Network (NSN)

Operational support

¯ 35 Routers (Proteon p4200)

¯ NOClocated at NASA
AmesResearch Center

¯ "250 nets

¯ 24x7staffing - 415-604-3655.

, ¯ Multipmtocol(IP + DECNET)

¯ Out of band access to router consoles

¯ Regionaland site connections

¯ SNMP
based tools

¯Intemational links

¯ NewNOCunder construction

¯ Upcomingconnections

OSPFdeployment
¯ Switchedon at 23554113(a Friday)
¯ NoRIP compatibility attempted
I minute peak data
¯ Cutover fromeast towestOWOC)
¯ Routetagging wonderful!
¯ Routingtraffic overheadhas dropped
¯ Rapidrerouting capability
¯ It works!Andfairly well.

&i
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SSC4MSFC
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15 minute average data
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15 minute average da~a
SSC-MSFC

Ho~"

cincsac [1767]: ping nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
PINg nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
(128.183.10.4):
56 ~tab~es
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4: icmp_seq-I time-100 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:..icmp_seq~2time-99ms.:...
’
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:.icmp_seq~3~~ime~100ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq-4
time-100 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq-5
time-if9 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq-6
time-120 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp.seq-7
time-120 ms
..
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp~seq-8
time~100~ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq-9
time-120.ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq-10
time,~!00.ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4: icmp_seq=ll time=f40 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq-12
time~=100 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq=13
time=100 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10~4:icmp_seq=14
time=100 ms.
64 bytes
from 128.183.10.4:-icmp_seq-15
.time,-100
ms ....
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq-16
timeml00 ms <-- Lin~ shutdown
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq=lg.time~-100
ms <-- Path recovery
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq~20
time=100 ms
64 ~ bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq=21
time=120 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4:icmp_seq=22
time-99 ms
64 bytes from 128.183.10.4 " icmp_seq=23 time=100 ms
¯
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NSF Report

Presentation

by Hans-Werner

Braun/MERIT
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- NSFNET

~Qualifications

of NOCOperators "
6 mo exp user interfaces

B$ ComP science

2.75% C$ degree 8 ~ear$ programming exp.

Early OSi Supportin the
NSFNETBackbone Network

5.75% EEdegree, 2 RO I gear help desk exp.
4. ?5%C$ degree 2 gears Op exp, at chem plant in Brazil
5. ?5% C$ degree, 2,5 gears Lab monitor/help
6.’~5% CS degree I gear programming

* lnterOp ’89 Demo
7. !{$ "/.qear= operation exp.

* CLNPSupport

8. AssOCdegree. CS

*

9, BFR 2geers~ab tech

"*

E~cperimentalPrototype
Early Experienceon National
Infrastructure

10.

B$ Anthro

2gears

o

11.2 gears undergrad
12. HS ’~i gear operations/help

desk

desk

Posted:
6:14pm EDT, Wed Apr 25/90
Subject:
NetOp "Extra"
Activities
To: Hans-Werner
Braun
From: Dale S. Johnson
Network
information:
none

You had requested
do for the network.

a list of some of the
}{ere are a few:

NSFNet Configuration
Routing
Problem
debugging
Tool Development
Configuration
Script Development
(special
Simple tool development
Tool evaluation
Database
maintenance
Unix system administration
X-tool
configuration
NSS Assembly
& Configuration
Unix workstation
assembly
and
Cable tracing/debugging
ROM replacement
Mainframe
backups
Unix backups
Backup
procedure

(MVS,

temporary

"e.xtra"

needs)

configuration

VM)

scripting

Outage report
preparation
Statistical
Reports
on NOC Operation
Presentation
slide preparation
Videotaping

lectures,

tape

library

maintenance

thing.’~

NSFNet

NetOpTechs

I IIIlillIIIIIII

~

SFNET

IIII

I

performance

report:

Input/Output’Traffic

II
Sat Apt

III II I

II

IIIIIIIII HII I II II

28 1990

( sorted

by 15 minute

peak

samples

INPUT

Ext-If

Min

10o-E0:
0S-E0:
09-E0:
13-E0:
II-E0:
12-E0:
06-E0:
17-E0:
05-E0:
14-E0:
FIX-W:
16-E0:
07-E0:
15-E0:
FIX-E:
EASIN:
R-NET:
CNUSC:

32.41
71.68
72.71
34.30
17.16
20.97
17.27
4.45
20.44
19.68
20.34
8.93
12.35
2.81
9.65
0.49
1.07
0.09

Packets
Aver

/ sec.
Peak

88.03
156.02
140.64
104.30
53.56
73.59
58.81
50.66
49.43
39.80
33.45
30.40
28.67
12.58
15.27
1.92
2.18
0.21

483.46
291.77
216.48
205.71
153.46
138.82
116.01
90.85
86.02
72.62
58.77
54.63
51.47
30.85
24.91
12.64
2.60
1.49

%
Peak

15 min.

18:30:50 03:00:34 02:15:41 00:01:42 04:45:59 02:16:09 00:00:16 19:02:11
20:15:17 10:01:28
01:01:20
21:46:52
00:15:27
00:16:39 19:00:44 18:45:53"23:31:59
14:45:50 -

period

18:45:53
03:15:36
02:30:42
00:16:20
05:01:01
02:31:11
00:15:15
19:16:55
20:30:07
i0:16:26
01:16:17
22:01:59
00:30:27
00:31:40
19:15:46
19:15:56
23:46:51
15:00:49

of total

P/A
ratio

9.37
16.61
14.97
11.10
5.70
’7.83
6.26
5.39
5.26
4.23
3.56
3.23
3.05
1.34
1.63
0.20
0.23
0.02

5.49
1.87
1.54
1.97
2.86
1.89
1.97
1.79
1.74
1.82
1.76
1.80
1.80
2.45
1.63
6.58
1.19
7.02

+

-

2
4
3
1
1
1
2
1
4
4
4
1
2
4
4
7
0
2

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

OUTPUT
..

~

Ext-If

Min

Packets
Aver

10-E0:
08-E0:
09-E0:
13-E0:
12-E0:
06-E0:
17-E0:
0S-E0:
11-E0:
14-E0:
16-E0:
15-E0:
FIX-W:
0T-E0:
FIX-E:
EASIN:
R-NET:
CNUSC:

34.39
75.21
57.83
39.38
24.66
21.37
14.12
19.76
24.44
21.32
9.59
11.20
8.94
12.93
1.13
0.49
0.95
0.13

90.13
157.90
133.27
104.29
78.37
60.45
51.47
49.35
48.34
40.27
28.90
23.95
22.77
29.44
11.05
1.66
2.14
0.21

Total
tal

Input:
Output:

%

/ sec.
Peak

Peak

470.64
274.28
247.02
181.10
135.54
126.80
104.96
99.67.
79.35
68.18
53.35
52.42
50.06
45.82
24.85
8.74
2.71
1.21

18:30:48
05:00:33
04:45:39
01:01:19
01:31:06
00:00:14
19:02:10
02:45:05
00:16:02
10:01:27
21:46:50
19:46:50
22:31:34
23:15:28
18:45:42
19:00:51
23:31:59
14:45:48

8.111626e+07
8.052365e+07

packets
packets

15 min.

-

period

18:45:51
05:15:33
05:00:39
01:16:15
01:46:10
00:15:14
19:16:54
03:00:05
00:30:59
10:16:25
22:01:58
20:01:42
22:46:21
23:30:28
19:00:43
19:15:55
23:46:51
15:00:48

of total

9.66
16.94
14.29
11.06
8.40
6.49
5.51
5.30
5.18
4.32
3.10
2.57
2.42
3.16
1.19
0.18
0.23
0.02

P/A
ratio

5.22
1.74
1.85
1.74
1.73
2.10
2.04
2.02
,1.64
1.69
1.85
2.19
2.20
1.56
2.25
5.27
1.27
5.74

1
4
3
0
0
2
3
3
3
3
1
6
4
0
6
7
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

Link Utilization
Node
src -> dst

Utilization
min
aver

09
II
05
08
13
06
13
17
15
12
15
17
ii
12
08
17
14
10
14
05
15
09
06
07
07
08
16
05
13
I0
12
II
16
07
I0
14
06
09

4.05
5.90
3.29
3.58
2.34
1.02
1.04
1.38
2.47
0.68
2.18
2.12
1.78
1.61
2.47
0.84
0.77
0.40
1.41
0.78
1.44
2.42
1.71
1.37
0.57
0.44
0.46
1.14
1.14
1.80
0.61
0.41
0.48
0.51
0.74
0.27
0.33
0.34

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

ii
09
08
09
15
14
06
08
17
05
13
15
06
14
05
I0
12
09
13
12
07
08
13
II
16
17
12
I0
14
05
16
07
07
15
17
06
II
I0

15.20
14.58
10.40
9.90
8.01
4.88
5.06
4.82
6.41
8.33
5.77
5.57
6.04
4.67
8.40
2.79
5.04
2.11
3.57
6.89
3.82
6.85
6.05
2.91
3.29
5.80
2.58
5.25
3.65
4.97
2.32
2.63
2.28
1.67
2.05
1.82
1.40
1.67

( sorted

by 15 minute

peak utilization

%
max
29.51
26.91
25.30
22.97
19.96
18.22
17.80
17.42
17.28
17.18
16.84
16.55
15.79
15.16
14.73
14.65
14.39
13.88
13.88
13.65
13.42
12.85
12.50
11.79
11.63
11.62
11.04
10.54
10.19
9.65
9.06
8.56
8.55
6.22
4.48
4.46
3.87
3.87

15 min. peak
00:15:51 - 00:30:50
01:16:04 - 01:31:05
02:45:12 - 03:00:12
20:15:52 - 20:30:40
04:16:42 - 04:31:29
16:30:23 - 16:45:33
14:01:32 - 14:16:32
20:17:21 - 20:312:01
04:16:59 - 04:31:46
03:46:14 - 04:01:16
14:01:49 - 14:16:49
14:02:02 - ].4:17:02
00:16:09 - 00:31:09
01:31:13 - 0].:46:16
21:1.5:43 - 21:30:37
04:17:16 - 04:32:04
02:16:35 - 02:31:39
02:15:56 - 02:30:57
01:31:36 - 01:46:36
02:].5:12 - 02:30:13
19:46:55 - 20:01:47
19:00:50 - 3.9:15:53
21:00:27
- 21:15:23
19:45:30 - 20:00:33
14:30:30 - ].4:45:31
00:00:41 - 00:15:40
14:32:01 - 14:46:50
15:45:22 - 16:00:12
02:].6:25 - 02:31:28
20:01:00 - 20:16:17
00:].6:17 - 00:31:18
14:31:04 - 14:46:05
00:].6:50 - 00:32:00
17::].5:31 -. 17:30:33
05:00:57 - 05:15:57
20:].6:58 - 20:31:41
01:00:23 - 01:15:21
02:45:48 - 03:00:49

P/A
ratio
1.94
1.85
2.43
2.32
2.49
3.73
3.52
3.61
2.70
2.06
2.92
2.97
2.61
3.25
1.75
~5.25
2.85
6.58
3.89
1.98
3.52
1.88
2.07
4.05
3.54
2.00
4.28
2.01
2.79
1.94
3.90
3.25
3.75
3.72
2.18
2.44
2.76
2.32

1
1
4
5
5
3
3
6
7
1
4
3
4
3
1
4
5
3
3
3
5
3
1
5
2
3
,3
2
5
4
6
1
5
2
2
3
4
5

1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

IIIII IIII

........

I IIIIII I II I IIIII

Note:
~l~~tAll
indicated

.
are in Universal

times

EST = WET - 4/5 hours
2)

Utilization
4) Ext-If:

is defined

= bits

III

I~

.....

(WET)

of packets

Savings
entering/leaving

as:

transmitted

NSS interface

Time

( with Daylight

Input/Output traffic is a count
the NSFNET backbone system.

3) Link Utilization

" ~lllllllll

/ 1.344

to regional/peer

Mb/sec

(available

bandwidth)

networks.

5) min/average/max
The minimum
The average
The maximum

6) P/A ratio:
7) Columns

resource
resource
resource

utilization
utilization
utilization

Peak (maximum)

labelled

over all 15 minute periods.
over the whole day.
over all 15 minute periods.

to Average

ratio.

+ and -

This is an indicator of the degree
over the period of the given day.

of burstiness

of the measured

quantity,

+ : number of 15 ..minute samples greater than (average + 2*standard deviation)
- : number of 15 minute samples less than (average - 2*standard deviation)
For example, if + is i, then there was probably only one large peak,
and thi~ peak could be as a result of a some event outside the "normal"
pattern for that resource utilization (eg. large file transfer

Node key:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:
i0:
Ii:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Pittsburg
San Diego
Boulder
Princeton
College Park
Ithaca
Houston

Urbana-Champaign
Palo Alto
Seattle
Salt Lake City
Lincoln
Ann Arbor

Interface key:
--

E0" Directly attached ethernet interface
FIX-E and FIX-W: Federal Interagency eXchange
CNUSC: T1 link to CNUSC, France
EASIN: T1 link to CERN, Switzerland

~~T:

T1

connection

to

the

Research

Network
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5.1.

ST-2:

THE EXPERIMENTAL INTERNET STREAM PROTOCOL

5.1 ST-2:
Protocol
Presentation

The Experimental.

by Claudio

Topolcic

Internet

353

Stream

BBN

ST-2 includes some relatively minor improvements to ST, as described in IEN
119. STis an internet protocol at the samelayer as IP. ST differs from IP in that
IP, as originally envisioned, did not require gateways or intermediate systems
to maintain state information describing the streams of packets flowing through
them. ST incorporates the concept of streams across the Internet. Every intervening ST entity maintains state information for each stream that passes
through it. The stream state includes forwarding information, w:hich efficiently
supports multicast, as well as resource information, allowing networks or link
bandwidths and queues to be managedfor a specific stream. This pre-allocation
of resources allows data packets to be forwarded with low delay and overhead,
and with low probability of loss due to congestion. The characteristics of a
stream, such as the numberand location of the endpoints, and the bandwidth
required, maybe modified during the lifetime of the stream.
A stream is "multi-destination simplex" (MDS)since data travels across it
only one direction: from the origin to the targets. A stream can be viewed as a
directed tree in which the origin is the root, all the branches are directed away
from the root toward the targets, which are the leaves. Each stream is identified
by a globally unique "NAME"
that includes the origin’s address plus a field to
makethe nameunique. The name is specified in control operations, but is not
used in ST data packets. ST data packets instead, contain a short hop-by-hop
identifier (HID) whichis used for efficient forwarding.
Host and gateway "ST agents" create and manage a stream by exchanging
control messages. The control protocol follows a request-response model with
retransmission after timeout. Control messages are used to: create streams,
refuse creation of a stream, delete a stream in whole or in part, negotiate or
change a stream’s parameters, tear downparts of streams as a result of gateway
or network failures, or transient routing inconsistencies, and reroute around
network or componentfailures. ST stream setup control messages also carry a
"next protocol identifier" which allows ST to demultiplex streams to a number
of possible higher level protocols and a "port identifier" to further demultiplex
to a specific instance of an application.
.A stream is monitored by the involved ST agents. If they detect a failure, they
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can attempt a repair, which in general involves tearing down part of the stream
and rebuilding it to bypass the failed component(s). If an ST agent determines
it cannot effect the repair, it propagates the failure information back to its
previous-hop agent. ST agents use a flow specification,
called the "FlowSpec",
to describe the required characteristics
of a stream. Included are values for
bandwidth, delay, and reliability
paralneters. The FlowSpec describes both the
desired values as well as their minimal allowable values. The intervening ST
agents thus have some freedom in allocating their resources. Intervening ST
agents accumulate statistics
that describe the characteristics
of the chosen path
and pass that informat:~on to the origin and the targets of the stream.

The Internet Stream
Protocol (ST)

Claudio Topolcic
BBN Systems and Technologies Corporation

Engineer’sProject

Packet
Switching
Internetwork

Different Kinds of Traffic

"Engineer’s" Approach

This is whatI want

H

Thls is whatI
will give you

._ ii ii i i~ ii iii II

II

IIII I

IP Model

I
¯ , ~stl

Knowswhat
is going on

Minimal
information
transfer

Gue!ses
whatis
going on

’

Engineering Optimization

Source
Destination
TOS
StreamID

ID

Source
Destination
Visa #
Next Hop

GATEWAY

Engineering Tradeoffs

Forwarding&
Replication

Resource
Mgmt.

Output
Queue

The "only interesting" part of the problem

Host

Output
Queue
~ - --

IIIIIU

IIII

[1111

’...

ConnectionOrien~edl Protocol Functions
Connection

Management

Connection Maintenance
Routing
Forwarding
Multicasting
Resource Management
(The only Interesting par~ of the protocol)

lnteroperation

With Other Systems

Security

The Internet Stream Protocol (ST)
,

A Stream represents managedresources along a multicast
The Stream is the fundamental building bliock
Structured as a directed tree
Streams can be dynamically modified
Allow min~mumforward processing for data~ packets

path

Structure of a Stream

Origin

Target

Target

II I IIIII

I

I

Target

ii iiiiiiiii iiiiii I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I I

II IIII,

I

A Conference Built of Multiple Streams
Origin

Target

;Target

IIII II I

ST Features
Separate data packet forwarding processing from stream
control operations
..
Minimal data processing
- Results in potential high performance
Simple control

mechanism

Flexibility
- Supports arbitrary topologies
- Allows asymmetric communication

ST Features (Cont.)
Datagrambased control protocoll
Unique Stream identifier
,.
- Origin IP address plus unique number
Stream priority
- Potentially per-target priority
¯

Data flow specificallion

¯

"Port" or "Socket" identifier
No explicit point to point service
- Optimization for 2-party streams

¯

Routing is a separable issue

¯

Subsetting of protocol

.

Stream Setup

.........
f .........’~~

DISCONNECT
B
, .~.

Control Protocol
Stream Shutdown

Data Packet Forwarding
Forwarding
___:’rpb~e,
_.

Net
A

B, Z, HdrB

HID

HiD
¯
¯

Identifies

stream to which a data packet belongs
.,

’Short, allows fast access to forwarding inforrnation

¯

Can change from hop to hop "

¯

Must be unique at receiver

¯

Multicast network will delivery sameHID to multiple next hops

¯ Need HID selection
mechanism
Distributed selection
Previous hop selects HI[)
Next hops can reject the selection
¯

Current mechanismis for previous,hop to select an HID
randomly
Probably acceptable if neighbors have about 1000 streams
Alternately could use a centralized or distributed HID server

Data PacketMuiticast Forwarding
Forwarding
Table
X A, Y, HdrA
B, Z, HdrB

Net
A

HID

HID

Data PacketForwardingAcrossMulticast Network

HID

HI[)

Multicast
Net
B

Problem: Whenadding a new branch to an existing stream
the HID may not be unique at the new next hop.
Forwarding
Table

I

¯

HID Coll=sion
Solution: Allow multiple HIDs for the samestream,
then reclaim the old HID.
Forwarding
Table

¯

’

Resource Management

Resources
Network bandwidth
- currently reserve necessary bandwidth
- try alternate routes if initial selection fails
- Gateway buffers and CPU
- currently over-engineer the gateways
-

Multicast network IDs
- obtain them from the networks

Irreconcilable conflicts result in "call" blocking or preemption

Failure Detection
(The "MeGeneration"protocol)

i l’M

OK I

f

llllUii

Failure Detection
Perform handshake only between neighbors that share streams
Neighbors exchange "lollipop’"

counters

Assumethat neighbor will indicated any failu=~e of any stream it
detects
Assumethat network failures will be detectedl either by
notification by network or by interruption of this handshake
Assumethat if neighbor’s cour~ter incremenlls properly and
neighbor hasnot indicated a failure then alll streams are still
intact

Failure Repair

Failure Repair.
Next hop issues BREAK(similar
~Target

tO DISCONNECT)
toward

Previous hop might attempt re~covery (if
REROUTE
toward origin

allowed), or issue

Must be careful of interaction between BREAKand new
CONNECT
at a downstream ST agent

Some Options
Source route (1 target)
"1 promise to only ever have. 1 target"
- allows nets to not allocate multicast IDs
Allow next hop to select HID
- Makes HID selection trivial
Build reverse path .automatically
- allows a commoncase to be handled with minimum packets
and~ delays
¯

Groups of Streams

¯

IP encapsulation

~_Optionsmayrestrict

use of other features
IIIII.

|

J

,.

BUILDINGREVER.)ESTREAIVI

CQNNECTB]

A

BUILDING REVERSESTREAM
Continued

I

CONNECTB]

A

B

I

ACCEPTWITH
NEW NAME

uumll
IIII

__~

u II

.

mmnu~n~ll ii

ii

’

Groups
of Streams
......................
Implementshared resources
Doesn’tsupport "call" blocking as well as desired

q,__....____J
Groupsof Streams
Shared Network Resources

i I I

L iiiii I

II

~ ii

i ii i i ii iiii

tP Encapsulation

’ IP HDR
ST
PACKET

IP ONLY

Other Issues
Security

with SDNS

Routing not addressed in this document
Monitoring of offered load is not currently irnplemented
Does not directly address the communication= between the ST
layer and Application layer in a host
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Report

by Yakoff Rekhter

~[~he Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an inter-autonomous system routing
protocol. It is built on experience gained with EGPas defined in RFC904 [1]
and EGP usage in the NSFNETBackbone as described in RFC1092 [2] and
RFC1093 [3].
The primary function of a BGPspeaking system is to exchange network reachability information with other BGPsystems. This :network teachability information includes information on the AutonomousSystems (ASs) that traffic must
transit to reach these networks. This information is sufficient to construct a
graph of AS connectivity from which routing loops maybe pruned and policy
decisions at the AS level maybe enforced.
The BGPprotocol provides a high degree of control and flexibility for doing
interdomain routing while enforcing policy and performance constraints and
avoiding routing loops. BGPruns over a reliable transport protocol. This
eliminates the need to implement explicit update fragmentation, retransmis-sion, acknowledgement, and sequencing. Any authentication scheme used by
the transport protocol maybe used in addition to BGP’s own authentication
mechanisms. The error notification mechanismused in BGPassumes that the
transport protocol supports a "graceful" close, i.e.~ that all outstanding data
will be delivered before the connection is closed.
BGPArchitecture is based on the assumptionthat t:he Internet is a collection of
arbitrarily connected AutonomousSystems. The AS is assumed, to be administered by a single administrative entity, at least for the purposeso:f representation
of routing information to systems outside of the AS. BGPprovides the capability of enforcing somepolicies based on various preferences and constraints~..
Policies are determined by the AS administration and are provided to BGPi~a
the form of configuration information. These policies are enforced within a BGP
speaker by affecting the selection of paths from mul*iple alternatives, and by
controlling the redistribution of routing information. Policies are not directly
encoded in the protocol.
Depending on the mechanism used to propagate BGPinformation within a
given AS, special care must be taken to ensure consistency between BGPand
the IGP, since changes in state are likely to propagate at different rates across
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the AS. There may be a time window between the moment when some border
gateway (A) receives new BGProuting information which was originated from
another border gateway (B) within the same AS, and the moment the IGP
within this ASis capable of routing transit traffic to that border gateway(B).
During that time window,eithe:c incorrect routing or "’black holes" can occur.
In order to minimize such routing problems, border gateway (A) should not
advertise a route to some exterior network X to all .of its BGPneighbors in
other ASs until all of the interior gateways within the AS are ready to route
traffic destined to X via the correct exit border gateway (B). In other words,
interior routing should converge on the proper exit gateway before advertising
routes via that exit gateway to other ASs.
Fundamentalto BGPusage is the rule that an ASadvertises to its neighboring
ASsonly those routes that it uses. This rule reflects t]he "hop-by-hop"routing
paradigm generally used by the current Internet. Note that there maybe polities
that cannot be supported by the "hop-by-hop" routing paradigm and which
require such techniques as source routing to enforce. :Discussion of whether and
how these policies can be accommodatedusing BGPis outside the scope of
this document. On the other hand, BGPcan support any policy th’at can be
accommodatedwithin the ~’hop-by-hop" routing paradigm. The fact that the
current Internet uses only the "hop-by-hop" routing paradigm and the fact that
BGPcan support any policy that can be accomplished within such a paradigm
makes BGPhighly applicable as an inter-AS routing protocol for the current
Internet.

Tim Into.met

Ignvironmcnt..

o Collecl.i~n of the int.erconncci.cd
Sysi.c~ns.
BGP- a pragmatic approach to the
Inter-AS R.outing.
YakovR.ekhter

¢ Transport Layer is TCP(R.FC 793)
UDP(R.FC 768).
¯ Large existing infrastructure (e.g. NSFNET).
¯ Limited hierard~y (by the structure
IP addresses).

T.J. Watson Research Center

of

, Currently used inter-AS protocol
2) is not designed for the current inter-

IBM Corporation

e-maih

, NetworkLayer is IP (R.FC 791).

YAKOVat YK’rVMX
April 30, 1990

Inter-AS
What

is

an

Autonomous

¯ DeIined as

p~trt

System

routing.

?

Of EGP-2:

- Set of touters under a single technical
administration.
- Single IGP and commoninterior metrias to handle intra-AS traffic.
- EGPto route packets to other AS’s.
¯ R.edefined for BGP.
- Set of routcrs under a single technical
administration.
- Several IGP’s and several sets of metric.s to handleintra-AStraffic:.
-From exterior routing an AS can be
viewed a.s mmmlithic.

¯ Combination of topological
istrative constraints.

and admin-

* Control over access to the ASil~tcrn,’d
resources - controlled transitivity.
¯ Alttoito~t|ottsSystelllS classification:
- "IYansit- providesits resourcesto other
kS’s.
- No~.-traltsit:
, Multihomed - connected to more
than one transit AS.
,~Stub - connected to a single A.S.

Designconsiderations.

Requircmc~,tsfor the inter-AS routing.

¯ Networkingarchite.ctur(:.

Feasibilil.y:

¯ Availalfl(’. technology.
¯ Devclop,uc,~t and deployme,~tti,ne frame.

R.etluirt:ments (.hat can not I)e
within the design constraints.
I~.equi,re~nentsthat canbc sal.isfie(1 withi~
the design constraints, and can
noticable benefits.

¯ hnl~h:~ne.ntatio,~ and deploymentcost.
¯

¯ hnl)aCt on the (:urrent infrastructure.

R.C(luirem(mtsthat can bc sa.tisficd within
the design cm~straints, but provide
noticable benefits.

J

Inter-AS routing components.

on policies that can be SUl~l)ortcdxvithin the
inter-AS routing.

¯ ll.outing policies to l)e SUl)l)t~rte(l.
¯ R.(mting nmchanism.

®Destination scnsitiv(:.

¯ R.outing Mgorithms,routing protocols.

¯ Sourc(:s(:nsitive.

¯ Accounting, charging, resource alloca" tion.
¯ Componentsare not indei)endent.

® Path sensitive.
-Previous hop(s) sensitive.
® Type of Service sensitive.

Routing mechanisms.
~ Coml>letepath insta.llatio~l.
-End-to-end path inst~llation.
-Installed on ~I1 routers on the path.
- State related to the path on all routcrs
along the path.
¯ Incremental (hop-by-hop) routing.
- Possible to have partial (e.g. hop-byhop) path installation.
- Somestate maybe present at routers.
¯ Does not reflect what route to fop
low.
¯ Mayreflect some local matters.

Incremental (hop-by-hop) routing.
¯ Current IP routing architect.urc is based
on incremental routing.
¯ No impact on any of the existing applications.
¯ .No commotionsto monitor:
- better scaling that the complete path
installation routing
-less memoryand processing requirelnent8 on touters.
¯ Source may see the whole path; however,
all the touters in the path must agree
with this route.

Completepath installation routing.
¯ Via connection
- Rel)resent, s a signiticant (leparture from
the current IP routing a.rchit, ecture.
- Maybe impracticM tk)r large number
of current apI)lications.
-Requires to monitor individual COilnections:
¯ may not scale
¯ may impose significant memoryand
processing requirements on routers.
¯ Allows complete route determina.tion a.t
the source.

1-touting algorithms: Link State (SPF).
¯ Fast convergence time.
¯ Workswell in absence of any hiera, rchy
(but does not scale).
¯ Works well with controlled hierarchies
(e.g. OSPFprotocol) - controlled hierarchies maynot be feasible for the interASrouti~tg.
¯ Complete topological knowledge allows
both ]?ath installation and hop-by-hot~
routing.
¯ Complete topological knowledge is infeasible for the inter-AS routing - complete path installation is required (alternative is to have a world-widecoordina.tion of all routers involvedin the into, rASrouting).

Routingalgorithms: pure Distance Vector.
¯ Slow convergence time.
¯ Workswell with arbitrary hierarchies.
¯ Does not require complete topological
knowledge.
¯ Has very limited topological knowledge
- next hop.
Requires hop-by-hop routing.
Can not support complete path installation.
Global monotonically increased metric;
globally consistent metric comparisonprocedures for loop suppression.

Accounting~charging~resource
allocat~on.
¯ Passive:
-long term resource allocation
-conforms to the current Internet architecture
- no performance impact
- quasi-dynamicinteraction with the interAS routing
¯ Active:
-short term resource allocation
- significant departure from the current
Internet architecture
-potential serious negative impact on
performance
- requires complete path installation

Routing al.gorithms: mixed (distance vector
with compl:etepath),,
¯ Shows much better properties with respect to routing information loop suppression and convergence time than the
pure di’,stance vector algorithms.
¯ Workswell with arbitrary hierarchies.
¯ Does not require complete topology knowledge, but can reconstruct the locally relevant partial topology.
¯ Ei~he’r complete path installation or incremental (hop-by-hop) routing may
’used.
¯ Does not require any metric.

Valid combinationof choices.
Alternative 1:
¯ Completepath installation

is mandatory.

¯ Link S~ate (SPF).
¯ Requires controlled hierarchies.
¯ Supports any routing policy thatcan be
implemented within the complete path
installe~tiion routing paradigm:
-Arbitrary destination sensitive policieso
-Arbitrary source sensitive policies.
-Limited set of path sensitive policies
(limited by the pzevious hop).
-Arbitrary Type Of Service sensitive
policies.
¯ Routes are computed on demand.

BGPArchitecture o a pragmatic approach to
the inter-AS routing.
¯ Not "The Inter-AD Protocol For Generations
To Come" -TIADPFGTC
Not the long term solution - long term
solution is the "one that wouldbe right
for generations to come"(as defined by
Professor Finnegan).
Does not solve all problems for all people.

Valid combinationof choices (cont.).
¯ Alternative 2:
- Designedfor the current Internet architecture.
- Hop-by-hop routing mechanism is mandatory, completepath installation is optional.
- Distance vector algorithm (either pure
or mixed).
- Supports arbitrary hierarchy.
- Supports any routing policy, that can
be implemented within the hop-byhop routing paradigm:
’
¯ Arbitrary destination sensitive policies.
¯ Large number of source sensitive
policie~s.
¯ Arbitrary path sensitive policies.
¯ Large number of Type Of Service
sensitive policies.

Policies that can be supported ~ith BGP.
¯ Anypolicy that can be implemented with
incremental (hop-by-hop) routing:
- arbitrary destination sensitive policies
-arbitrary path sensitive policies
- limited set of source sensitive policies
- limited set of Type Of Service sensitive policies
¯ Implementedvia controlled distribution
of the. routing information (see also R~Cl104).

BGPArchitecture - a pragmatic approach to
the inter..AS routing.
~ Based on the current Internet architecture.
¯ Based on the curren~ router technology.
¯ Inter.-AS routing is needed asap.
~ Minimizethe implementation and deploy.meat cost.
-Can be implemented in ]less than ~
man-monthson any existing .commercial router.
¯ Noimpact on existing infrastructure."

l~outing mechanismrequired by BGP.
¯ Incremental (hop-by-hop) routing is mandatory.
¯ Completepath installation

is optional.

Accounting, charging, resource allocation in
BGP:
¯ Decoupled from the inter-AS routing.
¯ Passive monitoring of resource utilizatic, n by meansoutside of BGP.
¯ Resource allocation by means outside of
BGP(e.g. queuing).
¯ BGPderived information may be used
for resources allocation.

BGPAlgorithm.

Path Attributes.

¯ Mixed: distance vector witl~ complete
AS path.
¯ Efficiettt
pression.

routing information loop sup-

¯ Speed up convergence.
¯ No support for hierarchy of AS’s.
- Limited hierarchy support by IP.
¯ Efficient routing information loop suppression.
¯ Speed-up convergence.
¯ l~ch (but not arbitrary ) selection for
Type Of Service i~outing.
¯ Limited form multipath - restricted
the same AS path.

to

¯ Allowsto detect globally inconsistent policies.

¯ Network teachability information has a
set c,f attributes associated with it.
¯ Attributes taxonotny:
- Well-known- recognized by all touters
ir~ all AS’s.
¯ Mandatory - must be present with
every piece of routing information.
¯ Discretionary - maynot be present
with every piece of routing information.
-Optional - may not be recognized by
every router.
¯ Transitive - maybe passed to other
AS’s even if not recognized (with
marking as ,PAlaTIAL).
¯ Non-transitive - must be dropped
if not recognized.
¯ Extendibility of the protocol.

Inter-kS
tion.

(BGP) - Intra-AS

Routing

Syntax/Semantics
BGP.

interac-

for expressing

policies

with

Not all routers within an ASare running
BGP.

¯ Consisteat with the set of policies supported by BGP.

¯ Potentially all the routes within an AS
maycarry inter-AS traffic.

~ Provides unambiguous way of expressing policy based routing constraints.

¯

¯ Potentially different convergencerate of
Inter-AS (BGP)and Intra-AS p~rotocols.

¯ Interface betweenlegal policies (human)
and actual routing (computer).

¯ Several mechanisms to ensure synchronization between BGPand an intra-AS
protocol.

Protocol specifics.

What can we gain

with

BGP ?

¯ Incremental updates to conserve bandwidth and processing.

¯ Less bandwidth and CPUutilization.

¯ Build on top of reliable transport protocol- TCP.

¯ Loop-free inter-AS routing.

- Guaranteed delivery.
- Recover from information delivered out
of order.
- Network/Transport layer authentication/security.

¯ Faster adaptation.
¯ Rich support for policy based routi~g.

What can we loose with B(~P

Current
status
- ]:|GP-I.

¯ EGP-2.

¯ BGI=’-I (1~FCl105)was published in June
1989.
,~BGI=’-I is implemented by cisco, IBM,
and Cornell University (gated).
¯ , BGI=’-Iis deployed and ~tvailable as a
prototype in tlte NSFNETsince October 1[989.

J
Currentstatus- BGP-2.
¯ Protocol and architecture documents were
approved by the IWGduring February
1990 IETF.
¯ Protocol document was published as an
Internet Draft in February 1990.
¯ Protocol document passed review of the
Area Director for Routing April 12, 1990
- "BGPbe published as an R_PCand entered in the standard track as a Proposed
Standard after some editorial changes and
clarifications".
¯ Protocol document was presented to the
Area Director for Routing with requested
editorial changesand clarifications April
23, 1990.
¯ Architecture document was published ~s
an Internet Draft in March 1990 and
given to the Area Director for Routing.
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and Educa-

by Tom Bajzek/PREPNET a~ad Walt Burrneister/Bell

Walt Burmeister/

Bell of PA

PREPnetwas created when a peer group of Pennsylvania research university administrators from seven of the major research universities approached Bell and
asked about the feasibility of developing a mid-level network in :Pennsylvania.
These requests were prompted by a number of needs:
sharing resources;
facilitating scholarly collaboration;
accessing supercomputers and other data bases;
and easy, economical access to the Internet.
Also, the emergence of other regional networks threatening to encroach into.
Pennsylvania spurred this group to ask for a Pennsylvania-based network- a
network that would respond to the needs of researchers, educators, government.
and businesses in Pennsylvania.
These ]~orward-looking Vice Presidents of Computingand Research were also re-.
sponding to discussions with the National Science Foundation and other higher
education research communities.
Then - and now- they are all working to develop a National Research and.
Education Network, the NREN.
It was clear that in Pennsylvania, a mid-level network was an essential factor
in positioning the Commonwealth
for connectivity to this larger national effort
to share data and information.
In order to respond to this request to provide connectivity across Pennsylvania,
we had to find a partner. With divestiture from ATaT,Bell of Pennsylvania,.
can no longer provide long-distance services. Wecan no longer provide direc~
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access across the state. Weare limited to providing se, rvice within six regional.
areas.
So we enlisted the support of the Commonwealthof Pennsylvania. They have
a network crisscrossing the state, and they agreed to provide spare capacity on.
their T-1 circuits to serve as the backbonefor t]his newnetwork.
The Commonwealthmade a natural partner -- an opportunity to meet and
match needs. They could provide long-distance connectivity and spare capacity.
In exchange, the state would accrue the benefits of an infrastructure that would
serve to improve economic growth and. development.
I will expand :more on the economic development shortly.
few more specifics about the network.

Let me return to a

To provide ready access for our founding universities, we built two hubs in our
central offices - one located in Philadelphia and one in Pittsburgh. Initially,
these two hubs connected the seven founding universities:
.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Carnegie Mellon
The University of Pittsburgh
Penn State University
The University of Pennsylvania
Drexel University
Temple University
and Lehigh University.

To provide access to the Internet community, the Pittsburgh Supercomputing
Center was enlisted to serve as PREPnet’s gateway. Besides operating and
maintaining P REPnet, Bell also agreed to promote and market this service.
Wehave committed substantial resources to this investment.
Whydid we, Bell of PA, become involved with developing this network? Why
are we the only local operating companyinvesting resources to develop a midlevel network? The answer lies in the return on our investment. Webelieve
that PREPneetis a newinitiztive - and like any investment, it brings both risk
and reward.
What do we expect for our return on this investment? We,expect economic
growth and developmer~t for Pennsylvania.
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Weare a companycommitted to a future in Pennsylvania. Weserve customers
in Pennsylvania. Our vision of the future is dependent on continued economic
developmentin this state. To paraphrase an old saying, as Pennsylvania goes, so
goes the state of Bell of PA. By providing the electronic infrastructure necessary
for the research and education community,we are bringing Pennsylvania abreast
of other states whoalready have similar networks..
PREPnetprovides researchers with the opportunity to improve productivity by
reducing access time to information. PREPnetcan makea specialized scientific
laboratory becomea virtual laboratory by supporting visualization, on-line collaboration, and real-time control. PREPnetcan provide faster peer interactivity
and review...independent of distance.
The value of information is determined by the user. With P RLPnet, we can
provide the meansfor accessing and sharing researc:h and information. As information is shared, it is leveraged and grows, and the developing synergy is
totally independent of location and distance.
The impact of research lies not only in collaboration and sharing, but also in
technology transfer; in transferring research results from the educational sector
to the business sector, and within the business sector, from one business to
another and eventually it is translated into consumerproducts to enhance the
state’s economic development.
This PREPnetpartnership is providing a critical tool necessary for Pennsylvania
to compete not only nationally, but internationally.
So, a major :priorityeconomic development - is both a need and a benefit.
Another reason for Bell’s participation is the opportunity to gain experience
working with protocol-dependent networks such as PREPnet.
TCP/IP,as this audience well knows,is a protocol thai; has a vital role in today
and tomorrow’s networking. Bell wanted to expand our knowledge about it.
Again, it is the leveraging of information. Whatwe learn about TCP/IP within
]?REPnet, we are applying to applications for other products and services that
we are developing.
Weare also gaining experience operating a mid-level network. Wehave experience with central office-based local area networks. But as I mentionedearlier,~
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given today’s constraints of the Justice Department, we cannot be the sole
provider of statewide networks.
Wewould like to see the regulations lifted. But for today, PREPnetis a creative initiative to help meet customer"s needs. It is a~a excellent opportunity to
partner with others and provide connectivity and reliability in a different arena.
In addition, we, the PREPnet partnership, want to ~serve a larger goal. We
are creating a network that can respond to the need.,~ of different types of con-.
stituents across the state° Wedo not want a network: just for the exclusive use
of the wealthier, larger and more prestigious universities, nor do we want to
limit the network to just the educational community. Our goal is to make it
available to all sectors, :regardless of size or geographical location. That makes
PREPnetdifferent from. a commercial ~etwork.
PREPnetis chartered as a non-profit organization. PREPnethas a price structure for membersthat provides a choice of pricing options based on the needs of
the enterprise, its size and type. The PREPnetsteeri~.ag committee has priced
the membershipfees low.
Wedo not want to create barriers to entry for small users, whether they are
colleges, governmentagencies, or researchers in private industry. Manyothers
can now access the same wide range of resources previously available only to
large universities- and they can do it at a choice of different transmission speeds
and access options - depending on that their needs and budgets are.
Since PREPnet’s inception in 1988, we have built two additional hubs: one in
Scranton and another in Allentown. These hubs are part of our response to the
growing demandsof customers whoneed economical access across the state. We
have also provided a terminal server i:n the Philadelphia hub to accommodate
slow speed asynchronous access.
In addition to managing and operating this network, Bell of :PA serves as the
marketing arm of the partnership. Today, we have 27 PREPnet subscribers,
ranging from higher education to steel manufacturing, from software development to medical research.
Weare continuing to moveforward to achieve PREPnet’s four major goals:
¯ Contribute to the state’s

economic development
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¯ Facilitate the sharing of research informationL
¯ Increase the opportunities for collaborative research
¯ Enhance the competitive posture of the state.
As demandincreases and resources are available, the P REPnet partnership
plans to build several more hubs. Wemayeventually have to provide a bigger
pipeline. WhileT-1 is fine for the present, as the critical massof users and their
applications grow, P REPnetwill also grow.
Right now, Bell of PA is working with CMUand the Pittsburgh Supercomputing
Center for the provision of a three gigabit line.
In Philadelphia, we are developing a metropolitan area network for Temple
University - probably one of the first of its kind.
I see the potential for expanding the functionality
technologies.

of PREPnetthrough these

All of us here today are involved in the technology explosion that is occurring.
In manycases, technology seems to be growing as fast or faster than we can.
apply it.
In today’s technological world no single resource can provide all t:he information.
technology and resources needed to compete effectively in the global market-:place.
It is a bold, creative joint initiative that combinespartners and technology to
provide a network that can change the way in which learning and research occur.
PREPnetaccelerates the flow of research to other researchers and to commercial[
enterprises. Bell of PA has invested in PREPnet because we believe it will
significantly impact the economicgrowth within Pennsylvania. ’Webelieve thai;
this network solution provides a partnership from which all of us will gain more
than we have invested.

¯
n
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|
¯
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PREPnet Membership
Erie

Scranton
56K
State
College

24
12

T1

Allentowr

Pittsburgh
Harrisburg

1
8 lg
28

Philadelphia
T1
25 26
10

Hub

1 CarnegieMellon University
2 Universityof Pittsburgh
3 Lehigh University
4 University of Pennsylvania
5 PennState University
6 TempleUniversity
7 Drexel University
8 Pittsburgh SupercomputingCenter
9 (Reserved)
10 SwarthmoreCollege
11 Unisys Paoli ResearchCenter
12 SusquehannaUniversity
13 Transarc Corporation
14 NETBen Franklin Tech Center

15 University of Scranton
16 SoftwareEngineeringInstitute
17 USSTechnical Cen.ter, USXCorporation
18 Incremental SystemsCorporation
Res.e.arch Institute
19 Allegheny-Singer
20 WestChester University
21 TartanLaboratories, Inc.
22 DatacompSystems, inc.
23 LaSalle Univen;ity
24 Bucknell University
’
25 Bryn MawrCollege
26 Haverford Gollege
27 Soft Switch,In(;.
28 Maya Design Group

PREPnet

Information

Services

Provider/Service

Desrafiption

Provider:
CMU
Service: LIS
Availability:
now
IP-address:
cmulibrary.andrew.cmu.edu
Requirements:vtlO0, etc.

LIS is a library catalog information retrieval system
which indexes all words in the entries. SeverAl
databases are available: the CMUlibrary catalog and
journal list, a set of bibliographies on a variety of
topi~; compiled by CMUlibrarians, and in index to
archito~"tural pictures found in a numberof standarct
reference books.

Provider: Penn State
Service: LIAS
Availability: now’
IP-address: lias.psu.edu
Requirements: vtl00

LIASis the on-line catalog of the Penn State libraries.

Provider: Penn State
Service: PENpages
Availability:
now
IP-address: psupen.psu.edu
Requirements: vtl00
User: pprepnet

PENpagesis a database of agricultural and Extension
related information ran~Ong from daily, weekly, and
monflfly agricultural news and alerts to permanent
reference material. It is maintained by the faculty and
staff of the College of Agriculture and offered as a
public service by the Cooperative Extension of Penn
State.

Provider: Penn State
Service: EBB
Availability:
now
IP-address: cac3270.psu.edu
Requirements: vtl00
IP-address: psuvm.psu.edu
Requirements: tn3270

EBBis a database of information relating to Penn State,
including academic programs, academic calendars, and
phone directories.

Provider: Penn State
Service: EDIN
Availability:
now
IP-address: cac3270.psu.edu
Requirements: vtl00
IP-address: psuvm.psu.edu
Requirements: tn3270

The Pennsylvania State Data Center maintains this
database of population and economic statistical
data,
which includes, among other things, the Commerce
Business Daily. EDINis accessible through the EBB
service, of Penn State.

Provider: Lehigh U.
Service: ASA
Availability:
now
IP-address: asa.lib.lehigh.edu
Requirements: vtl00

Lehigh’s (GEAC-based) library
accessible through PREPnet.

Provider: U. of Pennsylvania
Service: PennLIN
Availability:
now
IP-address: pennlib.upenn.edu
Requirements: vtl00

PennLINis Penn’s NOTIS-basedo.n-line libra .ry catalog
system.
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Provider: U. of Pennsylvania
Service:
MEDINFO
Availability:
now
IP-address: mecl.upenn.edu
Requirements: vtl00

UPenn’s medical school provides access to a version of
its MEDINFO
bulletin board via PREPnet.

Provider:. U. of Pittsburgh
Service: NIH Guide
Availability:
now
IP-address: nic.cis.pitt.edu
Requirements: vt 100

The NIH (National Institutes
of Health) Guide
contains information on scientific initiatives and
administration regarding extramural programs. The
guide is being provided to Pitt on-line as a pilot project.
Files are available by anow.~nous FTP in the
"nihguide" subdirectory. The Guide is published
weekly, and information from the last 4 weeks will be
online.

Provider: U. of Pittsburgh
Service: PITTCAT
Availability: July 1, 1990
IP-address:
Requirements: vtl00

PITI’CATis Pitt’s
system.

Provider: U. of Pittsburgh
Service: NIAC
Availability:
now
IP-address: nic.cis.pitt.edu
Requirements: vtl00

NIAC, the NASAIndustrial
Applications Center at
Pitt provides the Federal Laboratory Directory. The
database contains information pertaining to research
centers, facilities and laboratories which function
under the direction of the US government. Files are
available by anonymousF]~ in fl~e "niac" subdirectory.

Provider: Temple U.
Service: AfL Action Planning
Availability:
IP-address:

This database contains data on the impact and benefits
of affirmative action on a major hospital construction
project. It appears to be a case study of ar~ actual
project.

NOTIS-basedon-line library

catalog

Requirements:

Provider: Temple
Service: Wage & Empl. Data
Availability:
IP-address:
Requirements:

One of these databases contains employment and salary
data on scientists and engineers in a variety’ of fields,
and the other traces wage and employment growth in a
variety of industries in Pennsylvania.

Provider: Temple
Service: Library Catalog
Availability:
IP-address:
~
Requirements:

Temple’s library catalog coulcl be available on-line,
along with a personalized information search anti
document retrieval service.
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X.400 to the Internet

by: Allan Cargille

The University of Wisconsin is funded by NASA,on behalf of the FRICC, to
conduct a pilot project to bring X.400 to the Internet. Weare running X.400
over ASN.1, Session, RFC1006, and TCP/IP. Our X.400 software was written
as part of the IBM-funded Wisconsin ARGOproject. IBMis allowing free
distribution to twenty college, university, governmentand non-profit research
centers.
The software supports a modified ucb/mail user interface. Mail files are stored
in ASN.1 "Abstract Syntax Notation," a binary format. X.400 address formats (O/R Names) are used. Additional features supported include deferred
delivery, delivery notification, test messages(probes), and multiple body parts.
Currently only ASCII text is supported.
At present, the software is running on approximately nine machines at the University of Wisconsin and NSF. Weare in the process of getting license agreements signed and installing the software at a numberof other sites, including:
NASA-Ames,
Rice University, Harvard University, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Sydney. Several moreof these sites should be online..
by early May.
In the initial phase, we have created an isolated island of X.400electronic mail..
Initial users can only mail to other membersof our project. There are no
bridges to international X.400 networks or to the Internet mail world. Our first
step toward connectivity is to establish connections to the European RARE
X.400 project. This will establish connectivity with an estimated 12,000 per.son European academic and research community. Currently we are testing
X.400/ASN.1/Session/RFC1006/TCP/IP connections to France and Norway.
The second step, integrating X.400 mail with standard Internet mail, will be
accomplished by operating an RFC987gateway a.t tlhe UW.The public domain
X.400 product "PP" from the University College’. London contains an RFC987
gateway. The UWis a beta-test site for PP.
X.400 naming issues present complex challenges tha~ have no~ been resolved
yet for the United States. Whatstructure the U.S. portion of the Internet will
take is still an open question. Onepossibility is tlhat tlhe Internet wilI becomea
Private ManagementDomain(PRMD).Rather tlhan wait for all of these issues
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to be resolved for the U.S., we have chosen to operate an experimental PRMD
named the "XNREN."Weare acting as a naming authority :for organizations
within our PRMD.Whenofficial decMonshave been. reached about the role of
the Internet in. X.400naming, we will conformto those, decisions and mergeour
namespaceinto the new structure.
As PP becomespublicly available, we are planning o:n incorporating more sites
into the experiment. Wewould like to exchange addressing information and
establish connectivity with any Internet parties running X.400, and distribute
Internet addressing information to all interested sites.

Feature,s of X.4-00:

Bringing X.400
to the Intemet

¯ Separationof delivery informationand contents

May1., 1990

¯ Messagetransferred as data structure encodedin
binary
¯ Multiple bodyparts

Allan Cargille
ManolisTsangaris
Larry. Landweber
University of Wisconsin

¯ Different BodyParts
¯ International Standard
¯ Improvednaming:
/c=us/a&nd=
.... /prmd=nren/
/o=uw_madison/ou=cs/s=Cargille/g=Allan/

cargille@cs.wisc..edu
/c=us/admd=""/prmd=rtren/
/o=uw_madison/ou=cs/s=Cargille/g=Allan/

NewServices
. Well-defineddelivery report
¯ Probe(test message)
¯ DelayedDelivery
¯ Aut(~matictranslation of bodyparts
¯ Others

1988 Enhancements

Project Overview

¯ Directory services (X.500)

¯ X.400on TCP/IPIntemet

¯ MessageStore

¯ Funded by NASAon
behalf of FRICC

¯ Extensible

¯ Gateway,to Europe
¯

¯ Inco~npatible

¯ Software:: .ARGO&PP on BSDUnix

¯ CCITTand’ISO agree

¯ Hardware
.Platforms:
IBM PC/RT
Sun 3
VAX
(l’)ecStation)
(Sun 4)

Goals

Software

¯ Gainexperience in administering X.400
environment

¯ 1984X.400implementation

¯ Experimentwith X.400mutingstrategies

¯ Developedas part of IBM-fundedARGO
Project

¯ Connectwith international X.400community
(RARE,Canada)

¯ Ownedby ]]3M
Userinterface is modifieducb/mail
¯ Soon: modified elm
. Protocol Stack
XA00
RTS/ASN.1
Session
1~C1006
TCP/IP
. Written for IBMPC/RT(AOS)
¯ Ported to Sun 3 (SunOS4.0), Vax3 (Ultrix 3.0)

~uture
-- PP

Participants
NSF
UW-Madison
Rice University
MITRENetworking Center
University of Pennsylvania
MIT
.
NASA
HarvardUniversity
University of Maryland
Merit Corporation (NFSNET)
Univ.of California, Irvine
National Library of Medicine
University of Pittsburgh MedicalCenter
Defense CommunicationsEngineering Center
(Canada,Australia, Netherlands)
¯ Seekingadditional sites

InternationalX.400Acti~,ity
¯ Europe: RAKE
* Started in 1987
* Most Europeancountries
* Well-integrated
* over 400sites
* Over15,000users
* Variety of implementations(15+)
¯ Canada
¯ Ko~a
¯ Australia
¯ U.S. waybehind

InternationalCormectidns
¯ Develop U.S. WEP

TechnicalIssues
¯ Mapping
X.400to existing structures

¯ Use international TCP/IPlines

* Administrative MgmtDomains
* Private MgmtDomains

¯ Connections to France and Norway

* Role of Internet

¯ Rel£ysites
¯ Goodtest o~ OSI
¯ Workingon other connections

. Namingissues
* Namingauthority(ies)
* U.S. naming ambiguous
¯ Routing
.Bilateral agreements
¯ Operating Private MgmtDomain

1990Activities

FumreTechnical Activities

¯ Moreparticipants
. Migration to X.400(1988)
¯ Develop NRENPRMD
¯ Integration withX.500directory sex~cice
¯ Incorporate PP into experiment
¯ Use over q[’P4/CLNP
¯ Operate X.400-RFC822gateway
¯ X.400security extensions
¯ MoreEuropean connections
¯ Multimediaextensions
¯ Moreinteroperability
¯ . DNSextension to support 987/1138mappings

6.3.
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THE KNOWBOT INFORMATION SERVICE

6.3

The Knowbot Information

Servk:e

The loose confederation of networks that exchange electronic mail, including
the Internet,
CSNET,BITNETand UUCPprovides services to hundreds of
thousands of users. Locating a specific user in this collection of networks is
a difficult problem; there is no single directory service in which all users are
represented. Searching for a user requires that queries be directed to a collection
of more-or-less well-known directory services, including who±s(ONIC.DDN.MIL,
wlao±s~SH.CS.lXlET, Profile and X.500. Of course, each of these services accepts
different styles of queries and returns its responses in a unique format.
While the White Pages Pilot Project is exploring the use of X.500 as the basis
for an Internet-wide directory service, we believe that the current diversity of
directory services will persist for some time. There are also users of other
networks not a part of the Internet that are unlikely to becomepart of any
Internet-based directory service. The likelihood that users will want to query
multiple directory services through a single, unilform interface motivates the.,
development of our new tool.
Wehave developed the KnowbotInformation Service (KIS) that uses Know-.
bots to automate the process of searching multiple directory services. KIS is
a directory service user interface that gives the appearance of integrating bet-.
erogeneousdirectory services into a single, uniformservice. In response to user
input, KIS forwards queries to multiple directory services. The responses are
collected and processed by KIS into a standard format for presentation to t:he
user. The design of KIS is flexible and extensible, Mlowingconvenient integration of newdirectory services into KIS as they becomeavailable.

f

Knowbots

-----’~
in the Internet

Knowbots are programsthat knowabout
information resources and how to inmmctwith
themto obtain answersto questions

User must knowwhere to look
User must knowhow to ask

Kno~bots...
are mobile

User must knowhow to read resu][ts

o persist across system incarnations
interact with other Knowbots
reproduce when necessary
The KnowbotInformation Service is a testbed
application for the study of Knowbots

J

Example
The Knowbot Information
Service
Consider finding information about Tim Korb:
whois -h nic.ddn.mil
korb
Korb, John T. (JTK1)
JTK@CS.PURDUE.EDU
Purdue University
Department
of Co~uter Science
West Lafayette, IN 47907
(317) 463-3644

...provides uniformaccess to Intemet white
pages services
¯

Maintains an intemal list of known
director3~services

¯

Accepts uniform query syntax ¯

¯

Returns uniform response format

Record last updated on 24-Aug-89o
whois "h sh.cs.net korb
There is 1 match to your query:
N~me:
John

T. Korb

Account:
Jtk, purdue,purdue
Ident:
1471
Updated:
Thu Jan 26 17:43:40

1989

Mailbox:
jtk@cs.purdue.edu
Phone:
317-494-6184
Address:
Department
of Computer Science
Purdue University
West Lafayette,
IN 47907
Misc:
Director
systems,
Tim

of Research Facilities
networks, windows.

Using the Knowb0t
Information Service

% netaddress

Copyright

korb
Knowbot Inform~tion

Corporation

Version 1.0
for National

f

No matches found for korb from service profile@nri.reston.va.u

Service

Research Initiatives

John T. Korb
Name:
Organization: Purdue University
Address:
Department of Computer
City:
West Lafayette
State:
IN
Country:
US
Zip:
47907
Phone:
(317) 463~3644
E-Mail:
JTK@CS.PURDUE.EDU
whois@nic.ddn.mil
Source:
Ident:
JTK1
.Last Updated: 24-Aug-89
Name:
Organization:
Address:
City:
State:
Country:
Zip:
Phone:
E-Mail:
Source:
Ident:
Last Updated:

Information Service
(Continued)

1989

Science

Name:
Address:
Phone:
E-Mail:
Source:
Last Updated:

Tim Korb
CS-208
463-3644
Jtk@purdue.edu
profile@gwen.cs.purdue.edu
(unknown)

No matches found for korb from service mitwp@mlt.edu
No matches found for korb from service mcimail@nri.reston.va.u
..

John T. Korb
Department of Computer Science
Purdue University
West Lafayette
IN
US
47907
317-494-6184
jtk@cs.purdue.edu
whois@cs.net.sh
1471
Thu Jan 26 17:43:40 1989

netaddressInterface

i s-like syntax (commandline
invocation)

--

Kn0wbot Information
Service Architecture

who

Or, user can form and issue queries through
interactive user interface

net addr e s s client provides user
interface and sends queries to Knowbot
Information Service server
-

User can specify:
Nameof target
Services to search
Service-specific identifier
Organization
Defaultservices:
whois@nic.ddn. mil,
whois@ sh.cs.net,Profile,
finger@mit,edu, ~4CImail
Other services: NYSERNet
White Pages
Pilot
Project,
finger@UNiX_host /

Currently ASCII-onlyinterface

- X interface

"soon"

Server reformats and forwards queries to
Internet white pages services
Serverfields replies, restructuresinto
standard format and returns to
netaddress client

Internals

What’s Behind netaddress

.’--’---’h

¯ netaddress
client and the Knowbot
Information Service server communicate
through TCP
¯

Server uses awk to translate
replies

queries and
:

Newservices can be incorporated by addi~ng
new awk scripts

where Is the Knowbot
Information Service?

f
¯

KnowbotInformation Service servers
currently run at nri. reston, va. us
and sol.bucknell,
edu

.

Docurnentation . ’
? or help print~commandsummary

¯ man print~ manual entry summary ,
¯ UNIX manual page

Telnet to server host, port 185
Mail to user
netadd~:es s @ server-host

¯ netaddress-users@sol.bucknell.edu
(netaddress-users-request
to join)

6.4.
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PRIVACY ENHANCED MAIL

6.4

Privacy

Presentation

Enhanced

Mail

by James Galvin/’rIS

Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) is a mechanism whereby electronic mail can
be augmentedto provide the following security services on an end-to-end basis
(originator to recipient)"
¯ messageintegrity,
¯ message origin authentication
¯ messageconfidentiality.

and

These services are provided by User Agents; no special processing requirements
are imposed on the Message Transfer System. They can be provided on a siteby-site or user-by-hser basis without impacting other services. Interoperability
amongheterogeneous electronic mail components is supported.
Trusted Information Systems, Inc., (TIS) in concert with BBNand RSAData
Security, Inc. (RSADSI),is developing an initial implementation of Privacy Enhanced Mail. It is being developed on Sun 3/60 and Sun SPARCworkstations
running SunOS3 and SunOS4, but should be compatible with other Berkeley
derived UNIXs.The security services are being integrated into the Rand Message Handling (MH)user agent, although integration, with other user agents
is not precluded. The software will be made widely available to the Internet
community this summer.
The PEMsoftware is a realization of the specification defined by RFCs1113,
1114 and 1115. The set of RFCs is the outgrowth of a series of meetings of
the IRTF Privacy and Security Research Group (:formerly the IAB Privacy
Task Force). RFC1113 defines the message encipherment and authentication
procedures; RFC1114 defines a certificate-based key managementsystem; RFC
i[115 specifies the algorithms, modesand identifiers used by the other RFCs.
The RFCs are tightly-coupled with the DESand RSAencrypt~on algorithms~
although the use of other algorithms is not precluded.

’rls

currently has a "closed" version of PEMoperational now. This version.
is limited to use by a contained communitysupporting its owncertification.
authority. The "open" version, to be released to the Internet community,will.
support a national certification authority and w~ll allow unrelated originators
and recipients to correspond freely. For further information readers maycontact
either Jim Galvin <galvin@tis.com> or Dave B~.lenson <balenson@tis.com>.,
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-Privacy EnhancedMail:
The TMail Implementation
James M. Galvin
Trusted Information

¯ Introduction

Systems
¯ Privacy Enhanced Mail

May 3, 1990
¯ TMail Project

¯ Summary

¯ What is PEM? What is
the players?

TMail? Who are
¯ Privacy and Security

¯ An introduction

Research Group

to PEM.
¯ RSAData Security, In(:.

status: work com¯ Our implementation,
pleted, in progress, to be don~.

¯ Scheduleand availability.

¯ BBNCC

,o

Privacy

Fnhanced Mail (PEM)

’ ¯ Trusted Information Systerns
¯ PEIVI is specified by the following RFCs:
David Balenson
Glenn Benson
Pam Cochrane
Sheila Haghighat

1113: Message_ Encipherment and Authentication Procedure,,;
1114: Certificate
1115: Algorithms,

PEM is a mechanism whereby electronic
mail can be augmentedto provide the following security services on an end-to-end
basis:
-- messageintegrity
- message origin

authentication

- messageconfidentiality

Based
Key Management
Modesand Identifiers

If assymmetric cryptosystems are used. nonrepudiat~on is also :supported.
End-to-end meansoriginator to recipient user
agent, independent: ¯ of
the message transfer
.
system.

¯ MessageIntegrity - the property that data
has not been altered or. destroyed in an
unauthorized manner.
’-- Integrity is protected by the application
of a Message:Integrity
Code algorithm
to the message, the signing of the resulting value and the inclusion of the
signed value in the PEMheaders.

Signing is accomplishedby the use ol; an asymmetric (public key) cryptographic algorithm.
A user has a pair of keys that are inverses of
each other. One, the public key, is madegenerally available, in order that others may use
it to send encrypted mail to the user. The
other, the private key is kept secret, in order
tO support ~nessage signing and the decryption ol; received messages.

6-1

¯ Message Origin Authentication - the corroboration that the origin, ator of the message is as claimed.
Since the message integrity
code (MIC)
is signed with the originator’s privat~ key,
only the orig!nator could hav.e sent the
message,if the MIC is verified by the recipient.

:Integrity without authentication is not SUl~ported; the two services are tightly coupled.

MessageConfidentialitythe property that
the data is not madeavailable or disclosed
to unauthorizedindividuals, entities or pr(~
cesses.
A data encrypting key (DES) is generated. The message is encrypted with this
key. The key is included in the PEMheaders, once for each recipient, with each encrypted ~vith the public key of the respective recipient.

There is.a Recipient-ID field preceding each
key, so that each recipient can find its respective copy o:F the key.

8

There are four steps to realizing
PEM message:

an outbound

Local Form
,

Canonica~ form is analogous to the inter-SMTP
.representati~n is defined in RFC82:~ and RFC

2. Canonical Form

822. (ASC[]I with CR-LF delimiters)
3. Authentication

and Encipherment

-

4. Printable

Encoding

¯ Services are provided by User Agents; no
special processing requirements are imposed
on the Message Transfer System.

Interoperability
amongheterogenous mail
components is supported.

Services can be provided on a site-by-site or
user-by-user basis without impacting other ser-.
vices.
Interoperability is guaranteed by the canonical
form of the message.
A certificatecontains a user’s identity and the
user’s public key. lit is signed by an issuer.. The
issuer’~ certificate,
in turn, contains the issuer’s public key but is signed by a well-known
issuer.

¯ Public keys are distributed via certificates.

TMail Project:
¯ The 5 major components.
¯ TMail is a realization
cation.

of the PEMspecifi-

-- Crypto Administrator
-- Local

¯ Organized around 5 major components.

¯ Two version.,;:

OPENversus CLOSED.

Interface

Key Manager (LKM)

-- Key Distribution

Center (KDC)

-- Send Crypto Controller

(SCC)

¯

-- Receive Crypto Controller
¯ User agent and message transfer
dependencies.

agent

11

(RCC)

¯ Crypto Administrator Interface (CAI) is;
used by an organization to perform the
following functions:
-- register users
-

-- delete registered users
-- other
administrative
,
Access control

functions

is enforced by the LKM.

¯ Local

Key-Manager (LKM)

-. Primarily a cache of often used certificates.
-- As a matter olF policy, private keys may
not ~¢:ave the perimeter of the LKM.
"therefore,
the LKM provides encryption and decrypti0n services using private keys.

13

¯ Local Key Manager (LKM), continued
Local Key Manager (LKM), continued
-- Two forms of access control
ported:

are sup-

-- Dependent on a number of libraries:
¯ certificate

interface

¯ cryptographic interface

¯ users may operate on the themselves

¯ data interface

* cryp~:o administrators mayoperate on
anyone

¯ distinguished

A form is administratively
are not mutually exclusive.

set:.

They

¯ key manager interface
¯ certificate

15

nameinterface

revocation list interface

, o

¯ Key Distribution
¯ Local Key Manager (LKM), continued
-- Application library is provided for communicating with the LKM

Center (KDC)

- central repository.of all certificates
-- issues all certificates
- maintains list

of expired or deleted cer-

’tificates

18

Send Crypto Controller

(SCC)

¯ Receive Crypto Controller (RE(::;)

- Accepts an ordinary mail message.

--

- Returns a PEMrhessage.

-- Returns an ordinary mail message.
¯

Available as a library so it is independent
of a mail user agent.
-

Accepts a PEMmessage.

Available as a library so it is independe~nt
of a mai[I user agent.
-

¯ Two versions:

OPENversus CLOSED.

- OPENversion

OPEN versus

CLOSE!D,

-- CLOSEDversion

¯ open community with unrestricted

size.

¯ local key generation.

¯ closed, limil:ed

community.

¯ local or centralized key generation.

¯ organizational notaries and short hierarchy of certification authorit.ies.
¯ ad hoc meansfor distribution
tificates and CRLs.

¯ Two versions:
continued.

of cer-

¯ centralized certification

¯ fully automated meansfor distribution of certiificates and CRLs.
¯ sensitivity labelling.

User Agent and Message Transfer
(MTA) dependencies.

Agent

We have integrated
PEM with the Rand
MHUser Agent and are dependen~ on the
Sendmail Message Transfer .Agent. While
MH may be independent of its MTA, the
changes necessary to support PEiVi were
only made to that portion of MHwhich
uses Sendmail. We expect to integrate
the SCCwith MHsuch that this dependence will not be present in the OPEN
version.

authority.

Othe~Applications

Appllcation Intcffacc

A~plic~t|onIntcffacc

Key

mcnt

"C¢~tL~catc

~ CRL

Summary

¯ Beta testing to begin early in June.

¯ Wide availability

late Summer.

--

SunOS3 and SunOS4

--

ME68020 and SPARE

¯ Performancestatistics
INTEROP90.

available at

C~ypt°g~aphlci

CI~L
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THE FNC, NREN, AND CCIRN

6.5

The

Presentation

6.6

FNC,

NREN, and

by Tony Villasenor

The FNC Engineering

Presentation

C CIRN

by Phill

Planning

Group

Gross/ NRI

Reported by P hill Gross
In late 1987, several U.S. agencies formed the Federal Research Internet Coordinating Committee (FRICC), under the auspices of the Federal Coordinating.
Committee for Science, Engineering and Technology (FCCSET).The goal was.
to coordinate agency network planning in laying the groundworkfor a national.
networking infrastructure. To assist in designing and implementing the actual
technical details, the FRICCformed the Federal Engineering Planning Group
(FEPG).
The FRICCwas an ad hoc group. In 1990, the FRICCwas replaced by the
more formally chartered Federal Network Council (FNC), reporting to the ONce
of Science and Technology Planning (OSTP). The FNCretains a very similar
structure to the FRICC,with the exception that more agencies are involved,
and separate functions are addressed in individual FNCworking groups (Engi-neering and Operations, Security, and Research and Development). The FEPG
is still the principal technical body of the FNC,but it nowreports through the
Engineering and Operations Working Group (EOWG),which sets FNCpolicy
in the areas of network engineering and operations.
Tony Villasenor (Program Manager for the NASAScience Internet, Office of
Space Science and Applications) presented an overview of the FNC,its objectives, its membership,and its working group structure. Mr. Villasenor chairs
the FNC EOWG.
Mr. Villasenor’s slides are quite thorough and self-explanatory. He includes
current history of the congressional NRENinitiatives.
He also describes how
the FNCactivities relate to the IETFand other imternational activities like the
CCIRN.
I encourage anyone interested
slides.

in the FNCor the NRENto review his excellent
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Phill Gross (CNRI) presented an overview of the FEPGand its current activities. The FEPGhas been actively involved with domestic and international
agency network interconnection, operational routing coordination in agency net.works, OSI planning, and determining early agency requirements for NREN.
The FEPGhas developed the notion of the Federal Inter-agency eXchange
point (FIX) for interconnecting agency backbones (see slides). This is simply
a central location in which various agency routers all connect to a single local
area network. Currently, there are 2 such Fix’s - FIX-East at the Suranet
operations center in College Park Maryland, and FIX-West at AmesResearch
Center in California. There is consideration for installation of other FIX’s, and
for providing standard services at each FIX (e.g., NTP,DNS,etc). Coordination
of inter-agency routing is generally done via the FIX’s.
The FEPGhas also helped plan two links to Europe for agency and general
Internet traffic. The two planned links are from GoddardSpace Flight Center
to the University College of London, and from the ESnet in Princeton, New
Jersey to the West GermanResearch ]Network (WIN). This report gave only
a brief overview the segregation of mission-oriented agency traffic from that
meant for general Internet infrastructure. More detailed reports on these two
interesting joint-agency links will be scheduled for a l[uture IETFmeeting after
they becomeoperational. The US-UKlink is expected to be fully operational
by September 1990. It is hoped the US-FRG
link wil]l be operational before the
end of 1990.

A Status Report:

FNC & NREN & CCIRN
Presented to the

INTERNET

ENGINEERING

TASK

FORCE

Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
May 3, 1990

TONY VILLASENOR
Program Manager, NASAScience Internet
Office of Space Science and Applications

N/~A
NASAMission Organization

Administrator
OffiCe Of Aeronautics
Exploration & Technology
Dr. ArnoldAldrich

Office of Space
Science& Applications
Dr. LenFlsk

Flight
l~Dr, WilliamLenoir

Aerodynamics research
Fulld dynamlce
Space technology

Manned
Operations
Space
Shuttle
Space
StationFreedom

Science
i
PLANETARY
LIFE SCIENCE
Mr. RayArnold
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
INFRASTRUCTURE
DataCenters
- Supercomputers.
Science
Networks

.=nce Internet

f
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FEDERAL NETWORKINGCOUNCIL
(FNC)

Federal Researchlnternet Coordinating Committee

(FRICC)

NASANetworking

4

¯ FORMED
BY FCCSET/Network
SubCommitteeChair (JAN.Z~, 90)
¯ PURPOSE
- PROVIDE[FEDERAL]POLICYDIRECTIONFORNRENVISION
- COORDINATE
ACTIVITIES & SERVICESOF FEDERALNETS
- ESTABLISHMECHANISMS
TO ENSUREINTER-OPERATION
¯ I.E.- FNC WASFORMED
TO ESTABLISHAN INTERAGENCY
FORUMAND LONGTERMSTRATEGYTO OVERSEETHE
OPERATION
ANDEVOLUTION
OF THE INTERNE’[’.
¯ MEMBERS
FORMALLYDESIGNATEDBY THEIR AGENCIES

IIF NRENIS FUNDED,THEINTERNETWILLEVOI. VE
1 "to

NREN

Federal NetworkingCouncil

Chairman- Dr. CharlesBrownstein/NSF

GSA

DARPA
NASA

DOD

NIST
USGS

DCA

NSF
HHS
NOAA

"~~’~~NEERING

~ernet

NTIA

OMB

IN’i"ER~’ATIONA[."-]
..!=1
WORKING
GROUP
i

WORKING GROUP WORKING GROUP,

RESEARCH& DEVELOPMENT
WORKING
GROUP

OSTP

DOF

~~

SECURITY

Up
I

FNC Advisory

Committee

FNC,coordinating with OSTP,will establislh a charter and formal
Advisory Committeerepreser~ting industry and academiaand the
national user commLJnity; this Advisory Com=rnittee will work
closely with the FNCto provide gL~idancein developingthe NREN.

FNC & IETF

FNC

lAB
IRTF

FEPG

IETF

NATIONAL RESEARCH& EDUCATION NETWORK
(NREN)

two rk-NR E,,,,~N j
HIGH PERFORMANCE
COMPUTING
INITIATIVE. HPCI
¯ SenatorGore(Bill S.1067)andSenatorJohnston(Bill S.1976)
¯ RepresentativeWalgren(Bill HR.3131)
¯ FRICC"NREN
Program Plan"
NREN5-YEAR 3-PHASE IMPLEMENTATION
PhaseI - Interconnect Agencynetworks with 1.5 mbpsbackbone
Phase2 - Upgrademulti-Agency backboneto 45.mbps
Phase3 - Develop3 gbps networkingcapability; research required
APPROACH
Build Internet to Interim NREN
with NSF,DARPA,
NASA,IDOE,
with placeholders for HHS,NOAA,USGS,NIST, etc.

NASAScience Internet

Political Clirnate for NREN
May3, ’1990: a~ternoon

Commerce
Committeeunanimouslypassed S.106’7 authorization
andforwardedit to the full Senatefor vote, probablyin mid-May
Most "unusual": both Democraticand Republica~nsponsors
Support from *both* White House& Congress
Appearsalso to havegrowing~support from education, libraries:
- not just for researchandscience
- for researchersin Frenchliterature, law, commerce,
etc.
Congresswantsto build a networkthat is compatiblewith industry;;
simple, so peoplecan useit: jus~t like today’s tellephoneservices. J

1990 Chronology,up to May3, 1990

Jan 1990

OSTP/Bromley
called agencyheacls to support HPCI
"HPCIIlooking goodfor FY 1992"
Jan-Feb1990 FNCcreated =~ expanded& appointed FRICC
101st Congress(3 separate Congressionalauthorization committees)
Commerce:NSF& NASA- S.1067 (Senator Gore)"
Energy: DOE-S.1976 (Sen. Johnston, Gore, McClure)
DARPA
- part of ArmedServices authorization bill
Also, Houseversion of Gore: HR.3131(Rep. Walgren)
April 3, 1990 Commerce
Authorization Committeeapproves S.1067;
nowforwardedto Senatefor vote
April 4, 1990 Housebegins markupof Walgrenbiill - HR.3131
April 19, 1990 M.Nelson(Gore staffer) briefs FNC
May-July,1990 Anticipate Senatemarkup& vote on S.1067& S.1976

NASAScience Internet
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NREN ISSUES
WHITE HOUSE/OSTP/FCCSET
¯ Must insure total OSTPHPCIprogram; not just NREN
¯ Must have full agencyagreement& [program] consistency

FNC
Different orientation between"Mission Agencies"and
Infrastructure Agencies"
COMMERCIALICATION
¯ Needto define "commercialization"
¯ Define role of government
in stimulating an NREN
as well as
associatedtechnologytransfer (gigabit protocols, switches, e~c..)
TECHNOLOGYTRANSFER
Senate:no accessrestrictions in revised Goreversion
House:wants to protect U.S. databasesand resources
Result- HPClto provide benefits to Americancompanies,but not
excludeother nations (viz, FreeTradeAgreement
witl~ Canada,}

NREN BUDGET

,Su ,m. maryof HPC!FundsRequested
FY92

FY93

NREN
Interagency Interim NREN
Gigabits R&D

14
16

23
27

55
40

COMPUTERSYSTEMS

55

91

141

179

216

ADVAI~CED SOFTWARE

51

90

137

172

212

BASIC RESEARCH

15

25

38

FY94

FY95

FY96

50 50
55
60

46

59

From:~’he FederalHI_ohPerformance
ComDutln
a Proqram,ExecutiveOffice of ThePresident,1989
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AdvancedNetwork Engineering Technology
)~----mmnIll II

[]

PROTOCOLSTANDARDIZATION
VERYHIGH SPEEDSWITCHING
ADVANCED
APPLICATIONS& SERVICES
POLICY-BASEDIINTERCONNECTION
NETWORKMANAGEMENT
SEC,URITY
ACCOUNTING
National Research&
Education Network
(NREN)
ml

FY90 GIGABIT TESTIE~ED PROGRAM

RESEARCH
OB~IECTIVES
¯ FOSTERGIGABIT APPLICATIONS
¯ EVALUATEARCHITECTURAL
AL’II’ERNATIVES
¯ UNDERSTAND
REQUIREMENTSFOR GIGABIT NETWORKS
¯ COLLABORATE
WiTH INDUSTRY, ESPECIALLYCARRIERS
¯ VEHICLE FOR APPLYING& TESTING RESEARCH
RESULTS
STIMULATEGIGABIT APPLICATIONS
¯ DISTRIBUTED SUPERCOMPUTING
¯ LARGESCALE MODELUNG
& SIMULATION
¯ INTERACTIVEVISUALIZATION

NA,’

Iernet

16

Planned Gigabit Testbeds (4/9o)

Btl

/
~

B=e_ll_South,
’ ~~
JPL

----’---"
Bell Reglonals
GTE
MCI
Norllght

4190

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

INTERCONTINENTALRESEARCH NETWORKING
Chair: Bill Bostwick

NACCIRN

NSF + DARPA+ DOE+ NASA+ NIST + USGS+ NOAA
(FNCagencies)
""
CREN(CSNET~BITNET). FARNET
Canada (NRC, CANET,DND)& Mexiico (CONACYT)

COORDINATING’cOMMITTEE
F~"~’I NT E RC 0 N~I’~FA L"~’~
RESEARCHNETWORKING
~
Chairs: US/Bill B, o2~ick and E~r~o..pe/Jarnes H_utto__n._~

CCIRN

NACCIRN
delegates (FNCagencies, lAB, Canada)
RARE+ NORDUNET
+ JANE’T + DFN + EUNET+ EARN
EURO-SPAN/HEPNET
+ ESA/ESTFC+ RIPE
Observers(Japan, Australia)

CCIRNIssues

ACTIONS& ISSUES
¯ JANETgatewayproblems; role of RARE
& U.S. to i~nprove service.
¯ Role of U.S. TopologyEngineering WorkingGroupon international
network architectures
¯ Approvalof draft "CCIRI~Policy on Intercontinental LeasedLines"
from CCIRN/Canada
meeting
¯ SeekCCIRNplan for the administration within Europeof IP network
numbers, domainnames,and autonomoussystem number.(;.
¯ Define the current state of IP connectivity betweenEuropeandNorth
America. A TEWGtask?
¯ Developplan for improvedU.S. connectivity to France, Scandinavia,
Italy, andGreece.
¯ Begindiscussionson international transit traffic issues.
~"NEXT
MEETIN~;.
May_~.10-11
iln Cannes,....Fr~nc~
NA,’
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International [U.S.] Policy Issues

POLICIESFORINTERCONNECTION:
equitable sharing,
contingent upon NREN
and Pan-Europemulti-protocol
networks(note: applies to infrastructure links only)
NOTE:FEPGpolicy on interconnection: e.g.,
international links should connectto an agency
backbone,only one primary link betweentwo
countries, etc.
THEREFORE
=> Interesting Topics for IETF, lAB, etc’.
¯ Monitoring and Accounting
¯ Routing & Topology Issues
¯ Security Protocols & Procedures*
¯ Interoperability
¯ Reliability & Risk
¯ Costing Strategies & ChargingAlgorithms

iii

r iii

iili

[J i i i

CHALLENGES& OPPORTUNITIES

i

~

i

~

ii

~

The FU’i"tJRE
~
OBSERVATION;..
Multiplicity_Q’f..
devel0p.m_.9.n,
ts.
TCP/IP+ OSI .~. PhaseV + ANSI+ GOSIP
+++
FNC+ U.S. "NREN"+CEC/RARE,
IX! + TISN+ + +
CLNP/CONP
+ ISDN÷ SONE-"i"+ FDDil ÷ + .+
RESEAR(~H;
MqreO_D_oortunil~es
than Ever!!i
Network Technology
.,
Network Management
NetworkAppliications& Services

,,

NATIONAL
INFR.AT~~E_:Unpre..qe__djP~n.ted..chanqes!!!
Roles of Government& Academia& Indusltry
Commercialization& Priwtization
Increased.useof Networkingas a ResearcyTool
Increased awarenessof Networkingas a ]Business
Newlegislation required: domestic& international

YOU ARE TODA~
AT THE IFOREFRONT
OF THE
EXPLODING TECHNOLOGY
TELECOMMUNICATIO~IS

24

FNC Engineering
Planning Group (FEPG)

Phill Gross
CNRI

IETF
M~y.3 1990

Coordinated
FederalInternationalInterconnectivky
-’NN
An Example

U.S.

..

International
Site

Federal
Consolidated
International
Link

Multi-protocol Router

Federal IntemetworkExchangePoint (FIX)
An Example

Link to
Agency Backbones

Link to
Agency Backbones

,

Link to
Agency Backbones

.

9~®~
1

Multi-Protocol

Link to
Regional

Router

International
Link:

~
IIIII IIIIII

I
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THE WIDE AREA FILE SYSTEM

6.7

The Wide Area File

Presentation

by Philip

System

Lehman/ Transarc

Widearea file service is a logical next addition to the set of services available on
the Internet. A WideArea File System includes transparent data sharing within
and amongpotentially thousands of organizations, with tens of thousands of
users per organization. A Wide Area File System utilizes a commonspace
of file namesand therefore a view of the file system, that is consistent among
users. This service has possibilities in as yet unexplored directions, including
easy collaboration, personal mobility, information availability, and eventually a
fundamental change to the work environment in-the-large. Such service must
be truly easy to use, essentially hiding the existence of the underlying network
from users. Wedescribe an experiment that is about to be undertaken and
that is based upon Transarc’s AFSproduct (formerly the AndrewFile System
developed at Carnegie Mellon University).
Subscribers to such a WideArea File System are, de facto, joining a federation of autonomousorganizations (called "cells"), with commondirectory, protection, authorization, and transfer protocols and models. Requirements for
such an endeavor include operation without central administration, networks
supporting reliable and efficient long-distance communication,straightforward
local management,high availability, and appropri~te security mechanisms. The
Wide Area File System consists of cells collaborating to provide a communal
(very large) file namespace, where the physical (machine) location of any given
information is transparent to users.
The goal of the experiment is improved understanding of the viability of a
shared data space, of opportunities for increased collaboration and of the scalability of these notions. The specific componentsof tlhe project are a numberof
focus installations, a central cell (a clearinghouse and data repository, possibly
called "GRAND.CENTRAL.ORG",
not a central administrator)
and research
on both the technical and usage effects of a large distributed file system. Network effects to be studied include: effective throughput, data loss, latencies,
availability, traffic, load, efficiency, and therefore the potential for further scaling. Additional technical measures include storage usage and economies, the
degree of data sharing over small and large distances, and the use and reliability
of authentication systems. Usage observations (via focus projects) include effects on collaboration and effectiveness, the issues of decentralized management,
and the scaling of the logistics to tens or hundredsof sites.
The proposedproject, therefore, hopes to provide a newlevel of networkservice.,
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TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS

built upon new technologies, and a better understandiing of the characteristics
and uses of wide area networks.

Outline

:

Motivation. and Goals
Technologies and Models

The
Wide Area
File System

Wide Area File System Project
Areas of Research
Conclusions

May1, 1990

Philip L. Lehman
TransarcCorporation
The Gulf Tower
707 GrantStreet
Pittsburgh, PA15219
412-338-4400

Characterization

Motivation

¯ Nextsignificantstep for Interactservice

¯ Mediumfor collaboration

¯ Data sharing among(and within) many
organizations
¯ Best sharing t~atures of timesharing

¯ Personal rnobility

¯ 10,000’s users per organization

¯ Whatelse????

¯ 1,000’s of organizations

¯ Summary:
¯ change the work environment
¯ low aggravation for work over
distances

¯ Uniform, consistent view from all
workstations
¯ Efficiency

¯ Browsing and distribution

mechanism

¯ Sampling mechanism

TRAN~ARC
O:~J~RATIOI~

History
1982
1984
1985
1986
1988
1989
1990

CMUInformation Technology
Center founded
VICE-1: first campusdeploymer~t
VICE-2: performance
improvements(callbacks, threads)
"Andrew"
Nationwide File System Workshop
..AFS3.0 beta: cell architectrure,
long-haul, Kerberos, file; chunks
AFS 3.0 product: NFS
interoperability, utilities (backup,
monitoring)

Practical Model

Service Goal :
Transpare, nt access to authorized users
¯ Heterogeneous systems
¯ Multiple organizations
¯ Trans-and inter.-continental distances
¯ True l."d.e system: hide existence of
n~,tworl.(
¯ .Extension to existing networkservices:
remotelogin, file transfer, mail

Requirements "

¯ Federations of autonomousorganizations

¯ Reliable, efficient communication

¯ Common
directory, protection,
authorization,, transfer protocols and
models

¯ Mechanismsto support easy use

¯ Bi-lateral agreementon access control
¯ Hence, no central administration required

~ Not an administrative nightmare

Available

Technologies

Technology

Model

¯ Networking:T-1 and faster

¯ Server Machines: disks, server processes

¯ Protocols: R.PC(streaming,
authenticated)
¯ Security and authentication: Kerberos
¯ Distributed file systems: AFS

* Client Machines:logins, file use
¯ (One physical machinecan be both.)

,t~Technology:

~
Uniform

Name Space

¯ Communalfile space
¯ Federation of"cells"
¯ Physical location transparency
¯ (Domainnameused for cell name.)
Examples:

/afs/trans arc.com/public/pll/talks/ietf0590.mss
/afs/cs.cmu.edu/usr/dn/proj/fs/datal 2
/afs/ir.stanf ord.edu/users/s/smith]tr/afs.tex
/afs/rice.edu/usr/almes/afs/notes.txt

¯ Current implementation: Unix

Technology:

Cells

¯ Administrative domains
¯ Conformto organizational considerations
¯ Autonomous
(e.g. independent userid’s)

Technology: Other
¯ Localcaching of fries on clients; efficient
consistency mechanism
¯ Long-haul RPCtechniques: streaming,
error recovery
¯ , Distributedfile protocol
¯ Volumes for disk management
¯ Security: Kerberos, access control lists
(ACL’s)

fWide Area File System Challenge ""~
¯ Experimentwith, the viability of a shared
data space
¯ Foster e, fficient cooperationby providing
a new level of network service
¯ Will mechanismsscale?
¯ ’Ilaeory: intercell effects happenonly for
in~ercell sharing

¯ Replication for availability:
¯ system data
¯ file data

~ DARPA Project

Components

F-"--

Installations

¯ Installations

¯ Grower in number

¯ Central Cell

¯ 40"official" participants
¯ 25 ’~’server" sites

¯ Research
¯ Technical ’
¯ Usage

¯ 15 ’:’client-only" sites
¯ Other additional participants
¯ Basis for muchlarger system
¯ NFSL.~FSGateway option for
interoperation

/~

"GRAND.CENTRAL.ORG"

Technical

Research::

¯ Clearinghouse for sites, names

Effective throughput

¯ Hot line
¯ Repository for shared, experiment-based
data
i, Center for networkstudy

Lost packets

Network

¯ Latencies
¯ Availability: server, site, system
¯ Networkeffects: traffic/load;

efficiency

¯ Performance under load
¯ Effects of client-only sites
¯ Projections of further scaling

Technical

Research:

Other

¯ Storage usage and economies
¯ Degreeof data sharing: central, project,
site/cell, machine
¯ Use and reliability of authentication
systems

Focus Projects

:

¯ Select six to eight ongoingprojects
involving multi-site cooperation
¯ Examples: SOAR,STARS, ...
¯ Monitor projec~ use of AFS

Usage Observations

Next Generation

¯ Interview/monitor participants:
subjective/objective usage data

¯ Proposed to O.S.F. as "DEcorum"
¯ RPC: NCS

¯ Howdoes collaborative work change?

¯ Kerberos V5
¯ POSEXsemantics

¯ Howdo logistics scale to tens (hundreds)
of sites?
¯ Whatis the function of the central site?
¯ Does decentralized

managementwork?

¯ Protocol Translator for upward
compatibility

..

¯ Per-file. ACL’s
¯ Other performance improvements
¯ RFCwill be issued on distributed ftle
protocol
¯ Intent:
,, Protocol refinement
¯ Wide Area File System performance
irnt:,rovement
®Creation of compatible
utilities/enhancements
. ¯

Calendar
¯ De facto: WideArea File System exists
today
¯ Project start:

May,1990

¯ End of Year 1:24 project sites

Summary
¯ Newle, vel of service
¯ Built upon latest technologies
¯ Bette.r understandingof characteristics
and uses of wide-area networks

¯ End of Year 2:40 project sites
¯ A~lditional sites as well

Summary
"No matter where you go... there you are."
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